


THE (((SYSTEM)))

CUBE OF CHAOS

The matricized world of the Demiurge imprisons all of those souls who have allowed themselves to 
become attached to its kaleidoscope of color, sound and sensation. Those who have allowed themselves
to be shackled to the material world in exchange for the transient delights of the flesh have endangered 
the Divine Spark within, threatening to extinguish it in the surging waters of chaos. They live in 
pleasant intoxication in a world of momentary pleasures flitting like a bee from flower to flower and 
expending their life force, having to return to the hive with the nectar they thought was their own 
possession and bestow it upon the queen.

Their life's blood is drained once their service as a drone is completed, cannibalized by the hierarchy of
darkness which controls this hive of lower density..

It is a beehive structure with each drone placed in its six-sided hexagram (all severed from the others as
an individual and yet still apart of the hive). The drone has no characteristics save a vacuous 
undifferentiated, uniform appearance and function, no different from the rest but yet still an 'individual',
a bee in the hive bound in service to the queen.

The service of the drone slave is enforced by the soldier bees whose duty it is to prevent any rogue 
element from destabilizing the organization of the hive. It is the rogue element who is the greatest 
threat to the hive and is perpetually sought amidst the teeming multitude of the drone workers.

Any subtle sign of difference is made note of and entered into the database of the hive and, should 
sufficient signs be noted to justify a response a soldier or two are dispatched to investigate-indeed, in 
the hive all drones are indoctrinated to fulfill the function of spies and to make notes on one another to 
enforce the operations of the hive and its controlling hierarchy, enslaving themselves in the process.

The hive unifies when under attack by rogue elements and falls upon them rending them and destroying
them as a threat, as a being representing actual organic difference that is not something the hierarchy 
can cope with. The death's head moth is that threat from without that is also a unifying force and that 
all of the hive seeks to cast out of itself else is destroyed by this predator. Those drones who have the 
potentiality to go 'rogue'  must learn a lesson from this eternal predator and must adopt his behaviors.

The cube of chaos that is the matrix of zion contains within itself chaos-the chaos of fragmented and 
degenerated forms of life-excrescence of once pure organic forms that have been transferred over 
generations into devolved products of higher beings and whose behavior is the excrescence of 
excrescence (themselves), creating ever more chaos until the breaking point when the matrix itself 
explodes through its own internal pressure, the jarring cacophony of disparate forces which war with 
one another for dominance in the manifestation of their own will to power, their own self-assertion and 
vital striving, the stronger force overcoming the weaker and all being overcome by the Demiurge which
in turn overcomes itself through its own death drive.
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The cube of chaos destroys itself-if it is not first destroyed by the return of the force of the light of the 
black sun, melting the rings of saturn and dissolving the bars of the matrix prison, liberating the souls 
within, in the eternal return of the cycles of time. 

Only those who have managed to break the chains which bind them to the phenomenal world can attain
salvation and this through detachment from the material world. This is not the coward's escapism into a
fantasy land of milk and honey but the hero's combat against the dark forces and the termination of the 
hierarchy which enslaves the drones in the hive.

Many are called to the combat but few are chosen as warriors. The selection process is one made 
through the act of active resistance and opposition, in the arena of the 'octagon', the two dimensional 
representation of the hypercube of the dark forces which imprisons the souls on this earth in their 
degenerating forms. 

To put an end to the chaos requires not love but the application of the 'Law', of Cosmic, Divine Order 
and only the Aryan can understand the means to achieve this. Only he understands how the enemy 
works and what the relative strengths and weaknesses are between himself and the enemy-what he has 
to avail himself of as an arsenal against the diabolical weapons of the dark side.

May the sword of Truth rend the coarse tissue of the matrix and defeat the darkness for good and all 
and may the Aryan bring about a new order of the ages spiritualizing the earth and bathing it with the 
light of the Divine reflected both from above and through himself as he rekindles the once dying spark 
of the Divine within. The final battle for the conquest of a new earth is upon us. Gird yourself then, 
with the armor of God and the flaming sword of the Divine Will and go forth to battle against the forces
of darkness.

DEMIURGIC MEDIATION

The Demiurge or the accident which was the rupture in Eternity, in the 'nunc stans', (the Eternal Now) 
realm of eternal forms, disrupted that realm and brought with it whatever qlippothic forms, the entities 
that became entangled with and bound to the jewish pest and which have wrecked havoc upon the earth
for millenia destroying the 'universal peace' of Eternity.

Now we live in a world of becoming that is superimposed upon Being, upon Eternity, and we must 
now, we Hyperboreans, play our part in the cosmic orchestra of the Demiurge, we who have one foot in
Eternity and seek to find our way back in that direction walking backwards through the spheres and 
guided by our intuitive minds which alone can apprehend the eternal forms.

We live in a world of distortion wherein everything is mediated by the Demiurgic evil tide of the 
transient and temporal states of becoming, rendering the world in which we dwell a world of illusion. 
We must navigate this world and understand it for what it is and pull aside the veil of appearances to 
perceive the diabolical jew, arche deceiver and concealer of Truth behind this veil.

Once perceived for what it is one may deal with it through the appropriate means, spiritually and 
materially. It is simply a matter of taking the scales from his eyes and facing reality as it exists, putting 
the crosshairs of lucid vision on the enemy and acting according to the justice of the eternal realms 
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within this realm of illusion. The middle man jew and his cronies mediate justice and transmute it 
through their black magic alchemy into injustice visiting harm upon others out of a vengeful hatred of 
their betters.

They are indeed the 'robots of the Demiurge' as Miguel Serrano called them, merely an 'ape of god' who
seeks to monopolize the Divine Will and to elevate themselves to a state of godhood through such a 
groundless claim and hubristic arrogance. However they monopolize nothing attempting to fill their 
peddler's sacks with Spirit and having only wind in place of any spiritual state of being. 

The robots or rather slaves of the Demiurge, having no spiritual life, understand their own finitude and 
thus on the basis construct a fanciful ideology/religion which serves as an overcompensation 
mechanism for their own unenviable fate, believing they will reincarnate in a jew body and have the 
world for their inheritance: nonetheless they have deceived themselves and yet understand this 
implicitly at some 'ur' level of consciousness which is why they are so obsessed with continuing their 
technocracy as means of attempting-impossibly-to enter the realm of the immortals which they will 
never be able to. They thus live a false life like all of their shabbos goyim who have sold their souls to 
the jew for mammon and the 'treasures of this world', tying themselves into the jews' witchcraft spells 
of kabbalistic black magic which they in their extreme naivete have assimilated into their 
consciousness as 'bible passages' and the 'names of the Lord'.

All of this is itself Demiurgic mediation and all of it is mediated through the jew his echo, the echo or 
mouth/piece of the jews' father the price of lies 'jehovah'/YHVH. The Demiurge is an entity that will 
destroy itself through itself and perpetuates itself only through feeding off the soul energy of its slaves. 
Hence the phrase 'be fruitful and multiply'-the ethical imperative of the slave religion of christianity 
which perpetuates the vampire force of the demiurge and keeps all trapped within the matrix of zion.

KALI YUGA CHILDREN

The jews, "Pestilential miasma from the East" as Robert Ley called them, have been the plague virus 
upon the earth for the past five millenia at least as far back as the 'historical record' 'Hi-story, the story 
of the Demiurge jehovah, reveals. This makes them the children of the Kali Yuga, the aeon or 'time' 
period which has been in existence until the last century and has spanned the period with a 
characteristically disorderly and chaotic set of conditions that make this aeon tainted with the jewish 
reek just as the jews are tainted with its chaotic vibrations.

The two are a perfect pair with each presumably being a function of the Other, each conditioning the 
other and sustaining and amplifying the chaos that is the world in all of its falsehood and distortion 
consists of. The remnant of the Kali Yuga still persist as the remnant of its reek persists even as a new 
aeon has already come into being in the last hundred plus years in the new aeon of Aquarius.

Things change logarithmically and things becoming more and more chaotic as reality as experienced on
this earth by all sentient life and all beings seemingly (as evaluated from the finite perspective of the 
writer, one of these sentient beings) sense the impending catastrophe looming on the horizon, 
threatening to bring ruination to all of what now bear, the name of 'civilization'
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Each and all are preparing unconsciously in some cases more consciously, in others for the inevitable 
chaos-all are reacting against the entropic conditions which are palpable and can be sensed by all of 
those whose consciousness has not been dulled excessively by the din of the Kali Yuga, the perpetual 
strife and their own addiction to vice and lower egoic striving, narcotizing and alcoholizing their minds
as means of attempting to cope with the chaos which rings them round.

The jews are the causal agents of chaos and are so-to-speak the transceiver of chaos receiving the 
negative energies of distortion through their own negative distorted genetico-demonic constitutions 
which echo the Demiurgic transmission of the initial chaos which overlaid reality.

And yet beyond the jews there are yet more sentient beings (organisms) on the earth who are or at least 
could be spoken of as 'children of the Kali Yuga' as they are influenced in a similar way being 
transceivers of the vibration of the aeon and being transformed just as they are in a way a 'transformer' 
of these energies through which they are mediated.

The discord of the Kali Yuga makes all instruments of its cacophonous symphony- creating agitation; 
hostility; putting people into a state of impassioned lower consciousness and pitting 'brother against 
brother'. However there is a glimmer of hope amidst the chaos and that is its fleeting presence, that 
there will be a dawn of a new aeon which already rises on the horizon and is banishing the tenebrous 
night of Demiurgic shadows with its solar-polar refulgence-the light of the North of Hyperborea!

The children of the Kali Yuga (those who are living under the current aeon) are thus faced with a test: 
either they can awaken to the dawn or they can remain in darkness-they can either recognize that within
them genetico-spiritually lies the Divine Spark and to resonate with the sum total and to discover their 
True self as a child of the golden age who simply has the misfortune-the inevitable misfortune-of living
amidst a time of chaos.

Those who insist upon clinging to the values of the Piscean age of the Kali Yuga will be shackling 
themselves to leaden weights and being dragged into the nether regions to be disintegrated in the 
corrosive waters of samsara, of the Demiurgic world of illusion. Those, alternatively, who live for the 
Higher Self, attuning themselves to Deity and becoming receptive to the currents of the new aeon will 
prosper and develop themselves and their race attaining True knowledge and attaining a higher state of 
being unavailable to the True Children of the Kali Yuga the jews and the beastmen untermenschen who 
in their desperate desire to preserve their finite being would drag the Aryan down with them into 
perdition in hopes of attaining via sympathetic magic-by proxy- what only the white man may attain-
that of godhood and the immortality of the soul. The Kali Yuga dissipates even as the new era dawns, 
the next Satya Yuga or spiritual golden age of the Manvantara, the cycles of time and the dawning of an
age where Eternity will reign amidst the transience of life in its generation and corruption.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF BECOMING AND PANTHEISTIC NATURALISM

The philosophy of Neitzsche and later variants are scizophrenic: on the one hand they entail and 
prescribe albeit allusively a racialist-volkisch weltanschuuang and simultaneously entail a pantheistic 
naturalism that aligns itself with the near eastern "Tradition of the Mother", the pantheistic worldview 
of the middle east and 'Oneness' that it perpetually preaches as a 'moral imperative'.
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This latter transforms only slightly into liberalism and its new age variants which all carry the torch of 
the old aeon only subtly modified to suit the contemporary context, the old aeon and the new, all 
preaching "unity; equality; oneness" an undifferentiated 'volk chaos'. This is  something that is 
accommodated by the Nietzschean worldview, as a philosophy of becoming and transformation of the 
Self, all concerning itself with a raceless individualism.

The potential saving grace of Nietzsche lies in the references to 'we Hyperboreans" and similar 
statements regarding the ancient Aryan (though he does not use the term, presumably taking it for 
granted during the Victorian age that the origins of India were known at the time, that being Aryan) 
caste system, etc.

All of this accommodates a racialism-and yet this 'philosophy of becoming', of transience is compatible
with the pantheism of a Spinoza in many respects the only difference being its dynamism and not its 
rigid Egyptian-jewish structure-one might say 'Parmenidean', though it would better to call it what it 
was in its origin, that being the Akkadian religion presumably or possible even earlier variations on this
theme.

The jewish religion is all about the mutable and the chaos of this world with an overlay of a religious 
dogma of inflexible top down control emanating from 'the One' in a neoplatonic sense, such as with 
Philo the jew who was a great lover of the fatalism of his ego projection, borne of his own chandal 
constitution (self love, the gaze of the chandal into the vanity mirror of its consciousness).

Nietzsche's philosophy is that of immanence (immanentism) and not a transcendence of immanence, of 
'becoming' (which he affirms is all there is) but a harnessing of the forces of becoming and a utilization 
thereof for the purpose of empowerment of the self for the creation of the superman, the 'illuminated 
one' presumably. This is the self creation of the practitioner, the initiate and as such his 
conception/philosophy is masonic, the 'lesser mysteries' being the realization of the Self as illuminated 
one or 'lucifer'.

This is quite a jewish conception and Nietzsche's many poses for photographs in a masonic stance 
suggest he may also have been one, just as are his relations with such jews as Paul Ree and Lou 
Andreas Salome (his jewish bette noire black widow spider-who was presumably assigned him as a 
project to steer at the direction of the jewish elite such as the Frankfurters, Warburgs and others in 
Germany at the time).

The scizophrenia of Nietzsche suggests itself in his crude slander of the Germans and his attempt to 
deny the profundity of their culture (the most profound of all) and his exaltation of the barbarity and 
'Dionysian' nature of the Greeks who were Dionysian (ie. luciferian-another instance of the "Tradition 
of the Mother") only during their decline and fall, during the Socratic and hellenistic (ie. jewish-near 
eastern) phase of decay. This phase brought about the supplantation with a healthier Roman stock of 
Doric Aryans who conquered the effete and 'Dionysian' Greeks with their Sol Invictus, The Apollonian 
principle Nietzsche castigated in his older writings while under the influence of the intoxication of his 
jewish honey trap's perfume. Indeed the jew Oscar Levy edited the entire corpus of Nietzsche's works 
in English and many of the philosopher's works were and indeed are translated into English by jews 
such as Walter Kaufmann, etc. 
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The fact that Nietzsche's works are kept around and promoted even at this late time in the jewish white 
genocide agenda suggest they are at the very least using Nietzsche for their agenda of transmitting the 
'Philosophy of Becoming", of the "Tradition of The Mother", of pantheistic naturalism. This might be a 
use of Nietzsche in an abusive form violating his authentic conception and philosophy of the superman,
of will to power, etc., but the writer concludes that such a conception is basic illuminist doctrine in a 
philosophical form. This doctrine is a threshold into the lesser mysteries and is an anti-christian 
subversion presumably used to play off against christianity with other similar contemporary doctrines 
such as : Darwinism; Haekelism; Cometist positivism; Stirnirism; Marxism; Spiritism; Theosophy, etc. 
all either crudely materialistic bioanthropological creeds or luciferian egalitarian creeds (race-blind 
universalism-'equality').

A similar creed occurred with such as Martin Heidegger the national socialist philosophy who, though a
member of the party was a student of the jew Edmund Husserl [the founder, or rather plagiarist of 
Brentano's phenomenology] and was romantically/sexually involved with Hanna Arendt his student, 
the more or less marxist jew who wrote the book "The Totalitarian Personality".

Perhaps this is another instance of the honey trap that jews pawn off on those goyim who are only 
initially possess a racially oriented creed and are then used to manipulate and distort the genius towards
their ends as a neutralization policy. Heidegger's philosophy follows from Nietzsche's as a 'philosophy 
of becoming' which is perhaps compatible with racialism but does not explicitly affirm a racialist creed 
save perhaps at certain points making oblique references to jews and the concept of 'authenticity', that 
being a recognition of and living as oneself in his differentiated manifestation, ie. living as he is, 
'existing his essence', in the words of the plagiarist communist jew Sartre.

The philosophy of Heidegger is an immanentism of a gnostic luciferian variety which posits existence 
as a 'being in the world' (worldliness) and denies transcendence attempting to associate it with a mere 
conception that derives from the 'logocentric' tradition and christianity (Being as the Logos, 'Time' 
being the reality of Being or 'Reality' itself, "immanentizing the eschaton" in the words of Robert Anton
Wilson) in his 'illuminatus'.

Thus both Heidegger and Nietzsche as well as their affiliates and promoters and to some extent their 
forebears are serving the luciferian agenda of race blind universalist pantheistic naturalism, a re-
presentation of the Mother Goddess Tradition, of 'the sum total of all things' qua immanence, 
transcience and oneself in relation to that perpetual void of chaos as a 'consort of the Mother Goddess", 
an Osiris, a Baal priest, a Lucifer, a priest of the Order of Melchizedek.

This is jewish priestcraft in a nutshell, the agenda for the formation of the god-man over others. This is 
the superman of Nietzsche and is almost certainly that of the jew. The comic book which began just 
after the passing of Nietzsche and during the ascension of the fascists and national socialism, 
'Superman' by the kabbalist jew Jerry Seigel is the archetype of jewish messianism-the jew qua 
superman, the master race over all.

Perhaps Nietzsche and Heidegger also were agents who had their healthier instincts distorted by the 
jewish honey traps and sponsers? Perhaps the superman was simply distorted by jews such as Jerry 
Seigel? And yet the "Tradition of the Mother Goddess" and her consort 
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Baal/Osiris/Dionysos/Lucifer/Wotan goes back a long way into the misty pasts of time. Pantheistic 
naturalism is clearly a jewish religion and a jewish construct that has served jews for millenia during 
the entire course of the Piscean age, of the Kali Yuga. What is Truth then? One must dwell in Eternity 
to find out, for dwelling in the transience of this world (worldliness) results only in the chaos of 
becoming and the trafficking with entities that render one an 'illuminati', a possessed being that has sold
their soul for the false promise of 'philosophical gold'.

THE TENSION OF DEVELOPMENT

The dialectic of the jew world order is based upon their kabbalistic beliefs which are based upon the 
notion of polarity and dynamic tension as the motor of evolution. This is the fundamental law of reality
which probably was formulated in some form by whites who had their religio-spiritual practices 
plagiarized by jews. The jews simply, as per their default tendency, used it to their advantage to serve 
themselves alone having no regard for others, contrary to the whites who had used these same or 
similar practices for good and for the creation of a harmonious world working towards the defeat of the
Demiurge through the liberation of the non-whites via miscegenation, liberating them from the cycles 
of incarnation and preventing the continual incarnation on the earth of more souls for the Demiurge to 
vampirize.

Regardless of the history of kabbalah, its origins are perverted and in its proper usage it reflects a 
hermetic axiom of reality that can be articulated in the phrase of Carol Quigley "tension of 
development". Two poles (antipodes) of forces oppose one another through their essential structure and
creating new charges, as Hegel the German philosopher discussed in "The Phenomenology of Spirit": 
thesis-antithesis and synthesis. Such is the Hermetic principle of evolutionary development perversely 
used/abused by the jews in their supremacist designs for global dominion.

The fact remains regardless of who uses it and, like any fool, it is available to those skilled in its usage 
who may appropriate it for themselves should they be possessed of the necessary means of its 
possession and implementation. Truth is, contrary to what Seneca said, not common property but only 
the property of those who have the means to obtain or arrive at it and justice is simply the agent who 
embodies Truth in action, ie,. whose actions and omissions (themselves actions) resonate harmoniously 
with the sum total. Those whose actions and omissions create distortion and not harmony -the 'echo' of 
jewry-, echo in Eternity and the false is registered in its falsehood against the background of Reality of 
'God'.

The principle is: for every action there is a reaction equal and opposite thereto and the means that 
should one want certain results he must implement certain actions to attain them. Creating dynamic 
tension between, eg. different racial groups leads to a conflagration (Rahowa-racial holy war) which 
leads to an alleged 'reconciliation of opposites'-at least according to the jewish dialectical perversion, 
with the objective of creating a race-mixed slave that they would rule over as the unchecked and 
unquestionable despot.

This of course would never result in their end, as no beings can be reconciled who are not compatible 
and to attempt to reconcile that which can't be reconciled is absurd though apparently 'opposite' they 
are merely divergent and differentiated and thus compatible in some ways and incompatible in others. 
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The fruits of this refinement process is that the gold in the furnace of white, Aryan blood, will be 
purified of the dross of the non-whites blood through a recognition on the part of the Aryan that no 
compromise with enemies is possible, and those who refuse to face reality will simply learn the hard 
way as to ignore the consequences (causality) is to not bring about the negation of the consequences 
but merely the fallout which follows causally from the antecedent conditions the willfully ignorant 
refuse to acknowledge, the fruit of the poison tree being the repast of they who have had no willingness
to simply face the 'hard truth' of Reality and would rather live life in a state of pleasant delusion and 
continue to perpetuate their pleasant state of being. 

The dialectic of race war is as a draught of castor oil that will purge from the system of the white body 
the poison of egalitarian ideology and the stagnant sewage of complacency and 'bourgeois comfort' 
which is posited as the greatest of virtues, the 'American Dream' of Rockwellian domesticity. The force 
hammer of race war will awaken the mind of the population and will force them to unify as a distinct 
and identifiable group with one another and to repel all of that which is Other to themselves as an 
attacker, an existential threat, if only in potentia.

Thus as George Lincoln Rockwell said "the uniform of the next war will be the color of the skin", and 
the default setting of nature will precipitate the harmonious world to come through that dialectical 
crucible and its refinement of the sound and healthy separating them from the unsound and unhealthy, 
creating a world of overall greater harmony and enabling the recovery of the spiritual Tradition of the 
Aryan from the dust of the concealment of jewry who have sought to conceal and distort as means of 
destroying the Spiritual Tradition of the Aryan.

The dialectic of the jews is clearly not their own property but merely a tool in the hand of an 
irresponsible child who misuses it for low ends and will itself lead to a reaction equal and opposite to 
itself, namely the implication of their own malignancy and desire to destroy and will be forced to 
receive according to Cosmic law a backlash against themselves.

To become versed in the dialectic one must understand causality, the relationship between cause and 
effect and must implement the causal, means to achieve the desired effect. To attempt to reconcile 
differences with the 'Other' is seemingly an impossibility as the 'Other' is fully convinced of the 
righteousness of their assault against the 'civitas Dei' (the city of gods, the white race, Thule, 
Hyperborea) and on that basis are an unreachable group. They refuse to participate in any process of 
authentic and sincere 'reconciliation', indeed are incapable of such as to reconcile differences with that 
which exists above them is absurd and impossible, they occupying a low level of consciousness and not
understanding Cosmic/God law to a sufficient degree and thus will only learn their lesson through the 
process of the dialectic in its operation.

At this point the wave of the evil tide of the Demiurge is cresting and threatening to crash down upon 
the 'Civitas Dei' of the Aryan. The naieve whites are still basking in the sun and playing about with 
merriment, failing to understand the danger which looms overhead. Once the sun is obscured in the 
fimbulvetr of Ragnarokr they will be forced to take up arms and defend themselves. Should they fail to 
do so they will be deluged in a wave of their own blood. However the blood memory (minne-sanger) of
the Aryan will awaken them as Holger the Danish hero is awakened to give combat in the Rahowa and 
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oppose the destructive influence of the evil tide. The 'Lord will sort them out" as the expression goes 
and each will receive his just reward for his actions.

PARASITISM

The cabal who controls this world is a parasitical presence-all of their operations come in the form of 
parasitism: economically they operate a system of usury and exploitation based on a fabricated 
'economic system', a fractional reserve banking system and associated stock and bond market governed 
by a political system of a usurious nature (taxation without representation or yield for those whose life's
blood is drained, the 'tax slaves'); legally it is a 'for profit' system of imposition-the fabrication of 
endless laws without real justification that in any way benefit the white population but rather do harm 
to them as means of dispossessing and disempowering them (double standard' jewdicial' system; 
exorbitant penalties for all white men and minimal for all non-whites); politically a system that blinds  
the masses to the ruse and pretends to be working for their interests while simply being the official 
power which unofficially robs and enslaves them and leads towards their slaughter. In all cases that 
which is established and operated by the cabal constitutes a parasitical influence.

In terms of its members they are also of a parasitical nature, changed by the system into a parasite or 
into a greater parasite than they would otherwise be and in the case of the ultimate rulers of the system 
the jews a biological parasite at all dimensions and levels of their being. 

The members comprise the following types: coons; cucks; cunt and kikes. The coons are by nature 
parasitical and have amplified their numbers and power over the last century through parasitizing off 
the white man's labor. They are naturally parasitical as self serving and have no ability to 'fend for 
themselves' or make it on their own to a higher level of civilization. 

'Cunts' are females who have forsaken the sacred feminine and have fallen into eve-elle, the state of 
selfishness that harms the greater collective group through taking more than they deserve and doing so 
as consideration for the harm caused to their collective by serving the cabal of evil.

'Cucks' are the white male race traitor who like the cunts are the sell-outs who serve their ego at the 
expense of their racial collective.  All are parasites and all parasitize off the labor of the heterosexual 
white man, the 'man of race' in the sense of Evola, he who has a consciousness that is aligned with his 
racial oversoul and puts it before himself and serves himself only when it serves the collective's greater 
good which may entail his playing the role of a Royal Raymond Rife or a Nicola Tesla or a Henry 
Ford-inventing and creating that which augments the collective and yet who apparently devotes their 
lives to themselves but in reality this as a means of improving themselves as a member of the collective
and serving the collective through themselves and their 'good works' which are properly spoken of as 
'good' as directed towards this end. Such is true heroism, the fundamental property of a 'Man of Race' 
who serves the racial oversoul even at the expense of himself.
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ZOMBIFICATION

Jewish hollywood has been creating zombie movies at an accelerating pace since after the second 
world war and especially during the period of the 'satanic panic' during the 'discovery' or release to the 
public of the knowledge of the moons of Saturn.

Since that point the population is in lockstep, a zombie step. Fashion have become proportionally 
zombified though perhaps shuffling after the move is by a few years. They have become what they are 
portrayed as which is a zombie whose consciousness is completely 'screened out' and supplanted with a
virtual reality backdrop upon which is overlaid a welter of imagery and sound and vibration that forms 
the consciousness itself, a 'technicolor dreamcloak' of illusion, of programming.

This is the zombification process of jewry which is perhaps the major purpose of their media in 
addition to its contents of degeneracy and demoralization-the form creates a certain form of 
consciousness, that of a decentralized, chaotic and aleatory kaleidoscopic perspective which is 
perpetually mutable and has no internal consistency as the 'inner' has been displaced, having become 
bound up with the 'outer'.

The center of one's consciousness, his 'inner core' or nucleus has become destabilized and become 
rooted in phenomena such that 'he' is no longer himself and is reduced to a witless zombified robot 
automaton.

The movies created by the jew serve this purpose to mock the 'goyim' and to attempt, according to he 
jews' belief system to discharge their karma for their 'sins' of subverting and destroying the 'goyim' 
through the process of disengaging them from anything that can be spoken of as their authentic identity
(from their culture and society to themselves on a personal level).

Destabilization is achieved through a destabilization of the mind and these movies are merely a more 
overt form of that process which is undergone across all forms of media (journals; periodicals; movies; 
games, etc.) Taking this process up to the present the jew has laid out cultural marxist bread crumbs 
which have led the 'goyim' to their current state of being, that of a dependent automaton who must of 
necessity live a zombie life as conditio sine qua non of their being: their entire life being bound to the 
jews media which has become integrated into the technocratic society as part of the infrastructure: the 
media signs which bombard one's vision with their propaganda messages and which one is obligated to 
view as means of complying with whatever new social obligations are imposed upon one and this at the
point of a gun or through the socio-economic credit system of forced compliance with the endlessly 
restrictive and minute laws, bylaws and implicit mandates codified in media and its formation of 
'popular opinion' under the banner of 'democracy'.

Beyond this even, there is the more insidious character of the zombification process-that of the merger 
of man and machine, the cyborgization of the goyim through their conscious mind being bound up with
technology and this to an invasive degree of forced chipping with R.F.I.D chips; the bombardment of 
the consciousness with electromagnetic fields; the absorption into the body of all manner of nano 
particulate of heavy metals which make of one a manipulative puppet on electromagnetic strings held 
in the hand of the psychopathic cabal of jewish supremacists and their affiliates.
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The zombification process is merely signified as a revelation of the method via mass media 
manipulation of the consciousness-a pretense of being 'entertainment' and a sinister ensemble of 
technological weaponry employed under this fascade-a smiling face painted on a bomb. The zombies 
never know what hit them until its too late, yet, according to the logic of the jew he had given ample 
warning as to his intentions.

However what is not known by the jew is the depth of understanding of the consciousness of the white 
population and the difficulty of capturing their mind with the admittedly superficial means employed in
terms of the mayavic veils the cabal seeks to draw across the vision of the 'goyim'; that the goyim' can 
detect the abnormal when they are of sufficiently healthy mind and, though the jew insists on 
attempting to render the 'goyim' unhealthy in their mind the latter have at least sufficient presence of 
conscious awareness to overcome the programming of the jew simply based on its sheer oddity and 
unnaturalness.

Thus the goyim may be captive to a degree but there are at least those of a sufficiently healthy 
consciousness that they may be able to tear aside the veils and tear out the implants that have been both
figuratively and literally implanted in their mind. 

The zombification process is largely complete but their still remains some hope for the 'goyim' to cease 
to be 'goyim' and avoid the fate of all of those who have not the willpower and intelligence (in the 
sense of intellection) to extricate themselves from the pods of the zion matrix. The alternative  fate is 
the possession and consumption of their souls by the dark energy matter entities with whom the jews 
are bound and which exist between the third and fourth dimension and who feed off the energy of those
who have not developed themselves to an adequate degree, those who have allowed the soul to atrophy 
and fragment through its becoming bound to phenomena-the cultural marxist arsinic saturated crumbs 
the jewish manipulator presents before his hapless slaves of goyim.

All media and all technology are bound up with 'goyim' phenomenologically, and presenting the sense 
data of media are designed as tentacles of the zion octopus to ensnare the mind-once captured they are 
designed to pull into the maw of the zion octopus the soul energy of the goyim. Hence in order to 
escape the matrix and its inevitable zombifying influence one must detach from it and at most to use it 
to strike against the system; to tear fissures in the veils of maya and allow others to perceive what lies 
beyond against the backdrop of the eternal forms, that being the jews' vampiric masters and themselves 
as earthly emissaries with whom they are bound.

To simply de-zombify oneself alone is inadequate as he will be led through the same process eventually
or through more overt and strenuous measures and this in terms of his soul as well as his body. He thus 
must save others as means of saving himself from the destructive influence of the dark forces. The 
means of doing so is an exposure of the enemy, a presentation of the enemy in the latter's True light 
(that of the false light which represents itself as Truth).

This and a positive affirmation of identity is essential to establish a sound foundation upon which to 
base one's survival and advancement towards a higher plane of existence-while still remaining on this 
earth, occupying it as his birth right, the terrestrial globe that has become captive to the jews and that 
has become bound up with their projects for a violation of it, a desecration of the earth and of God. To 
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rectify the earth requires an establishment of a kingdom of heaven thereon and this requires an 
elimination of the enemy through whatever means of subjugation and this entails an affirmation of 
one's identity in opposition to all processes of zombification.

THE WORST FOR LAST

The white race traitors who facilitate the genocide of their own race are the dupes of judah buying into 
the lie that they are the controlling power, blinded by their own egotism and not eo ipso able to 
acknowledge or even recognize the jewish element and its hegemonic influence.

These sayanim ('helpers' in hebrew) are merely helping themselves to an early grave as, should the jews
be able to carry out their plans and destroy those they portray as 'inferior' whites, for they the upper 
caste 'elite' whites would simply be dispatched after they were no longer of use in the genocide the jews
stage.

This is the procedure of the jews during all of their history and it is reasonable to expect it to never alter
save in those details that require adjustment for time and place and host population. The process is the 
same as always: jews infiltrate, they acquire power through monopolizing trade and intermarriage with 
the upper caste and from thence involving themselves in usurious taxation and ultimately, after they 
have sufficiently robbed the indigenous population of their wealth open up the gates to foreign invaders
and slaughter the population.

The democratic process has been installed as a mechanism of the displacement of the ruling caste of the
white population, granting power to the underclass and this under the guise of the 'rights of man' and 
etc., mere fictions that are created to incite violence against the upper caste, lighting fires in the minds 
of the pobelvolk with the tinder of poverty that they themselves the usurious jews have created in the 
first place.

The policy of the jews is to lead the disaffected, the scum, against their betters creating a power 
vacuum that they the jews can fill and usurp power to become an unchecked despotic oligarchy over 
the gentile 'slave caste' who they then proceed to mix out of existence through the crucible of the 
violent revolution, the murder of the white men and the rape of the white women.

In today's modern context the method of the jews' madness is yet more subtle and based upon 
technology that has only recently come into being. The invaders are already in the gates, already armed 
through ethnic criminal gangs clandestinely who have been enabled to amass power by the jewish 
controlled police state which has deliberately looked the other way and created the problem in the first 
place building up the numbers of the police state to do away with any healthy minded white opposition 
via hate speech laws and more sinister clandestine assassinations.

Thus the situation now is dire and the gullible and arrogant upper caste whites have sabotaged their 
own society and set themselves up for the slaughter. They continue to facilitate their own destruction 
and put themselves on a pedestal as the arbiters of moral superiority, they who are entitled by virtue of 
their superlative mental faculties to dictate what constitutes the 'good'-what must be, what is (((morally 
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obligatory))) which is merely an echo of their jewish masters rhetoric. They believe they will be safe so
long as they support the agenda of their own displacement.

What they fail to understand is that this is yet another repeat of the jews' genocidal praxis, only gone 
about adjusted for time and place and through the usage of advanced technology. They fail to 
understand that they will not be able to make it through the gauntlet of revolution should their people 
fail to sustain life amidst this bloody harvest of the jew-as it is the jew and the entities who control the 
jew, who are in control and who have no benevolent intentions towards their shabbos goy 'sayanim' but 
rather view these last as the worst and thus eagerly anticipate should they be able to succeed the 
ritualistic murder of their betters-better not in terms of sound mind but in may of the other virtues-
excluding that of racial loyalty.

MORALIZING MORONS

The 'goyim' of today's world placed 'morality' over mortality. They believe in some dim corner of their 
hazy minds that sacrificing themselves on the altar of 'humanity'/'peace',etc. will enable some form of 
spiritual state of lofty existence in some fantasy land above or, failing that cling to the equally utopian 
delusion of a 'kingdom of heaven on earth', a socialist utopia wherein each and all lay down with their 
swords transforming them into ploughshares so that they will serve the chosen ones for eternity.

In both cases they are delusional: regardless of the outcome of such infantile fantasies the white race 
will either stand or fall as a collective group and failing survival will bring about civilizational collapse 
and at best a remnant of whites who make it through the chaos and create a civilization of whatever 
degraded form.

The morality of these morons is merely a mind program instilled in their consciousness through 
classical conditioning, the vain repetitions of jewish indoctrination which masquerades as 'education' 
and 'keeping informed'. The (((morality))) programs the mass mind and the mass mind reinforces its 
own programming according to its fundamental tenets; its terms; words; rules and sound bytes that 
constitute its structure.

(((Morality))) is suicide programming, the programming of the slaves which are kept in harness in the 
name of (((morality))). ("earn your bread through the sweat of your brow"-christian slave 
programming) and are then slaughtered in the name of the same (((morality))) ("going to 
god"/"sustainable development"/"getting rid of the useless feeders",etc.)

The (((morality))) or slave programming of jewry is the mind control mechanism they employ to 
prevent others from perpetuating their kind and from opposing the agenda of jewry. The goyim has 
been conditioned from birth to uphold their programming even at the expense of their own lives. The 
false premises of their jewish masters have conditioned their minds to have a built in specious back 
door through which they may 'escape' reality and live lives in a world of pleasant delusion: a land of 
milk and honey where money grows on trees and lions lie down with lambs-a completely cowardly 
escapism that is the recourse of fool's and that serves the interests of jewry in making the fool of the 
tarot walk off a cliff after serving the jew as their dogsbody leading all of the rest of the useless feeders 
and expendable sheep with them.
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"In the name of morality"; "in the name of peace/humanity/god/country, etc."-all poor excuses for the 
bad habits of servility to jewry and ultimately for self service and momentary pleasant feelings which 
are the default setting of cowards who live their lives as escapists and hide from the harsh realities of 
life.

(((Morality))) is simply a rainbow security blanket for craven cowards too weak to endure the elements 
of 'the world' and who would rather deceive themselves as to the reality of 'the world' as means of 
escaping the pain of existence; what is registered as 'a pain' only in the consciousness of the weak and 
defective. (((Morality))) is borne of the constitutional weakness of the chandala, of the coward, the 
congenitally defective. Those who adhere to such a ((morality))) become their beliefs through self-
programming. Either this or cynical cowards who live a hypocrite life for self-serving advantage. In 
either case ((morality))) is a creed of losers and a recipe for disaster. Casting aside the (((morality))) of 
the chandal (the jew) is the salvation of the white race.

CLASSIST SEGREGATION VS. RACIALIST UNITY

Plutocratic classism is the society of the present. It is a hierarchy based upon money, itself based upon 
service to jewry-those who fellate the jew the hardest receiving the biggest money shot; those who 
convert themselves into a 'bottom' for the jew to inject his money shots into receiving their appropriate 
place in the hierarchy of evil. Those the jew wishes to use are elevated to their level of power and those
they wish to discard are then discarded and suffer a 'fall from grace' as in the scene of the jew Franz 
Kafka's "The Castle" with the family of Barnabas: once a heroic fireman then cast into abject poverty 
and reduced to a witless, powerless, retarded pale reflection of their former selves.

 Such is the fate of all jew tools recalling to mind the apt phrase "with jews you lose" or "when you 
make a deal with the devil you get burned in the end". The segregation of the jewish class structure is 
based upon utility or use value as evaluated by the jew. Those not of utility to the jew are left to 
flounder, they who cannot be conscripted into the hierarchy to bring about the genocide of whites as a 
necessary condition of the supremacy of jewry; those who are unwilling or unable in the integrity of 
their being to waffle and bend their knees to jewish malevolence serving as a sayanim or assistant of 
the jew are targeted and mobilized against by all of the forces within the jews' power and should they 
not be compatible (again given the integrity of their being this would be impossible) the jew will seek 
to subject them to the torture ritual murder of their gangstalking program.

These rebels against the jewish system (which is itself merely a rebellion against God-a luciferian 
rebellion) are those who by default adhere to a 'racialist unity' protocol, who have the 'blood memory' 
and are 'men of race'; healthy minded people who have a capacity to harmonize with the sum total and 
to seek on that basis the preservation of their race and identity against all opposition understanding as 
they do the necessary reciprocity between between individual and collective survival-the collective of 
which they are organically a part.

These 'men of race' gravitate towards the preservation of their own kind and the establishment of a 
cultural formation beyond that of their finite selves in the form of an advanced civilization or society 
such as eg. ancient Rome or the Third Reich, both of which were in their origins organic formations, 
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concretions of the racial soul of the collective which formed these from nothing. This is the default 
setting of Tradition and this is what is being subverted by the terrorist cabal of zion.

At this time the jews have created a strawman of 'the capitalist' which they seek to undermine and 
destroy through mind controlling their minions who they program as so many marionettes on strings to 
strike against their strawman opponents, namely anyone who opposes them and who is reasonably 
articulate and intelligent and who would be listened to and acted on the basis of their advisement.

The 'men of race' are placed in the crosshairs by being falsely associated  with anything that is the 
image of the undesirable, the bad, the base ('capitalist'; 'racist'; 'pedophile'; 'terrorist', etc.-any and all 
things that are perversely mingled via false associations in jewish propaganda media).

This image of the 'fascist, capitalist, psychopathic deviant' is put out for the masses to burn and is 
projected upon the enemies of jewry so that they may conscript these witless goyim in their harassment
campaigns against the healthy minded 'men of race'.

This is the simulacrum of the classist hierarchy which serves to conceal the real hierarchy which is that 
of jewdeo-masonry and their lower level dupes, christians and liberals and libertarians, muslims and the
adherents of other mainstream religions and new age variants on the same theme of pantheistic 
naturalism/egalitarian globalism.

The real classism is biological first and is simply a strategy on the part of the jew to conceal their own 
hegemony over others by creating a system of usury which accommodates non-jews who serve as 
strawmen and cats' paws to carry out their dirty work so the jews can keep their hands clean, serving 
them up as a sacrifice when it serves their agenda to do so.

Nonetheless the classism of the jew regardless of their default communist tendencies (or rather on 
account of these tendencies), is communism-a hypocritical facade of egalitarian 'equal opportunity' but 
in reality an actual despotic oligarchy (commissariat) run by themselves.

The oligarchy conceals itself behind the usual hypocrisy of 'humanitarian 'Other' regard' and manifests 
its concealment in the form of a stonewall of bureaucracy that cannot be reached as it can not be 
identified: 'can't fight what you can't see'. In the soviet union after the mass murder of the intelligent 
upper class through leadership of jewry and the myriad slave hands they conscripted the jews would 
only refer to themselves in most cases in the apparatchik capacity by a first initial and last name so that 
their anonymity was preserved. Perhaps too this is a result of their being participants in the hive mind 
of their luciferian oversoul and thus having no independent consciousness, but being merely a different 
particular instantiation of this oversoul, a concretion or crystallization of its being: 'the jew'.

'The jew' is a hive mind entity which has no independence in its particular instances (particular 'jews'). 
They are all merely participants in their oversoul hegemonic presence over the society and lord over it 
as the ruling caste while pretentiously claiming they are opposed to 'tyranny and corruption' as means 
of deflecting attention from themselves towards their opponents and enemies the 'men of race' of the 
Aryan race, they alone who have the capacity ot oppose what they 'the jew' is doing.
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The strategy of the jew is to attack the hive mind of the Aryan through conscripting the Aryan 
individual members into the created psyop of christianity which is designed to serve as a trap of the 
soul of the Aryan through binding them to the thought forms (egregores) of 'the jew' and severing the 
Aryan's tie to their racial oversoul through the creation of stronger bonds to that entity which jews' have
invented namely YHVH/Jehovah the vampire deity that absorbs the soul energy of the goyim into itself
with the false promise of 'glad tidings'. 

It is this sickness of the mind which has led the white race to its near destruction at the hands of 'the 
jews' and has caused it to abdicate power and to allow and even participate in as the recent years prove,
its own destruction. The future is now bleak as the classist bigots of the white race have served 
themselves by going along with the agenda of the destruction of their own race-they have served 
themselves and thus they have served themselves a death sentence through their racial treason to be 
carried out by the jews' slaves and, failing that , the remnant of healthy 'men of race' who will rectify 
the unbalanced scales of justice the self serving upper caste has upset.

WAR ON CONSCIOUSNESS

The directive is often given to 'free your mind'. This is easier said than done within the jehovistic 
jewish occupation government matrix (J.O.G). The advanced technology engineered by the jews and 
their psychopathic underlings based on a characteristic jewish distortion of tesla technology, gives the 
mind of the average person a run for their  money in terms of its influence-the average mind of the 
average goy being at too low a level of inner strength and power to be able to overcome the harmful 
ELF rays which bombard his consciousness, his mind, twenty four hours a day.

Thus in order to free one's mind from the matrix of J.O.G he must be a superlatively developed 
individual indeed and in order to be such he must be able to have the necessary conditions to achieve 
this state of consciousness, in a perfect world quiet, restive circumstances in which he may hear the 
'sounds of silence', the echoes of Eternity, of Being, in which he may commune with God 
metaphorically speaking.

Of course when he is forced through threat of starvation and disease and ill health to work he doesn't 
have the means to attain this state of consciousness his mind being in the realm of samsara, having to 
interact with it and be affected by it (unless he has managed to develop that strength somehow-per 
impossibile or nearly so- throughout his daily drudge, truly a Herculean labor, that attainable only by a 
being of higher consciousness, attainable only by the Aryan).

The war against the white race is first and foremost waged from 'above' by dark forces-the cabal: 
jewhovah and his minions the jews and their 'angelic hosts'-against the white race through the former's 
imposition upon the consciousness of the white race of this technology of violence: explosively 
generated electromagnetic fields-emanating from cell towers and wireless networks, creating a 
cybernetic control grid, stengthening the matrix and attempting to trap within the goyim so that they 
can be reduced to a low level of vibrational frequency consciousness and drained of their energy by 
jehovah.
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Demiurgic technology made in the image of the god of the jews and imposed through force, without 
consent, in opposition to the will of the populace as mechanism of mind control. The war on 
consciousness conditions the mind the populace and rendered  them susceptible of the programming of 
the J.O.G-forced friendliness, the inhibition of aggression against the system, the conditioning of a 
passive acquiescence thereto, a voluntary subordination of the individual and the creation of a hive 
mind through the broadcast of certain signals at a level undetectable to waking consciousness (extra 
low frequency energy fields)-a control grid that can be used to harm and to kill as well as to artificially 
increase the vibrations of the individuals, of the collective, and yet a technology which imposes itself 
upon others in a non-consentual way as the masses know not what they do anyway else, if they knew 
their own good, they would certainly not accept destructive, explosively generative emf devices that 
bite as they kiss, harm as they help: so-called 'smart technology' being merely a tongue in check joke 
on the part of the occult technocracy of J.O.G-a joke at the expense of the goyim.

What recourse remains but to smash the towers of babylon with the battering ram of brute force? 
Perhaps there are means to take down the tyranny through higher dimensions but without a concrete 
manifestation of those higher forms there is only the endless drudge of nine to five cyclicism under the 
rainbow of 'christ consciousness', an artificially engineered state of artificial consciousness, forced 
friendliness-that merely conceals the Truth and perpetuates the matrix of zion.

The war on consciousness must be fought at all levels and dimensions and this starts with those who 
have the capacity to oppose it namely those who have a foot in Eternity-the Aryan-who alone can 
navigate the matrix and overcome the realm of samsara, the jehovistic prison that is enforced by the 
jews and their shabbos goyim on this earth.

To fight the war on consciousness one must amplify his vibrations and be able to unmask the enemy 
and to decipher the enemy's plans written as they are in kabbalistic cipher of dark occultism. He must 
understand who they are, who he is dealing with and how they operate. Then he must act for, as Ben 
Klassen said: "Thought without action is sterile". To win the war on consciousness requires a 
sufficiently developed consciousness and to attain this is the province of the white race.

The war requires warriors, those who are able to play the role of a hero-one who acts without clinging 
to life as a self-sacrificial being, one who understand at an ur level of his conscious mind (through the 
memory of the graal, exclusive possession of the Aryan) that there is life beyond life, beyond the 
material plane of the matrix of illusion generated by the Demiurge and his minions jehovah and the 
jews at lower levels and that should he die in the physical he would have served the greater good and 
the collective of which he is necessarily a part. Victory or valhalla should be the creedo of the hero-to 
sacrifice himself, if need be, for the liberation from the prison of the Demiurge, mother earth and all of 
her denizens and to create a harmonious Order on the terrestrial place as it is in the celestial plane 
which only he may achieve.
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PARANOIA

Anyone who opposes the J.O.G system and acknowledges that: 1) it exists and 2) it uses myriad subtle 
technologies to depopulate the planet and mind control the populace is portrayed as a person displaying
symptoms of paranoia. In the following a refutation of the wrongness of this mental state is presented 
and an affirmation of its legitimacy is offered in its place.

Paranoia, according to the Oxford English Dictionary (hereafter 'O.E.D') defines paranoia as: 1) 
"having delusions of persecution". The accused is simply confirmed in their harboring such a mental 
state by virtue of being accused. To accuse someone of 'paranoia' or to diagnose someone as such if 
they are forcibly given a psychiatric evaluation against their will (or their having to suffer greater ill 
consequence if they fail to do so) causes them to eo ipso put into this mental state, is to be made 
'paranoid' and thus is no delusion but an objective reality. Thus this claim of 'delusiveness ' of 
persecution is refuted through the actual reality of persecution (which masquerades as 'help', as 
exculpatory means of enforcing itself).

2) "unwarranted jealousy". Most accused of being 'paranoid' do not display this mental trait but those 
who do would harbor (eg. in relation to those of a more elevated socio-economic status than 
themselves) such an animosity or sense of unfairness over disproportionate rewards given to those 
thereby undeserving but a recipient thereof (eg. through connections, etc.).

Accordingly those who harbor a hostile attitude towards the privileged are perhaps justified and thus 
are not jealous but merely resentful of their undue advantage. Thus it is not 'unwarranted' jealousy 
which they harbor in mente but a recognition of injustice over the undue privilege of the special class 
of the multicultural marxist globalist state (J.O.G- jewish occupation government).

3) 'exaggerated self importance'. Those diagnosed or accused of paranoia are portrayed as having a 
megalomaniacal consciousness which leads them to looking upon the world as if it oriented around 
themselves with themselves as the central sun and god of their own universe. However those who are 
paranoid (have para-gnosis, 'sort of knowledge'), those of a heightened sensibility who intuit or 
understand if only in part the circumstances of their world, the sum total of their experienced, lived 
reality and that which lies beyond (the objective actuality) are often justified in looking upon 
themselves as being put under a microscope through the spy society in which they live. Thus being 
forced to undergo a psychiatric evaluation to justify state impositions in looking upon themselves as 
being put under a microscope as a 'targeted individual' (or. T.I) is a recognition of their importance to 
the system. In so far they are not 'paranoid' in the clinical sense but in the sense of 'para-gnosis' and 
ultimately gnosis, an experiential knowledge of reality as it impinges upon their consciousness;

4) "tendency to suspect others". Yet another trait of paranoia is a suspicion of the harmful or ill-intent 
of Others towards oneself or others. However, given the antipathy and strife of a multicultural marxist 
jewish supremacist police state (J.O.G), suspicion of the beneficial or altruistic motives of Others is 
legitimate given their divergent and conflictual loyalties (to themselves and to their tribe). Thus 
possessing such a tendency at this time is essential to maximize one's survival potential especially in 
the case of white people who are clearly targeted as a collective for genocide by the ruling powers.
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5) "tendency to believe oneself unfairly used" the conflict of interests obtaining between the divergent 
groups of people leads to in-group altruism and out-group hostility and a favoritism of one's own kind 
through nepotism and an exclusion of the 'Other'. Thus an unfairness of trade and social relations 
obtains in a society beleaguered by the strife of ethnic and cultural conflict and it is only healthy to 
acknowledge the strife that exists in one's midst. Accordingly such an acknowledgement is not an 
'illness' but a healthy reaction or response on the part of the person diagnoses with 'paranoia' on this 
basis.

For all of the above reasons the term 'paranoia' when defined clinically as a mental illness is 
inappropriate within the context of a multi-'racial' society and is instead of an illness a healthy state of 
mind. This maximizes one's survival potential and that of those related to oneself who have a vested 
interest in the acknowledgement of reality and action on the basis thereof to overcome those societal 
illnesses of multicultural strife and social chaos and loss of identity. Thus a paranoid awareness is 
necessary to cultivate at this time as a survival mechanism, a building of mental immunity to the 
A.I.D.S virus of the egalitarian globalism of J.O.G.

WHITE GUILT

The mind control program of the jews to be used as a weapon against the naieve and unconscious white
population is that of a guilt complex, installing this viral software in their biocomputer brain hardware 
through repetitive neurolinguistic programming and propaganda from their media mind control system.

This self-destructive programming conditions those with a 'conscience' to look within and self abase, 
chastise the self as a means of expiating 'sin' which is predicated of oneself as an inherent property of 
their constitution which latter is itself evil according to this program. 

The "Racial Program of the twentieth Century" of Israel Cohen is a particular instance of this general 
program which has been operating as a virus in the body politic of all white founded societies form that
time onwards at the very least (circa nineteen ten or twelve).

All elements of this program have been implemented thus far from the debasement of whites, 
especially white males, guilt-tripping especially of white females who are more susceptible of 
emotional programming and enforcement and whatever dogma has been introduced into their minds 
through this repetitive conditioning;  to the elevation of the non-white portrayed as super-heroic and of 
the utmost desirability as, eg. sexual partners or powerful protectors and defenders so that they can 
manipulate the minds of white women to associate the beasts with a suitable or archetypical partner.

Sports figures and entertainers become the public role of the non-white initially to encourage the white 
population to embrace the alien 'Other' and from that point, still twisting the thumb screw of 'white 
guilt' over alleged historical injustices enable the non-white to usurp the place of the white majority 
through such legislative legerdemain as the employment equity act in Canada and affirmative action in 
America, etc.

Thus 'white guilt', the turning within for self-abasement, is a device used to instill into the 
consciousness of the white population a weakness and unwillingness to oppose that which corrupts 
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their society and threatens their identity namely an invading force of non-whites and their jewish 
masters. The installation of a psychological complex of this nature is the conditioning of the mind to 
embrace a suicidal and self-destructive mental illness which leads to a weakening of the spiritual force 
that would, but for this sickness, manifest itself outwardly in the form of a forceful opposition to the 
attempted usurpation of white society by foreign elements. To get another to turn inwardly and focus 
their aggression upon themselves as the source of the problem, to effect this dialectical shift, is the 
mechanism by which the jew transfers blame away from himself and creates a scapegoat out to his 
enemy, enticing his third world slaves and the scapegoat itself to attack the 'enemy', always and at all 
times the white male, the only threat to their tyranny.

Shifting one's energies inwards bottles them up and does violence to the Self while projecting them in a
healthy way outwards against the actual causes is clearly the solution for to eliminate the cause is to 
eliminate the effect.

The installation of this psychological completely is effected ex nihilo via false historical narratives that 
appeal to the intellectual elite of society and are put forth as the trend which necessitates the trendoid 
elite to buy into them as means of maintaining or elevating their social/economic position. This is to go
along with suicide programming as a means of empowering themselves even through causing harm to 
posterity through the support of race-mixing and non-white immigration, over the alleged sins of the 
fathers for, eg. 'slavery and colonialism', a fictitious and distorted series of representations of past 
history that have no detailed proof based on primary sources or any evidence for the alleged sins that 
can be laid at the feet of whites and not jews and every other non-white group throughout history.

The heroic manifest destiny of the white race is fallaciously misrepresented as the devilish deeds of 
violent thugs who merely seek mastery and power over others instead of the improvement of 
civilization which then being portrayed as sinful is used as a weapon or bludgeon with which to 
browbeat the white population and through liberalism and christ-insanity with its 'weakness as virtue' 
victimology triggers the white who is under this influence to turn against their own kind and rend 
themselves out of asceticism, sin expiation.

The solution to this mind poison is, as Nietzsche advised: "By looking forward and setting a goal for 
yourself you will curb that rank impulse to self analysis which no lays waste your present". Thus 
indwelling in psychical sickness is sublated, transmuted into its proper channel a forceful opposition to 
those who have been the 'cause of world unrest'; from the beginning namely the jew and their affiliates 
the latter of whom are affiliates merely because of their brain pollution at the hands of the jew who has 
served them up the poison brew of 'white guilt'. Spit out the poison brew in spite of its sweetness and 
detoxify the mind of the pollution of 'white guilt'. White pride and white power are the emetics which 
purge from the system this deadly mind virus.
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THE THIN BLUE LINE

"Safety and security" they say, and yet 'qui bono?" must be the question that is asked by those who are 
above the level of emotionally reactive mindedness: who benefits from this "Safety and security"? It is 
affirmed by the state and its representatives that this provision of 'benefits' is 'for all', but in reality it is 
confined to the class of privileged elites and their useful puppets, their shabbos goyim who serve the 
jews for profit at the expense of their own peoples' survival.

The police are attack dogs hired by and groomed by jews to ensure the enslavement of the masses and 
against any potential uprising-as a sword to enforce the exploitation of the masses via taxation, 
coercing them to pay property and income and endless other taxes and fees of whatever name which go
directly into the jews' coffers.

The formula is as follows: jews make laws to restrain the natural liberty of people or create undesirable 
subcultures (eg. alcoholism and drug use) and elicit a reaction on the part of the populace against the 
subculture. They then hire their goons to enforce their laws claiming it is for the 'benefit' of the people 
charging analogous fees and costs not only to pay the enforcers of the system's laws but to derive 
additional profits for the laws they have devised in the first place and which was in part their initial 
intention (eg. traffic tickets; court costs, etc.).

Thus the thin blue line separates rich from poor and serves the former at the expense of the latter 
ensuring the safety and security of their self chosen masters and for however long they need them until 
they can gain a complete monopoly on power and thus have no need of others save as slaves.

This functions through the money power of the jew, as the jewish banker Rothschild say, to paraphrase,
"I don't need to fear the peasants as I can always pay half the peasants to enslave the other half". This 
synopsizes the dynamic created by the jew and his system.

The occult number of the police and military is 667 meaning that their thoughts and emotions are at the
level of beast consciousness only they have superlative physical power such that they can be used to 
advantage to keep their fellow 'goyim' in line, that is to say on the other side of the thin blue line in the 
poor district wherein all of those whose number is 666 dwell at least according to the classistic 
mentality of the jewdeo-masonic cabal and their executive operatives, those paid to execute the orders 
of their masters through red tape generation and its reinforcement at the point of a gun.

(((Safety and security)))) thus amounts to the jews' orchestrating conditions that justify in the minds of 
the populace (when they the jews don't have total power) the establishment of laws which in turn 
necessitates the conscription (usually with a monetary stipend and incentive) of thugs who will be 
granted a status represented a serving and protecting each and all rather than being in actuality 
restricted to the privileged few in the cabal, the jews and their traitorous shabbos goyim.

Of course most of the latter are fence sitters and/or true believers who speciously reason in their minds 
and have convinced themselves of the goodness of their actions and thus either attempt to clear their 
conscience or sear their conscience as means of continuing to derive their thirty pieces of silver from 
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the jew who loosens his purse strings only so that he may accrue to himself more lucre than what is 
dispensed.

The thin blue line functions as a psychological disarmament presence-the perpetual circulation of 
police around the physical landscape wherein one dwells which also serves as psychological terrorism, 
a means of cowing the population into obedience through the threat of punishment forever making the 
populace look with suspicion over their shabbos goyim in the event that they may be transgressing one 
of the endless laws of J.O.G (jewish occupation government).

This becomes the default setting of the collective consciousness and it is reinforced through media and 
indoctrination system programming, eg. the police shows which glorify the police and military and 
which mind control the youth of society to fear monger them into obedience and veneration of their 
slave masters, imposing a cryptic psychological terrorism upon the populace as means of classically 
conditioning the broad masses to bow before the state as their idol and to perpetually look towards it 
for approval for everything they intend to do in advance of doing it.

Thus the thin blue line serves to create a ubiquitous paranoia or sense of exposure of the citizen to self 
censorship on the basis of being fearful of being caught by the police for any thoughts, emotions or 
actions deemed by the state transgressive or falling within the penumbra of 'potentially illegal', casting 
a shadow of doubt over all of one's actions.

This of course applies both to the 'upstanding person' and the criminal, both of whom are at least in the 
subconscious recesses of their minds conditioned to fear those who are granted a license to kill or 
employ physical force and injury against them without the likelihood of incurring any punishments 
sufficient to deter their actions.

This is the psychological thumbscrew the jew has applied to the broad masses from kindergarten and 
the reason why they school the youth with a slavish obedience towards the powers that be who 
authorize themselves to be in power and convince the docile masses that they the masses have enabled 
them to attain power through some form of conscious decision making and thus they the masses are 
'being served'.

What they are being served is slavery and the cabal is right to imply that the masses have consented 
though they have an insufficiently developed consciousness in most cases (and hence are a 'mass') to 
understand what is being done to them from above by the cabal. However in the twisted logic of the 
jew this transfers responsibility to them for allowing the jew to take power and they are again right but 
only to the extent it could reasonably be known by the broad masses.

The occult rulers of J.O.G (jewish occupation government) mock their attack dogs as mere brute slaves 
who are just as ignorant as the slavish masses and who thus are easily manipulable pawns in their 
game.  

This is succinctly present in a video of the jewish disinfo agent and occultist mark Passio "Occult 
Mockery of Police and Military" which illustrates via freemasonic symbolism the particular view point 
of the occult rulers, the theocrats of jewdeo-masonry. The thin blue line is the haze of terrorism which 
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pervades the J.O.G system and blinds the masses to their hidden rulers being ensconced in this haze of 
'fear' and trembling' before their dark lord the Demiurge Jehovah the god of the jews whose terrorism is
enforced at the point of a gun and, like the eye of Sauron, is everywhere and nowhere simultaneously, 
at least that is what the broad masses have been conditioned in every way conceivable to interiorize as 
their programming so that they will be slavishly and unthinkingly devoted to the system as their slave 
masters.

TRUTH: AUTOCRATIC NOT DEMOCRATIC

"Reason compels" says Eliphas Levi. When one's mind deduces through ratiocination upon the given of
experience, a conclusion of apodictic nature (-that which is unquestionable given that to call it into 
question within the realm of causality would amount to uttering or conceiving a falsehood) he must 
concede that it is what it is, i.e that what is affirmed/asserted to be True is in fact True. That his 
conception of the given of experience is, for one of his essence, for one of his particular type, 
articulated in commonly accepted words, endowed with a correlative commonly accepted semantic 
content, true, and compels those who understand his meaning to acknowledge that what he has asserted
to be True is in fact True and that so far Truth participates in the democratic process.

However this is not to say that Truth is democratic and is a matter of agreement but rather the opposite-
that those of the demos, who constitute the broad mass are not in a position to choose what is true or 
false but must receive the Truth into their conscious or subconscious minds through the correspondence
between the meaning content (semantics) of words and the objective state of affairs experienced in a 
relatively similar way to he who speaks the Truth.

On the basis of sympathetic resonance of the similarity of essence existent between sentient beings of a
similar kind it compels even the most cognitively dissonant party to acknowledge Truth at an ur-level 
of their conscious/subconscious awareness. However the error lies in lack of understanding which is a 
result of an overemphasis on left-brain cognition, the interpreted 'letter of the law' of Being and not a 
receptivity to the Spirit of the law (ie. Being; the Absolute; God).

Thus they fall into error and by virtue to their adherence to the letter become incapable of 
understanding the Spirit of Truth. They are merely projecting onto the given, onto the Truth properly 
and adequately articulated by the soothsayer, their own finite and fallible interpretation of Being or 
their stubborn refusal to be receptive to the Truth in its articulation and in its objective manifestation 
which is articulated and pointed to or indicated by the Truth statement/claim.

Thus the dogmatist becomes tangled up in an ornate baroque tangle of words and their associated 
semantic content such that Reality as mediated through their conscious mind becomes as a child 
walking into a carnival house of mirrors and Reality thence becomes fantasy or horror or some figment 
of the imagination.

Thus, though reason compels it is only when the initial premises are True that true conclusions will 
follow and so conversely. The dogmatists' mind is structured along the lines of a rigidified blueprint of 
neural networks that are difficult at best to modify without eliciting a massive backlash on the part of 
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the dogmatist if any statement which corresponds to the objective state of affairs they encounter 
deviates from or conflicts with their programming.

Sometimes the only way is to introduce  into their conscious or subconscious mind a brain bomb of 
radical semantic content and shred their neural networks in a manner akin to electroshock therapy. 
Sometimes this is the only way to modify the mind of the dogmatist.

That Truth is autocratic follows from the premises that Reason compels: Once an apodictic premise 
(the articulation of a state of affairs as viewed form the perspective of a certain kind of sentient being) 
is attained via sound cognition it then compels one to acknowledge that Truth which is associated 
therewith. Though even articulating Truth modifies Truth and it modifies the objective state of affairs 
called 'Being' (Objectivity) it is nonetheless True for all that and is thus not a matter of democratic 
debate or opinion, whether the masses would put Truth to a vote and turn it into falsehood based upon 
concensus: "Vox Populi Vox Dei". Such a statemen could never be True save that the masses, being 
conscious sentient entities who participate in and are of God, are the voice of God.

A statement closer to the Truth: "Vox Dei, vox populi". Truth is autocratic because it speaks for itself 
and compels agreement. Thus when one-typically a member of the 'equality cult'-says they 'don't agree' 
with any controversial Truth claim which can be verified to be True (ie. words which correspond with 
the objective state of affairs), they are merely putting themselves into a state of cognitive dissonance 
through this statement which has the function of a magical incantation to shift their attention away from
the unpleasant, hard truth they are incapable of dealing with and which is clearly evinced through their 
unwillingness to acknowledge the Truth.

Thus they, the priest or laity of the equality cult, would attempt to deny Truth through implying that it 
is a matter of agreement rather than being an autocratic self supportive and self legitimating thing. 
Truth is truth and their is nothing else save lies. Those who shift their conscious awareness from Truth 
or whose mind is hung up on the reef of dogma and who thus refuse to face Truth will simply suffer the
consequences of that ignorance willful or innocent be this in the form of karma, of a loss of soul, an 
unwillingness to face or understand Reality/Truth. They thus incur a tension or conflict on a spiritual 
level of Being where their essence doesn't resonate harmoniously with existence and thus not 
resonating in a happy a manner with the sum total they suffer the results of that schism in their being 
and become the living embodiment of the lie as in the case of the jew, their features, physiology and 
anatomy becoming warped and distorted, out of homeostatic harmony given that their consciousness 
deviates and conflicts with Truth.

Truth is not a matter of agreement between clever liars as if they could dictate terms to God but rather 
it is agreement between those pure enough to understand Truth and Truth itself. This opposed to those 
who are defective in their conscious veracity in their inharmonious resonance, their lack of 
correspondence between thought, word and deed, which manifests itself outwardly in the form of a 
twisted, pasted on grin, a fanatic stare, the vacant gaze of a hunted animal seeking to escape a 
confrontation with God, with the Absolute, Truth.

The christian and liberal of today are equally mendacious and have no capacity to be receptive to Truth 
though at least the liberals in some cases can call into question their own dogma given that it is part of 
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their dogma to question at least in its classical expression. Thus they suffer the loss of the integrity of 
their soul in their failure to resonate harmoniously with God. Both are hung up on dogma-that based on
egalitarianism and/or jewish supremacism and are not capable of facing their own dogmatic 
presuppositions which would imply already having a receptivity to Truth rather than a fallacious 
understanding thereof, which is to say no understanding at all but a misunderstanding of Truth.

THOUGHTS ARE THINGS, THING AREN'T THOUGHTS

One's emotions, thoughts are energetic patterns which constitute a certain object, actuality that creates 
certain effects and influences others thoughts, etc. Thus it can be said that thoughts are things, but the 
converse is not the case: objects in the environment may serve as raw materials for thoughts and 
emotions but are not strictly correlated with those objects so that it is incorrect to speak of them as 
conducing to a certain emotional response of set of thoughts upon the perceiver perceiving the object.

Even is he could establish (which would be impossible) biological determinism or some form of 
religious fatalism as a fact, such that certain beings necessarily undergo certain states of being (brain 
states; states of consciousness) and encountering certain objects, it wouldn't follow from the premises 
that those called 'humans' would behave in a manner sufficiently similar that the object could be said to 
be bound up with certain emotions/thoughts given that those referred to as 'humans' are of a broad 
enough variety that not only exceptions to the 'rule' exist but that no such 'rule' could be established in 
the first place.

A nigger encountering a hammer looks upon it as an instrument (presumably, the writer not having ever
been a nigger can only speculate based upon his observation of the subject and its behavior) of 
violence-a tool of assault, of break and enter-what in today's society would be called an 'instrumentum 
criminalis'; whereas for the white, the hammer is endowed with their whiteness as a tool of 
construction, of creation-or an aesthetic object possessing certain phenomenal properties-texture; 
coloration; mass/weight; shape; hardness, etc. Thus for the white the object becomes endowed with his 
whiteness and for the non-white it becomes endowed with his non-whiteness of whatever variety. 

The object thus is not universally fixed in its meaning but is rather contingent upon its relationship with
the being who confers upon it meaning. Beings who are capable of conferring meaning confer meaning
upon the object which is itself a mere neutrality as having no meaning conferring nature, no sentience 
as not an organic entity, an entity whose being is not self or other developed such that it has the 
property of consciousness as an organic entity with integrity, ie. that, by virtue of its shape, its 
structure, it acquires and maintains its integrity and this as necessary condition of its sentience and this 
latter as necessary condition of meaning conference.

 Thus the object has no inherent meaning other than that conferred upon it by the subject unless it may 
acquire some form of sentience thereby in the sense that those who have conferred meaning on it-
thought forms-have modified of attributed to it meaning which it did not have and thus have made the 
thing in a way into a thought or associated or colored therewith. Thus a nigger who looks with hatred 
upon a white person based upon a fictional portrayal of the white person as a 'devil' in the jewish 
controlled media will generate thought forms that modify and skew the subject/object at which they are
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projected and this independently of time and space at a quantum level. Psychic attack and defense have 
their domain here.

The microaggression of non-whites becomes a 'real thing', on the psychic -planes or higher planes and 
ultimately once critical mass occurs manifests itself on the physical plane such that physical assault 
eventually ensues. The thoughts of revolution ultimately are merely words. They become weaponized 
when the meaning they have conferred upon them is that of violence.

Thus to speak of criticism of jews as 'violence', of 'anti-semitism' so-called as 'violence' makes such 
criticism in the popular mind associated with violence and leads not to a refusal to acquiescence to the 
curtailment of one's thoughts, self-censorship, but that to, given that the jewish influence is itself 
'violence', a willingness to embrace what becomes called 'violence'.

The notion that words have an inherent meaning is inherently absurd. When a nigger says the word 
'white' and when a white says the word 'nigger' there are different connotations than when they 
articulate the word commonly applied to themselves.

This not even a matter of classical conditioning or the meaning which has become attached to different 
words in the mouth of different kinds of sentient beings capable of vocalization but rather the being 
vocalizing the word alone attached a meaning to the words they articulate whether or not they intend to 
convey any positive or negative meaning.

The very fact of the word being expressed through them makes it a different thought form and this on 
the basis of bioanthropology or on a visceral level of actuality (different accents of different kinds of 
beings, different ways of pronouncing the same thing which makes that 'thing'-word-not the same but 
instead a different thing entirely).

The non-white and the white express meaning though their own vocal apparatus which is as it were the 
doorway through which the thought form incubated in their mind issues and produces effects in 
concreto, in actuality. He who would say the word 'jew' in a public environment and amongst those 
who are jews while not at the same time being a jew is creating meaning radically distinct from he who 
is a jew speaking to those not jews the 'same' 'word which of course is not the same at all but rather a 
neoteric word/verbum he projects forth into the social atmosphere and introduces into the collective 
consciousness of the 'mass', a meaning radically distinct then if 'he' were a white in a different 
environment, eg. a synagogue.

The meaning of words is largely established ex cathedra in the way in which they affect the mind of the
mass through the controlling oligarchs, who attach their own particular brand of meaning to an 
otherwise relatively neutral sound and image (graphai/phonai-graphic/phonetic complex, a word).

However, the way in which the broad masses have been classically conditioned to associate the 
meaning they have conferred upon words with the word itself and from thence the word to the object to
which it is assigned is artificial and has no strict, necessary relationship but is merely a product of 
design and of convention established through the march of history and the development of language. 
One cannot, however, overlook the overarching influence of the oligarchy and their creation of 
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neologisms and the process of taking previously existent words and altering their meaning to suit 
pragmatically their ends.

Hence words become endowed with meaning through daily life and in art as well as the 
artificial/inorganic function of priestly caste neologizing, the manufacture of new terms and words as it 
were out of the aether and distorting the currently existing meaning or that which existed prior to their 
distortion.

SATURN/SATAN/DEMIURGE/JEHOVAH

The god of the jews, is the generator of time, Chronos who generates the matrix and enslaves the 
populace therein. He, or whatever being or beings dwells within him/it (Saturn being a planetary body 
and all planets which have attained a sufficient degree of solidity being hollow, formed through the spin
of balls of gas cooled on the outside into rock, crystallized minerals. See "Hollow Planets" by Jan 
Lamprecht), is the being who Tolkein spoke of as Sauron in "The Lord of the Rings" trilogy which is 
'satan' in the language of christianity.

This being is a vampiric entity who absorbs the biospiritual energy of the beings of the earth who are 
inadequately powerful to ascend beyond that sphere or so-called 'heaven (the seventh heaven) and who 
are thereby absorbed into its being. The figure of Omnicron in the eighties anime movie 'Transformers"
is an example of this process of the vampiric absorption of 'Otherness'.

The jews on this earth (Gaia; Urthr call it what you will) are the minions of this Being who organizes 
wars over the earth to serve up the casualties as sacrifices thereto and to transmit their energies into the 
Being as energetic food.

To overcome this fate one must build a more powerful soul that can preserve its integrity and ascend 
beyond this sphere thereby attaining immortality. The jews, as agents of this being, servants of 
Satan/Sauron/Demiurge/Jehovah, etc. are constantly at work corrupting the souls of people to dwell 
within the lower ego of consciousness for purely mundane, materialistic purposes: porn; drugs; 
gluttony; physical labor; war; greed; avarice-all are designed to trap one in the lower states of 
consciousness such that their nature, their 'Self', operates at a purely lower vibrational frequency state 
in a condition of fear; lust; greed; hate, etc. experiencing lower emotional states and not attaining any 
higher states of consciousness of a more harmonious nature that amplifies one's soul vibration 
strengthening it and leading one towards immortality along the path of spiritual development.

Thus the jews' role has ever been and will ever be to serve the goyim up as energetic food to the 
demiurge and drain away as much energy from them in the form of taxation ('money-energy',etc.) as 
possible so that they will be weakened in their strength of soul and receptive to the dissolution of their 
being to 'be one with god', ie. jehovah as a being vampirized by jews and to serve as their sacrifice.

Thus it is clear that the jews are indeed the 'master race' as in the slaver race who enslave others and 
seek to harness their energy for themselves and their Demiurgic 'god'. Thus to free one's soul from their
evil one must struggle against their programs of weakness; pacifism and submission: christianity; 
communism, and their new age variants. The jews' are the enemy and have demonstrated such by their 
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actions. One must fight for his life to attain immortality and go beyond the current of becoming, to 
preserve his identity and nature.

MODERN ARCHETYPES

Today and yesterday are diametrically opposed-what once constituted the 'good' and 'virtue' now 
constitute 'evil', that which is the height of vice-Truly a satanic inversion of the world by those who 
control the world and whose tendency is ever downwards towards the baser states of consciousness, the
tellurism so to speak of the chandal.

The modern type is a distorted reflection as it were looking through a glass darkly and in a circus 
mirror of the one time reality (distorted imagery). However this one time normative archetype which 
existed within the last few centuries of the 'good christian' is itself an iron maiden of sheep's clothing 
that was fastened to the once free and noble form of the pre-christian man and woman who were 
twisted and distorted in their nature into the figure of the priest, the churl or the bondsman and 
bondsmaid who existed exclusively to serve their priestly caste hierarchy and the jewish 'chosen ones' 
at the highest height of the world order.

Thus those archetypes of the post were in no way good or adequate and though healthy and a racially 
homogenous world existed in which the white race could at least put somewhat of a break on the 
progress of their planned genocide there had existed that plan throughout history for the mongrelization
of the white race which had been implemented consistently throughout the history of the period called 
'christendom' (((christ-in-dumb))) from Greece and Italy to the middle east and Southern Europe and 
later Spain, etc.

Thus what came before was in no way an adequate standard, it was merely a less degenerated stage 
which had been going on form the golden age on towards that time and unto the present which has 
reached the critical stage of 'genocide' by U.N criteria.

The archetypes of today are not thoroughly invested along luciferian lines: what were henceforth in eg. 
classical antiquity referred to as 'men' and held to more heroic standards are now castrated cuckolds 
and effeminized chemically, psychically and legally; the females traditionally maintained themselves 
within the general archetypal or as modern feminists would say 'stereotypical' parameters of behavior 
and outward appearance-now of course a desecrated temple of Aphrodite, a restructuring of Diana 
cross-dressed with the three piece suit of a power mad office worker or the coveralls of a blue collar 
wrench monkey.

The dandy boy dressed in drag enters into a 'union' of sorts with the hirsute dominatrix who violently 
opposes his will and seeks his subordination to her own to which he eagerly acquiesces as a gesture of 
perverted self-abasement.

Marriage becomes a bestial coupling or a deliberate thumbing of the nose at traditional forms of union-
those based upon nature and natural law and not the deliberate normative inversion thereof. Thus the 
good of yesteryear is defiled by the apparent good of today; however a silver lining in the cloud may 
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exist if and only if it can be made to exist through the actions of the white masses and that being the 
recognition of the obvious fact of the corruption of this form of behavior.

Accordingly this phase of degeneracy has its saving grace in that it is merely the nigredo phase leading 
towards a synthesis of the good of what was and what is a jettisoning of the negative moments of each, 
a 'sublation' in Hegelian terms of the previous epoch and the establishment of a new golden age. Of 
course this may be the deception that the jews and their shabbos goyim have in mind, planned as a 
means to their installation of their jew world order of race-mixed goyim puppets-of course that such an 
eventuality would ultimately lead to ruin is blindly ignored by those who in their hubris can't foresee 
the consequences of their own actions and accordingly are off the rails on the crazy train flying towards
the abyss.

Nonetheless if the whites could manage to make it through the fire as the phoenix arising from the 
ashes they would be able to develop themselves towards the state of 'man perfected' and thus have 
transcended both the crude degeneracy of postmodernity and the rigid and inflexible norms of a 
pseudo-Tradition that has largely retarded the self-development of the White Race in its near 
crystallized consciousness through christian influence, the ultimate soporific and mind control 
mechanism of the jews in their sway over their goyim puppets.

Educational norms are another example of the deliberate destruction and perversion of society by jews 
(?-perhaps a deliberate plan on the part of a secret group of white elites behind them-unlikely..): what 
was once centered around Latin, Greek and the trivium and the quadrivium borne of the original 
university curriculum ('universal' curriculum that which dealt with the subjects which lead to Truth and 
an understanding thereof though of course excessively focused on left-brained consciousness) is now 
reduced to a moralizing bigotry centered around the affirmation and exaltation of the lowest common 
denominator embodied in the curriculum called 'common core' of course targeted towards white people 
while jews have their own special schools wherein they can teach their demon seed their evil ways how
to be more effective liars, thieves, cheats and murderers.

Of course they reserve the knowledge they have stolen and occulted for themselves exclusively while 
dumbing down the broad mass of goyim they wish to equalize in their race-mixed melted pot of low 
I.Q mongrels. If the phoenix of the white race ascends from the ashes and revitalized, takes control of 
its destiny, the 'Great Work' will be available to all of those meritorious thereof and will entail a holistic
curriculum modelled on that of the Third Reich with emphasis an art and spiritual exercises, a re-
presentation of traditional authentic white culture in its particular forms matched to the particular 
demographic (eg. German, Nordic, Mediterranean, etc.).

Of course before any values (christian; liberal; communist, etc.) can be revalued there must be an 
awakening regarding the degenerate nature thereof and from thence a destruction thereof through the 
breaking down of the degenerating influence (negation of the negation in the nigredo phase) and a 
salvation of the classical culture (liberal arts' classically conceived). A synthesis of right and left 
brained education in a wise practical form that prepares one for life and 'mehr als leben' (more than 
life)-for the afterlife and godhood; the purpose of education is no longer to languish in the sty of 
multicultural sewage and savagery but rather to elevate oneself beyond the static and limited norms 
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established and imposed upon the broad mass by the jewish nation wreckers in their fanatical hatred for
superiority and that which can attain superiority beyond their self-conceit which they are aware of and 
this, as in the cartoon snow white, wish to smash the mirror which reminds them that they aren't "the 
fairest in the land".

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT

The occultists who rule this world have always derived their amusement through the manipulation of 
the common people who they have looked upon either as children to be taught lessons through classical
conditioning or as non-human animals who deserve to be subjected to sadistic abuse as means of not 
only deriving amusement but through propitiating whatever entities the occult rulership is bound up 
with-creating trauma and causing to whatever degree of probability the emanation of energy from the 
victim, what has been called 'louche', the discharge of the life force by the slave caste.

This enables the ruling caste to empower itself not only egoically gaining a sense of self-importance 
through acts of dominance and demonstrating a superior knowledge possessed by themselves and not 
possessed by the common folk but to maintain the cycle of abuse that continues to empower them.

In the latter case this is the behavior of the black magician who exploits non-jews for personal 
enrichment in the case of teaching lessons through creating conditions that lead the common folk to, if 
not greater light, than a straight and narrow path away from the pitfalls the jews and circumstances in 
general have put before them.

That the nature of reality necessitates division and this based upon the proper nature of the being 
(playing their proper role-'gnothe seuton', knowing themselves in their proper role) requires a caste 
system and only those deserving receive promotion-in a just society. In an unjust society or nation (an 
organic state-perhaps an absurdity as all organisms derive from god save those hybridized) those not 
deserving are promoted and those deserving are not promoted such that the proper nature (Destiny) of 
the beings are not fulfilled but rather negated or inhibited such that the balance of the harmony of 
existence is upset and society (the nation) ultimately crumbles to ruins through itself, through its own 
dysfunctionality and the chaos resultant of caste mixture.

Thus a stable society entails a respect for the maintenance of caste and this through a proper 
assignation of roles based upon merit-the astrological natal chart of the being and their demonstrable 
qualities through the appropriate tests which reveal what would otherwise (such as in an unjust society)
remain concealed.

In a society of chaos, the inverted caste system or 'a dark caste system' of the chandal of today the 
better type are forced out and or demoted having imposed upon them inappropriate roles which do not 
correlate with or do at best poorly, their proper nature and thus hamstring their ability to realize their 
destiny.

This motivated by the jews and other dark occultists who have a hatred for the superior-the jealousy of 
the chandala for their betters and consequent desire to smash the mirror which reminds them of their 
comparative ugliness (in terms of the classical virtues of creative genius; strength; aesthetics, etc.).
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Thus we see the fruitage of caste in both its harmonious 'good' (kalos) form and its converse the 
inharmonious 'bad' (kakos) form and the consequences which flow from these respective caste 
structures: the survival; expansion and advancement of the race and the destruction, shrinkage and 
diminution of the race: its victory or its defeat.

The jews have imposed upon the non-jews especially the white race as their major threat to supremacy 
over the earth conditions of the inverted caste system which was established through the levelling of 
the pre-existent castes of the Aryan societies/nations. 

Hiding in plain sight is the modality of the behavior of the occultists or initiates and this by definition 
as 'occult' means 'hidden'. The dark occultists reveal what they are gong to do before they do it to the 
common people in sign, symbolism and circumstance: the signs employed draw upon all of the occult 
sciences to convey to the common population through intellection (supra-rational intuition, the 
immediate apprehension of essences) the meaning of things.

In most cases knowing that the common folk do not have eyes to see the significance is lost and acted 
upon on that basis such as in the case of a stop sign being red (passions) and yet octagonal (the symbol 
of the matrix-a two dimensional representation of a four dimensional hypercube) connoting that the 
passions must be contained or controlled presumably.

Such signs impinge upon the consciousness and exert an influence that creates a reaction in the 
observer, and necessary reaction (based upon probability factors and the similarity of beings in their 
being./essence). This could be a good or bad thing depending on the effect or consequences of the 
system of relations and its outcome (the confrontation between object and subject). Cause and effect as 
mind control modality-for good, for bad or any other result depending on who is affected and how.

An example of the lie of the current regime in which all are treated ostensibly 'equally' is that of crime 
statistics and the vast preponderance of non-white over white violent crime adjusted for socio-
economic and all other factors-indeed even the kid glove treatment of non-whites and the iron glove 
treatment of whites-even in spite of the disproportionate treatment as means of attaining an 'impossible 
equality' no such results and thus non-whites continue to act differently and not be responsive to the 
occult cues and symbolism that give more than fair warning of the societal standards called 'right and 
'wrong' and the clear consequences.

Perhaps this is the occultists way of demonstrating through example the incapacity of non-whites and 
the superlative capacity for order of whites? Regardless the truth reveals itself in the consequences of 
actions, the 'proof' of the pudding being in the eating, as any career criminal non-white can evidence, 
even though he 'din do nuffin'.

The hiding in plain sight of instructing people in a positive light can be as the writer can adduce 
precious beyond the pale of reason, with such as educators and the ruling power being excessively 
insinuating when a more direct approach constitutes a wider net to catch the fish they seek to fry (((the 
common folk))).
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But perhaps this is the way of frying them? Through repelling those who do not have an excessively 
refined sensibility such that only those of a more effeminate character are permitted to 'partake' of the 
baits the occultists put out. The message however is usually targeted to the masses based upon the 
belief held by the occultists in their knowledge of the targeted group which is often wrong as the 
classist nature of modernity has thrown out of balance the castes and accordingly displaced them, 
making kings paupers and paupers kings, creating a world of 'beggar kings'-the chandal inverted caste 
wherein the comparatively worthless and useless have the ability to tear down their betters through 
cunning-deceit; sabotage and sheer numbers motivated by an irrational hatred of their superiors.

Over time all of the hiding in plain sight is revealed for which it is and the mask is torn from the face 
exposing the once hidden distorted face of the chandal. The deliberate upsetting of the balance of 
existence is a luciferian attempt to take absolute power fails as the more intuitively cultivated elements 
of the former caste system who were prevented from playing their proper role nonetheless possess the 
qualities needed in order to penetrate the veil of the mysteries and unveil Isis as the lilith succubus she 
has become. Things become plain to the sight of those who can see and they are those who have a 
higher consciousness itself having no relationship to any 'caste' in their contemporary form. 

As William L. Pierce wrote of in "The Turner Diaries" the inevitable trajectory of the ruling castes in 
downward through inner rot and decadence; the substitution of incompetent non-whites for white men 
and the decadent hypersexualism and self-seeking possessive individualism of the white upper class 
who remain prophesies the doom of the system disintegrating like a bag of wet garbage into the trash 
can of history.

This novel and others of its ilk may very well be a 'hiding in plain sight' of its own and this in a good 
way, a 'prophecy of things to come' when the non-white chandala are finally cast out of white society as
the pariahs they should have been looked upon as from the beginning but for the distortion of 
christianity and liberal mind pollution.

The names of the occult elite use to designate places and companies in addition other own children and 
others are further telling in both good and bad ways. The etymology of place names in Canada for 
example is revealing: the province of Ontario is a composite name made up of god-names: 'On' for the 
city of Heliopolis or 'On' in ancient Egypt, also a name for the god Osiris; 'tar' being a shortened form 
of 'terra' for the earth and 'io' being a shortened form of 'Iao' the god Dionysos in the near east who is 
the equivalent of Pan.

The claim made about the so-called 'first nations' being the 'autochthonous' peoples or people derived 
from the earth (mud people 'auto-chthonos'-self of earth, borne from the earth) further underscores the 
mockery of the occult elite in their stigmatization of the non-whites as what they are appropriately 
labelled. The appellation 'first nations' is also mockery one would hope on the part of a pro-white 
occultists in conferring a name upon those who came second or after the whites and who though having
the label 'first' predicated of there will most likely not be the last in the Americas.
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NO TRUTH=NO STANDARDS

In a post-truth world order "whatever is the case" as the jewish pseudo-intellectual Ludwig 
Wittgenstein said, is 'the (((Truth)))' and therefore whatever is the case is whatever is established to be 
so by the powers that be, which is the only Truth, namely that 'whatever is the case' is whatever the 
oligarchs want.

No standards exist beyond what the scribes and pharisees dictate-all emanates from them as papal bulls 
and laws and constitutions, made in their own image as a luciferian god-man who lords as a ball priest 
over the chattel slave caste of goyim. Truth is that which is the case seen from all perspectives and that 
which is not seen, that which is the Absolute, Being, God.

The pragmatist, moral relativist, perspectivalist would restrict the masses comprehension of the Truth 
without manageable bounds, manageable by them as the unquestionable Absolute authority. Insofar 
they would, in their hubris, rebel against god and tear down the churches and temples which pay 
obeisance to that which exceeds their finite state and before which they demand humility and 
supplication, not through the intermediation of a priestly caste but through themselves as knowers of 
Truth not mere believers.

The believing mass of today are not mere kept animals who gape in ignorance as the carriages of the 
wealthy roll by them in their toil and the occupants, self-styled sun kings and philosopher kings peer 
out with sneers of contempt and cough into their silken handkerchiefs. The peasants are kept in a state 
of ignorance deliberately for if they knew what those who passed them by did they would take the 
threshing instruments always from the fields and thresh their lords into fertilizer. 

Standards of Truth being absent the lie is substituted: that being whatever is pragmatic, ie. of 
convenience or utility to those who parade as the embodiments of the Truth and the light. It is often the 
expression of the pobelvolk concerning 'They' or 'Them' by which the peasants means those who rule 
them and who exert a mysterious influence over their minds, one rooted in fear and punishment and a 
loss of basic necessities.

That power is the instrument through which agreement is secured it follows that Truth is done away 
with given that temporal and brute power (the police state, etc.) are what the masses, those of a 
spiritually plebian constitution, direct their attention towards and thus look towards as that which is and
must be, namely that which is-the 'is' is the 'ought' and this ex cathedra from 'their' mouths, the source 
of all apparent power and thereby the masses believe all 'Truth' or that which is the case. 

What those who are of a more aristocratic temperament understand-living in the Truth as they do and 
understanding thereby the lie of that which is represented as the case-is that there are no kings who 
have any power but God and that godmen are mere de-men, those who have attained occult power 
through a social darwinistic feeding upon those at lower tiers, where the stronger force overcomes the 
weaker, at least in terms of mundane temporal power.

Those who live in the Truth however, are the most powerful as they resonate with the sum total and 
living in harmony with All commune with the power of Deity and embody it within themselves. 
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If no Truth exists in society no trust can be had on the part of the members for one another as all is 
subordinated to a relativization of the Conception (the Universal) and nothing is shared in common or 
is common property save the coarse material resources that become elevated to the status of God. Thus 
mammon and God are inverted, a 'satanization' of society that ensure that all live only in a solipsistic 
world of all against all. 

Such a downward spiral leads everyone to the bottom of society, a spiritual debasement, which turns 
society into a bolshevized world, a two-tiered society of masters and slaves and nasty, brutish and short
life oriented around the law of the talon. Such a life without Truth as beacon and guide is one of dark 
age ignorance and leads to a shutting off of the higher consciousness which can only develop itself 
along lines of Truth-just as in mathematics more complex formulae being based upon axioms.

The axioms of a morally relativistic pragmatic society, many call it 'social democracy' or 'democracy' 
are simply false premises as there is no objective basis for agreement amongst those of diverse and 
divergent perspectives either than a lukewarm compromise else there is a similarity of perspective 
artificially engineered over and against Truth namely the biological diversity of kinds who necessarily 
embody diverse perspectives deriving themselves from their ethnic makeup as the well spring of 
culture, itself an epiphenomenon of that objective reality or ground of Being, rooted in the dynamism 
of becoming.

Inevitably given that those who embody the Divine spark within are bearers of Truth and light and are 
eo ipso the legitimate and real light bearers (necessarily white as light) it follows that the false light of 
the lie which is a society of moral relativism and perspectivalism falls under its own weight and is 
blotted out as a candle snuffed out by a blow torch, the greater light of truth eliminating the flickering 
flame of illusion.

The sun of mind within the sons of God, the white race, will see the Truth ascend on the horizon of 
being and banish the darkness. No longer will fatted gentry coast by in gilt carriages while the masses 
starve in the streets but rather it will be they themselves who are torn out of their silken ornately 
decorated couches and torn by the broad masses who will then have cast aside the scales from their 
eyes and tossed aside their chains of iron.

The cold light of Truth will bathe the revelry once the orderly elements of society have brought a just 
peace of merit and not a cannibal feast of jacobinism or bolshevik frenzy through which the broad 
masses will be sorted out according to their just deserts: from each unto each according to his desert not
his need-'National socialism' vanguard of the future" as Colin Jordan called it.

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT IN POP CULTURE AND DAILY LIFE

So-called 'illuminati' symbolism put forth before the goyim in monuments, buildings, etc., arranged 
around sacred sites to channel energies of the earth via ley lines and possibly to invoke various entities 
or pay homage to others, serves the purpose of putting a double bind on the masses through the 
revelation of the method which the so-called (((illuminati)))) understand (and falsely) exempts them 
from their karmic backlash from the goyim and/or God the latter being their source of whose will they 
are instruments of.
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To allow another to know what you are doing to them and receiving no response or rejection perhaps 
even acceptance, so the logic goes, gives consent which in turn enables them to avoid the punishment 
justly merited through they would claim not given this exculpatory clause of karma.

Hence they , hiding in plain sight, rule unchecked with a clear conscience but what they don't 
understand is that they have merely a seared conscience through a deliberate psychopathic disregard for
the affect of their actions on Others else they wouldn't attempt to invoke such impossible tests or 
indecipherable (for the laity) puzzles they know would be impossible for the average person not tainted
in their kabbalistic gnostic luciferian creed which attempts to transcend good and evil through attaining
a super-human consciousness through various blood rituals and torture-murder atrocities that amplify 
their own spiritual power at the expense of others through arcane black magic.

The pop cultural industry of hollywood movies and magazines, etc. are all purposed along these lines to
indoctrinate the sub-conscious mind with meaning or archetypes transmitted through symbol, color; 
shape and number arranged in precise fashion to affect the consciousness of the audience in the 
intended manner.

For example the stop sign is intended to coerce the vehicle occupant to cease the vehicles motion-and 
yet it is red, the color of activation from passion of dynamic force, the lower chakra muladhara which 
perhaps becomes activated upon perception of this object thereby activating it (like a bull perceiving a 
red flag waved by a matador) and yet the entrained meaning in the consciousness of the person is the 
directive 'to stop' or 'stop'. which creates a confusion or double-bind of sorts in the mind of the driver of
the vehicle as the sub-conscious is activated and the conscious mind sending signals to deactivate 
("stop!"). 

Perhaps this is in a way benevolent and challenges the individual to cultivate their higher faculties 
exerting conscious control of the autonomic nervous system and/or reptilian brain or arc complex 
(pons/medulla and brain stem). The stop sign is an octagon, a two-dimensional representation of a four 
dimensional hypercube symbolizing in 2-D the matrix or material plane of spatio-temporal 
conditioning where the 'goyim' dwell unlike their occult masters who have an immanently transcendent
consciousness which goes beyond the more transient planes enabling them to ascend.

The symbol of the blue square surrounding the cripple or wheelchair figure instills in the conscious 
mind a sedative state and/or a passive state associated with blue, while the square represents 'man', the 
cubus or ashlar, a materially embodied mind which has ceased to have an active capacity, is no longer 
'able' but dis-abled.

The red square in the game monopoly with the jailed figure inside represents an impassioned man, one 
who is a 'slave to their passions' and who has lost their freedom on this account. They are even 
positioned at right angles to the square which implies or suggests that they are in conflict with their 
inauthentic and habitual self, are being rehabilitated from that imperfect state of impassioned unreason 
and are thereby through this process experiencing discord of tension with this habitual state of theirs.

Movies such as 'They Live" and "The Thing" by john Carpenter (a probable jew in jewish hollywood) 
are further relations of the method whereby the black magician jews imply their presence through 
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indirect means, cryptically through associating themselves with the hidden power in the movies, "they' 
the aliens in the former and 'The Thing' in the latter both of which being connotative of their influence 
upon the non-jewish environments, 'the world' in the case of "they Live" as the hidden rulers and the 
isolated research laboratory in "The Thing".

Both are not readily perceived but operate outside of the central focus of normal consciousness in the 
penumbra. Countless of the horror movies come to mind which suggest or imply the malevolent 
presence of the jew from the Michael Meyers of "Halloween" to the vampire Bela Lugosi in "Dracula'.

All are allegories of the jewish presence and reveal their modus operandi amongst the 'goyim', how 
they infiltrate, parasitize and take over the non-jewish body politic, 'Aliens" and "Species" being yet 
more contemporary films. The media and movie industry is not merely occult mockery of the non-jew 
it is rather a weapon designed to carry out a war on consciousness and to subvert the non-jewish host 
through demoralization and instilling mind viruses into the collective consciousness of the audience 
who is led to adopt and to reject certain behaviors and thoughts or attitudes that are serviceable to the 
jew, such as "Schindler's List" eliciting pity or "Inglorious Basters" eliciting anti-white hatred. The 
authority Herve Ryssen wrote of this extensively in "Understanding Semitism".

DOUBLE TALK

In a society that bases its values on false appearances and 'simulated (((Truth))), a reality constructed 
by the mind controllers from the highest levels of society, the general tenor of people's discourse is that 
of talking around reality, of deliberately ignoring it or shifting their attention to other matters. 

What masquerades as politeness is a refusal to speak about any matters that are deemed socially taboo 
namely any and everything 'Other' to the egalitarian globalist system: anything that speaks of difference
in any form that relates to organic life, ie. sex; race; gender; territory (nationalism, local political life 
outside of the false dichotomy of the two party democratic spectrum of 'left' and 'right').

To address the objective reality of existence, to acknowledge that which cannot be spoken of, relegates 
one to the position of a cultural boor, an outcast and social pariah who merits nothing but disdain and 
contempt at best the knout or a one-way trip to the gulag more likely.

To enforce the tyranny of J.O.G (jewish occupation government) the mind manipulators who control 
the media, etc. have recourse to the embodiment of this willful ignorance in the form of 'double talk', 
the talking around the issue and refusal to posit reality as a reality and instead attempt to put forth the 
simulated reality and pass it off as the objective truth and the light through deliberate 
misrepresentation, misconstrual and deliberate failure to acknowledge that which can be readily seen 
by all namely, Truth.

The havoc this plays upon the consciousness of those who are subjected to this 'living lie' of a life of 
hypocrisy and willful ignorance manifests itself in all manner of forms of mental illness and at the least
psychological stress.

To be inculcated with the mandate and social obligation to ignore reality from the beginning of life 
plays itself out in a neurotic inhibition and inner agitation, the system slave being rendered a whipped 
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cur who is made a will-less apathetic pawn in a society over which he neither has control nor 
understands the possibility of having control as he has had his mental independence and imaginative 
capacity shackled from birth and has only the room to roam allowed him by his controllers to move 
about in the mental prison, the false reality that he is forced to live within being represented as a 
boundless space but in reality being nothing but a narrow prison. Of course this reality itself he is 
prohibited from knowing, prohibiting his own thought and thereby resting content in his chains.

'Willful ignorance/cognitive dissonance' being the modality of thought permitted by the controllers, all 
agents of government, of the J.O.G system must adopt this party line so as to uphold the status quo of 
the simulacral reality and attempt per impossibile to reify the false reality they have created , a leap of 
fate[faith] against the causal nexus of Being, re. of Objective facts.

The communications which ensue (if any) entail the inevitable ambiguity where everything is 'clear as 
mud', the phrase being descriptive of the "Tyranny of Ambiguity" as Simon Shepherd called it in his 
book of the same name.

Reality denial while the peasants starve enrages the populace and stimulates them to action against 
those fatted parasites who occupy the bureaucratic pride of place of the first among equals, the demon-
o-cratic hypocrisy where black is white and up is down, good is evil and Truth is falsity-or simply 
simulation and fiction purporting to be real. If and only if the controllers deem it in their interest, what 
they represent as being "in the interests of society" by which they mean the 'polite' society, themselves.

Double talk enables double standards and enables the self-proclaimed (implicitly of course) 
philosopher kings to impose their standardization protocol upon the masses. Such talk soon falls on 
deaf ears of course and the double standards, in spite of the forced conformism program imposed upon 
the masses, will soon be understood in their scope and consequences upon the broad masses, pulled out
from under the system the supports they have created letting the system fall under its own weight of 
excess, having been constructed using faulty architectural plans in the freemasonic lodges and sin-a-
gogs.

Talk is cheap when the broad masses are threatened in their identity. No man worthy of his salt lives for
bread alone and when he has nothing but cake and circuses he revolts in spite of the excess and throws 
the cream pie in the face of the dictators who masquerade as members of the public. They would 
attempt to play their dialectical games where they take away bread from the proletariat and offer 
prospects of cake if they vote for the 'leftwing common-ist' party. However bread is not spiritual 
fulfillment and this is the first and most grave error of the double talkers.

They would replace the white population with their creatures from the third world and expect a 
collective feast of cake to satisfy the spiritual hunger in the white masses induced by the jewish 
oligarchs. However, partaking of a bounty is lacking in savor when it is partaken of with the beasts and 
with the jewish supremacists who would only partake of such fare publicly and in an ostentatious way 
thereby attempting to demonstrate their membership amongst the 'goyim'- whereas their real intention 
is segregation and slavery. 
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HYPOCRISY: THE IDEOLOGY OF TODAY

The leaven of the pharisees is hypocrisy, the pretense and representation of good which is merely evil 
dipped in sugar so that the broad masses will more eagerly partake. This hypocrisy of the two-tiered 
society that, through the popular vote, drags down the better type of intelligent producer and creator to 
the level of the multitude who, through sheer weight of numbers, prevents any of those of a higher 
caste of mind from rising to higher levels of productivity and creative endeavor throwing them into the 
proletarian class.

This is the intended result on the part of the jewish mind controllers who want a 'world of their own' 
wherein they can hold arbitrary sway over the miscegenated goyim. How they manage to manifest this 
ideology into being is through the appearance of equality (equality of opportunity; equality of 
rights/entitlements) which so beguiles and bedazzles the poor and inflates their ego that they naively 
assume that supporting a system of illusion will redound to their long term benefit-or perhaps they 
don't even see beyond the moment and those momentary advantages they have conferred upon them 
will simply dwindle over time through the gradual implosion of society to the state of a fallen third 
world condition.

The middle and upper class of course are largely blinded by their own self-seeking and as long as they 
can continue to accumulate resources for themselves they are largely oblivious and indifferent to the 
end result. It is only the class which stands to suffer most who concern themselves with the corruption 
of a democratic society and those individuals of all classes, few and far between, who have a higher 
spiritual consciousness and wish to preserve a society that supports the higher culture of this world, one
that is necessarily anti-democratic, usually hierarchically based but in a more open and honest form 
such as a naturalistic aristocracy or national socialism where the class structure is fluid and based on 
merit not decadence, an open system not a closed system of rigidified categories that decay through 
lack of new blood.

The hypocrisy of today is a society based around the pharisaical leaven of pretense and facade, of 
egalitarian pseudo-charity and the claims to inclusiveness while simultaneously using the cover of 
inclusiveness as a means of excluding real competition for power and resources, meaningful careers, 
etc. so that the jews can cut out heterosexual white males from having a future and facilitate their 
genocide agenda against whites by fulfilling up the lowest levels of bureaucracy with more easily 
manipulable non-whites and females who they can brainwash to support the corrupting influence of 
their hypocrisy.

The race-traitor white elites, libertarian money grubs; libtards; freemasons and jesuits; are all 
positioned in their exclusive cul-de-sacs physically, in gated community 'shtetl's' and in cubicles in 
offices shutting out all of those who they deem 'profane' or unworthy given their not having been born 
with silver spoons in every orifice of their body such as with the self-hating white elitists and jewish 
supremacists.

Thus the empty rhetoric of 'humanitarianism' is merely a mask for the real meaning which implies in 
their understanding only those of the 'jewish nation', freemasons and jesuits included, ie. those who 
serve the racial/species of jewish devils of the earth.
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POST-ETHNIC SOCIETY MYTH

The notion of the obsolescence of ethnically based societies is the lie which underpins multikultist 
modernity-the lie that the impossible (multiculturalism) could ever be possible. The default setting of 
nature of the Cosmic order of Reality which may be called 'God', is and has always been, indeed will 
always be as an Eternal verity, the preservation of differentiated order in and through itself-different 
distinct organisms pursuing their own particular destiny, not as an individual alone cleaved off from all 
but related to it in all its differentiated structure and that which it is most intimately bound up with, 
namely its own family and extended family, the race of which it is a part.

To attempt they impossible as is the intention of the power mad controlling puppeteers of the world 
order to force together that which is, by virtue of its extreme difference (to the point of incompatibility)
a recipe for chaos and only a disordered rubble of difference that would constitute a 'remnant' or a 
'future' world, in reality no future.

Those who naively assume that the impossible is possible (either out of genuine altruistic regard for 
Others and an idealist deluded mentality or cynically as a self-seeker bent on personal enrichment 
blinded by specious reasoning or simply the cold calculating cunning of a megalomaniacal 
psychopath)-those who believe that this is possible will soon discover that their man-made laws are 
superseded by the laws of God-their differentiated order, the Divine Will, will necessarily discover the 
impossible nature of their plans when they blow up in their face as a child playing with a chemistry set.

Ethnicity means the qualitatively differentiated being of an organism, a Racial soul which through 
whatever particular cause has come to be on earth and has coalesced in a lower density in physical form
as a particular group of organisms that have come to bear the name 'human'. To 'go beyond' this, to 
impossibly exist as some form of amalgam of such entities and continue without inevitable 
degeneration and extinction is absurd.

This is the inevitable result of such perverse amalgamation, an alloying of base metals with the gold of 
the Aryan race into a gray lump of more or less useless matter that cannot be molded into anything that 
can preserve itself through itself as an 'entelecheia' in Aristotle's term, hence as a functional organism 
that can sustain its own being through itself.

The only way any order can be considered in abstracto or concreto is as a system of differentiated order
wherein all elements are in their proper place, 'element' being a person/place/thing that has a certain 
essential structure/function and which harmonizes with the sum total, the dynamic system which is the 
sum total of reality.

Any order which is so to speak 'projected' into being without any correlation to reality is a mere fiction 
having no correspondence to the sum total as simply a pipe dream or a useful fiction employed by the 
ruling elite to con and delude the mass under them to engineer their own destruction in the name of this
impossible 'utopia' of peace; equality, etc. That such a society could never be envisioned follows from 
the premises of its impossibility-no mongrel empire ruled by jews has ever existed for any sustainable 
time at any higher level of 'civilization' than a cabal of ruffians ruling others and paying thugs to 
enslave them and even this is unsustainable long term especially owing to the greed of the parasitical 
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elite and their boundless megalomania, their hubris. Like Icarus they attempt to soar to the sun and 
attain godhood but merely crash to the rocks below.

All organisms seek to sustain their being as the manifestation of their destiny on the earth, the working 
out of the blueprint of their inner being or essence within the context of a world of alien otherness, of 
countervailing forces which impinge upon them as so many spears and arrows from enemy assailants. 
They must, according to their biological imperative, seek to struggle and vie with these opponents for 
dominance and power for territory and resources that will augment their own self-development as 
individuals and groups, as races dominating and conquering for themselves.

This is the nature of Nature and the nature of all organic life-that it seeks to survive and expand its 
numbers and its essence, to evolve itself out of itself and attain a higher state of being. The system as it 
exists now, that which purports to be 'post-ethnic' and is in reality a cloaca gentium (sewer of the 
nations) of a ticking time bomb of volk chaos soon to blow up in discord and strife. This system 
purports to be able to violate the very essence of God, of the differentiated order of reality as it exists 
and in those respects which are harmonious (those elements of persons/places/things) and which 
constitute as it were the building blocks of the kingdom of heaven.

Thus it seeks to demolish the city of God with the wrecking ball of volk chaos and race war and to 
attempt to melt down the rubble and to make it into a concrete that can be molded into its Solomon's 
temple of luciferian pride. Out of the inevitable rubble to come will be extracted only the diamonds that
have formed from the coal of the debased white race in its current form-those hard enough to have 
endured the chaos to come and all of the fallout that the demolition entails globally.

The real 'remnant' will be 'men of race', those hardened in the fires of war who will integrate into 
themselves all essential elements of their being and will form an amalgam with their own race and its 
healthier elements for mutual aid and conquest of the future, the manifest destiny of the white race in 
its self-evolution to the Aryan race of a higher order of being. 

'We' will never be a post-ethnic nation (an absurd concept as 'nation' means 'race', from the latin 
'gentium') or a post-ethnic world. The nature of Reality, of God, necessitates the differentiated order. 
Any new race that would be created (if such could be imagined) would differentiate itself anew and 
form a hierarchically based structure reminiscent of South America (if a society of any 'mixture' were 
possible) with a stratified hierarchy based upon a so-called 'varna' (in sanskrit meaning 'color') which 
serves as a pragmatically useful identifying mark of differentiated order with whites on top and darks 
on the bottom as per the Divine will in its manifestation.

Regardless of the hypocrisy of the rulership in the case of today there will always be differentiation 
based upon caste based upon the organic being of beings, ie. their quality which will forever supersede 
quantity. The world is made by the creative genius of the Aryan as are all inventions and all higher 
forms of culture from pianos to printing presses; from planes, trains to automobiles and such cultural 
creations testify to the Creator and his creation and co-Creators the white race.

Those who naively espouse post-ethnic societies are typically they who live a life of reality denial in 
their privileged area and have no relationship to any reality outside of a pre-existent reality which they 
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inherited and lack a proper understanding (as can be inferred through their actions) of the causal 
conditions of engineering and maintaining a sustainable order in accordance with the Will of the 
Divine, one based upon a hierarchically based differentiation of diverse organic life forms relating to 
one another in a harmonious manner, ie. in a hierarchy of 'races' or 'species' that preserve their 
difference via segregation (apartheid) and a proper relationship to one another according to the 
principle of the classical work 'suum quique'-'to each their own'-, expressing the differentiated order of 
God.

These privileged misfits who have mainly inherited their privilege from ancestors who in many cases 
sweated and fought for the development of their own self, their families and race for conquest and 
power. They defile the land of their ancestors with the flood of mud and create a generalized stink of 
cultural depravity substituting the noble and creative for the ignoble and uncreative which latter are 
only able to create more of their own kind; more crime; more corruption; more civilizational 
deterioration.

These upper caste sell outs who sell out their own race to the jews for lucre in most cases naively 
assuming their own supremacy which merely subserves the jewish elite as a cats' paw and frontman 
behind whom the jew conceals himself using his pawn to take the blame for what he himself does. This
caste of traitors are fanatically obsessed with 'playing god' at the expense of the survival of their own 
race and have made their ideological commitments to the post-ethnic Utopian pipedream which will 
sooner than later blow up in their face as a pipe bomb planted on them by disgruntled non-white 
savages or whatever operatives the jews conscript to engineer their chaos blaming the 'left wing' as 
their scapegoat, sacrificed on the altar of zion.

Those not committed to this plan of the disintegration of white society must, as an ethical imperative 
emanating from the Divine Will and acting through them (the imperative of survival at all costs and 
without any justification save itself as 'in-itself'). They must oppose the lunacy of raceless 
cosmopolitanism and its inherently destructive nature else they will cease to exist. These are the 
healthier elements which must come to the fore and indeed are already coming to the force and 
preparing for the chaos to come. 

These will be the real 'men of the future' not the Kalergi monster of 'eurasian negro mongrel beastmen' 
who are the 'contender ' for the place of slave in the jews intended zion prison planet matrix. The 
transitional phase will be a volk chaos that will not shatter the forms of crystallized matter that 
imprison the souls of 'men' in the prison planet matrix via miscegeneration as the elite believe but will 
simply be the process of melting away the dross of racial contamination with the near eastern lunacy of 
cosmopolitanism that has been inculcated in the mind of the white elite as means of hijacking their 
mind and serving the jewish hidden hand puppet masters of the manipulation of the consciousness of 
the goyim. The 'men of race' will form a differentiated hierarchy, new order of the new golden age of 
Aquarius under the sign of the swastika and will create an eternal Reich over the earth in accordance 
with the Divine Will.
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AFRO-ASIATIC MURDER CULTS

The basis of ideology or weltansuuang of what has been called the "New World Order" is that of the 
mother goddess cults of the near east and northern africa, of the mediterranean basin of genetico-
demonic goulash through which the dark entities who have largely taken possession of the earth 
operate.

This group of bipedal beings conventionally referred to as 'humans' playing host to 'demons' does so on
the basis of a pantheistic mother goddess cultus which entails an attempt to achieve the unio mystica 
with that they call the 'Divine" sacred feminine through all manner of orgiastic 'ecstatic' rites.

'Ecstatic' here meaning in the Greek 'going out of' or 'away from' the center or principle of ones' being 
and this through the creation of a disequilibrium in one's consciousness. The effect of this is to displace 
one and allegedly so the cultus believes to attain a unification with this Deity to 'transform oneself into 
a 'consort'' of the mother goddess, a 'baal priest' or 'Osiris' figure, a rising and dying god form who 
undergoes a transmutation of the consciousness thought these vile rites.

Such an orientation is a direct product of the chaotic consciousness of the mediteranean type, of the 
'hither asiatic near eastern' and african stock whose inner chaos is presumably amplified through an 
outer mixture and hybridization of disparate stocks which enable the entities that bind to that stock to 
use it as a vehicle, as an expression of their will ('its' will?). A singular being perhaps controlled by one 
or comprising one but composed of countless particular instances of itself).

The orgiastic behavior of the members of the cult creates an emanation of 'louche' or energy released 
from the revelers and this attracts the entities who feed upon this as their food source, and conditio sine 
qua non of their being. These entities are further fed the energy of sacrifice and the victims of torture 
murder whose pain and suffering generate further louche which these creatures and their earthly 
emissaries draw into themselves vampirically.

This is "The Tradition of the Mother" as the title of the book of Bill White encapsulates in a phrase, and
which has existed in many guises throughout history, but which has always had the common 
denominator of these entities and those who enable them to continue to feed through the creation of 
suffering and misery upon the earth, namely the jew, the 'robots of the Demiurge' as Miguel Serrano 
called them.

The cult of the mother entails a self immolation, ostensibly for the purpose of 'becoming a living god' 
(E.A.Koetting) and this through sacrifice of Others and the inevitable possession and/or obsession by 
these entities. Those who seek to become 'baals', priests of the order of melhizedek, 'Osiris' are simply 
deluded in believing that they are becoming a living god when in reality they are simply binding to 
themselves demons and allowing themselves to be transformed into a vehicle of their diabolical will.

Given that it is the nature of these baal's to feed off their sacrifices, these entities have their own life 
force drained from themselves and thus they make a deal with the devil and get burned in the end, their 
soul inevitably falling into the 'lake of fire' and undergoing the second death through its being captive 
of this entity and its particular instances, being assimilated into it and transformed into a mere element 
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of its essence, as the blood drained from the veins of sacrifice victims being absorbed into the ghoulish 
adherent of the cult of the mother goddess and becoming as it were part of the ghoul.

Thus it is a dog eat dog world within the world of the Demiurge and those who undergoing these rites 
believe themselves to be deriving some form of godhood but are in reality rendering themselves simply
an o'er d'eurve of this entity and its plurality of manifestation. The mother goddess has manifested itself
in various guises within the locus of its origins (possibly Lemuria) and has radiated outwards just as the
entities on this earth have radiated outward globally and taken the same form at different times and 
places adapting itself to the particular pre-existent Tradition which existed in whatever region and 
transforming it from within for the purpose of terraforming the region to play host to the entities which 
are bent ('hell-bent') on devastation, like locusts from the infernal regions devastating the souls of 
everything they touch.

All of these nations which become infested with these cults transform over time into wastelands 
presumably through the energies of sentient life being vampirized by these entities. The trek of the jew 
through the ages leaves devastation in its wake and similar particularization of the mother goddess cult.

This can be no coincidence and the correlation between jews, these entities and that particular 
formation of infernal magic all go along hand in hand in their thieves pact over the earth, robbing, 
raping and pillaging the host who they infect through their natural tendency towards vampirism as a 
condition of their existence.

The mother is the sum total of Being and her consort is the priest, the initiate, who propitiates her with 
pathos and emotional catharsis-sin expiation; devotion, and all manner of other characteristically 
female modalities of consciousness and displays of same through the rites of the 'great mother'. 

Such modalities of consciousness are characteristic of the mediterranean type and their natural 
tendency towards emotional ecstasis and irrational frenzy-the chaos of their inner being extrapolated, as
it were, unleashed as a wild dog amidst all and sundry to exhaust its loosely tied together energies in 
these devotional ecstasies.

 Anyone having observed the impulsive nature of non-whites, their savagery and abruptness or 
reactivity can easily understand how this stock is a suitable vehicle to play host to these demons.

Those alternatively who represent the opposite pole of consciousness, the Nordic Hyperborean, follow 
a different path, that of the solar logos and the Allfather, Cosmos, and are not susceptible when 
dwelling in a Traditional society of their own making of possession and/or obsession by these entities 
but rather have the capacity to transcend their presence and influence and rebuff their vampiric nature 
so that they wither on the vine as in the case of the spiritually developed type, are struck from the vine 
by the flaming sword of the Mind (kundalini shaktipat, etc.).

This is why the jews, being driven by these entities on the earth, seek the destruction of all white 
societies as they the jews are merely a vehicle of the will of this entity many call 'satan' or 'Sauron'. 
They attempt to vampirize the energy of the whites in their traditional societies as the whites are the 
most super-abundant source of energy for those creatures and simultaneously stand in the path of these 
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entities attaining their total dominion over the earth, a closed system society that constitutes a soul farm
for them to vampirize, just as was revealed in the movie "The Matrix".

Thus whites constitute 'the adversary' as jews have written in their bible which is a syncretic work 
plagiarized form pre-christian Aryan Traditions as the books "The Great Jewish Masque" and "The 
Origins of Christianity" by Revilo P. Oliver reveal and have ascribed to whites this label of 'adversary' 
as means of denigrating them further, of demoralizing them to expiate their 'sin' for their 'whiteness'.

Thus the jews and their dark masters seek to rot out from the inside and from the highest echelons of 
power all Aryan societies such that no opposition to their power (his power?) ,that of Sauron, that of 
'satan', in the popular sense of the singular malevolent entity) may exist and that they may have 
absolute power for themselves and to expand outwards beyond the planet and ad infinitum, although 
presumably simply destroying themselves through their own inner entropy.

The cult of the mother serves as a forum through which to enable these entities to feed-it is the 
beguilement of the mysteries that entices the goyim and that serves to bind non-jewish nations to the 
influence of jewry and to continue to use them as a host that may be vampirized for the overall benefit 
of these malevolent beings.

The sky god All-father and the solar logos is a cultus of power and that of a transcendent nature that 
unifies man with god (Got Mit Uns, 'ish-ra-el'-man with god) and transcends the lower astral planes and
'the hells' in which those deities dwell and which unites the Aryan with the deities at higher domains. 
Thus it is a cosmic and spiritual war between the children of light  (the Aryan Hyperborean) against the
children of darkness, between the forces of chaos and the forces of Order with Order always winning 
out over its nemesis, the true 'adversary' or 'shaitan' of God, and truly the 'ape of god' as wannabe gods 
or demigods in miniature.

The ghoulish rites of Dionysian ecstacy serve only to transform as in the case of non-jews and Aryans 
specifically a once relatively orderly being into 'twice the child of hell' of the jew transformed into the 
image of their 'god' or rather gods, the demonic forms and their oversoul to which they are bound.

They have given themselves over to evil and have purchased rather than eternal life a one way ticket to 
the lake of fire through becoming bound to Sauron/satan. The Aryan, purchased life through an 
immanent transcendence and was everlasting against the evil tide of the Demiurge and his horde of 
vampires. The cult of the mother is the breeding ground of the abortions of decomposition, of the 
gollums and ring wraiths of an initiatic pseudo-gnosis-an initiation into perdition and the hells below.

REVELATION

The movie "They Live" depicts the protagonist Roddy Rowdy Piper as having a life of poverty, being 
'down and out', and having to subsist at a low level of existence as so many whites today. He has 
become a casualty of the usury system of J.O.G (jewish occupation government) and becomes tangled 
up in a type of resistance movement against the (((system))) which is yet only aware of exoteric factors 
bound up with the (((system))) and its operations. His epistemic state is as yet at a low level of 
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awareness of the ultimate cause of the problems he has to face amongst the other poor who are willing 
to do something and not live leading a life of hedonistic apathy as with the multitude.

Through this movement, which parallels that of the militia movements of the USA during this time 
period in history (the late eighties) he finally becomes aware of the ultimate cause of these problems 
through the discovery of a certain type of glasses that enable him to see the species of aliens who 
actually run the planet though they conceal themselves behind the face of a human exterior.

The alien species refers to the jews of course and the movie is another revelation of the method 
whereby jews reveal who they are to the non-jewish slaves as an attempt to duck out of karma for what 
they are doing and to transfer their karma onto the victim which is their general modus operandi. 

The movie's producer/director John Carpenter had made several other movies of this nature during this 
time which was presumably a ritual in its own right that was undergone to 'curse the gentiles', movies 
such as "The Thing"; "Halloween"; "The Fog", etc.

Rowdy Roddy Piper is akin to the character of 'Z' in Zardoz who is one of the 'goyim' sufficiently 
developed to come to an understanding of things and sufficiently receptive to them to come to the 
Truth. Moreover he is sufficiently aware of things being endowed with a conscience that he has a 
wilingness to take action as 'thought without action is sterile' as Ben Klassen said.

He attempts to awaken others to the issue of the alien (jewish) problem as a means of liberating them 
from the tyranny but many are resistive to the point of willful ignorance and incorrigibly whereas some
are receptive enough that they eventually come to understand the necessity of acting against the 
menace and taking action.

The glasses in the movie are symbolic of a heightened intuition, an awareness of the realities of life, 
that the aliens (cryptically referring to jews) are who they are that "Live" as a higher dimension-as well 
as in the material plane and that 'We Sleep", we the 'goyim' or unenlightened masses being trapped in 
malkuth, the material plane alone and having no access to higher dimensions or states of consciousness 
which are need in order to combat the alien jewish controllers and their system.

In this movie the constellation of Orion is also referenced from whence the jews presumably originated.
All of this is a revelation of the method on the part of the jews' through their hollywood theatre of the 
real which conditions the mind controlled slaves to merely accept the phenomena presented to them as 
'entertainment' whereas in reality it is a means of creating in the minds of the jews a loophole in karmic
law through which they can escape their just punishment for their actions of global enslavement and 
destruction of the 'gentiles' through a plenitude of secret means.

The organization in which Piper finds himself is eventually infiltrated and shut down as so many of the 
others of the anti-jew and and anti-J.O.G system have been, another means of revealing to their slaves 
that it is their fault, that the 'goyim' are to blame for their own enslavement through not having a 
willingness or ability to overcome the tyranny of their slavemasters such is the logic of the jew.

"The Thing" is a movie based upon an older sci-fi film called "The Thing From Another World", a 
more campy and less meaning rich film of an era wherein the 'goyim' were to be distracted from the 
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horrors of war the jews had created and to generate a veneration of the military forces. Not so the later 
representation of it by John Carpenter who is revealing perhaps the nature of the jew himself (Itself?).

'The jew' may be a de facto astral parasite incarnating in a certain biological-genetic stock, the 
Armenoid hither-asiatic near eastern hybrid called 'jews' today as John Lash contends in his 
presentations of the archontic mind parasites who enslave 'humanity' in the 'matrix', the moon-saturn 
matrix or generator of causality, ie. time flow (Saturn-Kronos).

This 'Thing' merges with its host and takes on other forms and has the capacity to, through mysterious 
causal/acausal means bind itself to its host and hijack its being, rendering it a vehicle of it operations 
which consists of vampirism and gaining power for itself as a predatory parasite.

It has no discernible identity of its own and is a pleomorphic entity that modifies its physical host 
according to his conscious mind and intent. This is an allegory of and perhaps a reality regarding the 
jews as a literal 'archontic infestation' of mind parasites in the sense of John Lash.

The behavior of the jew as a biological organism is characterized in the book "The biological jew' by 
Eustace Mullins and other books as well as in the literature of the Third Reich and through out pop 
culture and literature if one has the capacity to read between the lines and understand that pop culture; 
art and literature are not merely vehicles of aesthetic beauty or ugliness, mere 'entertainment', but are 
instead means of attempting to mock and curse the 'gentiles' by the cabal. However the writer does not 
advocate a complete boycott of these forms of alleged 'entertainment' but this through study and 
examination in light of the black magic of the jew's religion or biospiritual praxis namely the hebrew 
kabbalah and its numerology and symbolism as means of understanding what is being done and 
attempting to overcome one's own programming and circumvent the manipulation of the cabal and its 
effects on consciousness. It is best to consult secondary sources and avoid the actual (((entertainment)))
so as to avoid being programmed, and to maintain critical distance if one can find any trustworthy 
sources that serve to enable one to 'see' the Truth, to give one the 'They Live" glasses and then to 
understand what prudent course of action to take in the light of the fourteen words and the twenty three 
words of The Creativity Movement : "what is good for the white race is of the highest virtue, what is 
bad for the white race is the ultimate sin".

ZARDOZ

The movie by John Boorman "Zardoz" is a metaphor of the jew world order in which all are 
imprisoned in a matricized reality. The later movie 'The Matrix" further and perhaps more explicitly 
elaborates on this theme as does the t.v series "The Prisoner" and various other related dystopian films 
(Total Recall; THX 1188; Logan's Run; Star Wars; The Running Man, etc.).

Zardoz however was in a way the best encapsulation of these general motifs of gnostic luciferian 
ascension and related gnostic ideology. The giant head in Zardoz represents Yaldabaoth, the 'Demiurge';
planet Saturn; kronos; Saklas the blind god also known as 'jehovah' the deity of christianity that 
controls the jew (who are robots or automata controlled by the Demiurge). The jews mind control 
people through hypnosis and various means of mental influence of a black magic variety to convince 
the goyim (those the jews' deem 'animals' or excrement) that it is a vital necessity to prostrate 
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themselves before this being and to perform what they call 'worshipful acts' before such an entity as a 
condition of their being permitted to live. Thus the goyim are subject to slavish obsequious worship of 
this being to which they are obligated to transfer their mental and ultimately their soul energy post 
mortem.

In the movie the head flies around and the gullible slaves prostrate themselves before it and give their 
offerings to it while they live in squalor and in ignorance reminiscent of the dark ages or the present 
age of technotronic mental slavery, a post modern dark age. The scene allegorizes the subordination of 
all and sundry to the jews' god and to the jews who are the 'middle mean' of this being.

In the movie these ignorant serfs are kept in line by the hired thugs of the elites called 'brutals' who 
wear masks rendering them anonymous-faceless representatives of the iron heel of the system-and beat 
and brutalize the broad mass of defenseless serfs. The elites live continued in a bubble and have formed
a 'break away' society, a two-tiered neofeudal society wherein the brutals, segregated them from their 
de facto energy source (a food source: deriving the vital energy from their slave caste as vampires, to 
perpetuate their lives of immortality contained within the bubble in which they dwell).

Thus they live apart from others and have no consciousness of any life other than their own, rather like 
the jet set of today's world, the jewdeo-masonic internationalist overlords or like their real world 
counterpart, do they care as they are living their lives purely in a self-generated world of pure self-
indulgence.

The figure of 'Z' perhaps connoting the last of his kind (generation Z?), a brutal, stumbles upon a world 
of knowledge through the rapine of one of the peasants-he becomes awakened through the sexual act 
which opens up his mind to dimensions or realms that would not be known or intelligible if he 
remained in a purely left brain logical limited state of consciousness in the reptilian brain states of 
fight; flight; fornicate and feed.

Thus he is enabled to transcend his state of beast consciousness as one of the brutals whose number is 
666 (the number of the beast with enhanced physical power but not intellectual or spiritual) and thus 
begins to awaken to the matricized world he is living in and that it is an artificial system whose 
relations are  a violation of cosmic law, of the 'god above god', ie. Cosmic consciousness, a violation of 
universal Order and that which represents itself as law-the laws of the system-are merely the arbitrary 
dictates of the elites and this as a mechanism of enslavement of the population which is 'justice' in 
name only.

'Z' enters into the realm of the elites and eventually, by virtue of his presence as a potentially dangerous
being-not a near or seeming immortal-is able to shatter the illusion of the matrix, even in the mind of 
the elites such that they recognize the necessity according to Cosmic law and the laws of soul 
evolution, their own finitude and necessity of their death which must be brought about from without 
and this through the agency of 'Z' who is not at their level of consciousness but who is capable of 
serving as a causal agent of their passage into other dimensions of being, given that suicide is 
prohibited by cosmic law as the soul has made a decision against itself and thus violates itself and its 
continued progression.
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It is unlikely in the writer's opinion that the so-called elites (false-lights) of today's world would have a 
willingness to go so quietly. As in the movie, those who are in control of the system are and have been 
retarding evolution perhaps from the beginning and are instead facilitating devolution and the ultimate 
extinction of what is called 'humanity' and this poses an existential threat to global security.

They must meet their just punishment sooner or later and those who wish to attempt to perpetuate the 
enslavement of humanity must receive justice in a cosmic sense at the hands of such figures as 'Z' to be 
sped along their passage into the lake of fire once they exit the physical.

PROPHETS OF DOOM

The Nordic neopagans and christard identists both put forth a prophecy of doom preaching an apathy 
and escapism (eg.Varg Vikernes), a passive subservience to forces outside of ones control and advise 
that one, the traditionalist white youth of society should simply 'ride the tiger' (in the non-Evolian 
sense) and 'go within' and hence away from the fight.

To withdraw in other words, to tuck one's tail between his legs and seek to escape from the conflict of 
that which is merely 'wordly' and eo ipso they would imply the inference, 'inferior' that which should be
disregarded or looked at with merely a backward glance, perhaps a gesture of adieu, with resignation as
it were or contrition over the 'inevitable' downward spiral into oblivion of one's ancestors and posterity 
who will never be.

Of course that is the behavior of the baby boomer generation, a generation of self-servers who 'take the 
money and run' leaving posterity in the lurch. The idea that that generation had, as if they had a choice, 
to ignore reality and the inevitable consequences of its ignorance, is of course delusion as no such 
choice exists and the will be forced to pay the piper even in spite of the fact that they believe they call 
the tune.

Thus though they stumble blindly into the night looking out of the corner of their eye with a backward 
glance at posterity as they shoulder the money bag of their parental inheritance and then-crash into a 
group of dark thugs who brutalize them and abscond with their ill gotten gain.

This alone is the historical inevitablism-that the doomer generation through thinking that they could 
step out of the causal chain of being of a natural causality and be a mere 'individual' divorced from 
generational ties and obligations simply by virtue of having the legal right to rob posterity, bring about 
their own karma and their own down going.

The prophets of doom, mere paid shills who preach doom and gloom according to the formula of 
jewish manipulation so as to neutralize opposition through that form of mind control convince others 
things are 'hopeless, utterly, utterly hopeless' and therefore the goyim should cease to have a 
willingness to oppose their corruptive influence.

Whatever, so goes the axiom, the jew is pushing do the opposite-if they want you to race-mix don't; to 
butt bang don't; to be a childless career whore or a N.E.E.ET (no education, training or employment)-if 
they want you to be apathetic be concerned and interested in your survival and that of your kind; if they
want you to be ignorant (agnostic) seek to know and to know the difference between what if good for 
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yourself and your kind and what is good for those who are enemies of your kind-in doing so the 
inevitablism of history as a spell is reversed with a counterspell that negates the negative influence of 
that which would destroy you if they had the chance.

Hence to attend to the doomsday prophets simply places oneself in their hands and allows them to 
anaesthetize their victim and thereby gain the victory in the only way they would be able, through 
passive-aggressive means neutralizing a greater power through exploiting the weakness of its  
gullibility. Heed not the doomsday prophets rather let them preach to deaf ears or stop their mouths 
with a fist or the hammer of Thor. The mewling and plaintings of the meek and weak cease in the 
presence of an awakened power that subjugates them through the credible threat of its employment.

LEFT-BRAIN PSYCHOPATHY

Those whose thought process orients around the reflexive action of reason and shuts off the intuitive 
mind restricting their receptivity to Being, are by clinical definition 'psychopathic' as they have a 
diseased mind, one imbalanced and therefore dis-eased, inharmonious. Those who fail to cultivate a 
higher intuition through such action as meditation and artistic creativity doom themselves to a life 
modelled upon such as the figure of Darth Vader, a robotized left brain reboot which perhaps can 
'function' at a high degree of rational mentation but lacks all creative ability and is at best a finely tuned
machine.

Accordingly, for true self-development to occur, one must use reason as an integrative mechanism of 
practical experience, reflexively making sense of that which was created by consciousness and as a 
navigational and constructive aid in life-through the application of a knowledge derived in large part 
from an intuitive receptivity of Being.

Such is the application of knowledge to a case conducive to the benefit of he who applies it-called 
'wisdom'. Wisdom cannot exist without understanding and those who are overly left-brain, blinded as 
they are by egotism (a self-reflexive action are incapable of wisdom. Hence we, the astute and 
perceptive the enlightenment recognize the limitation of the psychopathic elite and how it will be their 
undoing through blindness to their own fallibility and to that which is 'other' to themselves, ie. the 
world, higher dimensions, other sentient entities who, in the mind of the left brain psychopath are 
qualified as mere 'objects of consciousness' or categorized in various ways and in accordance with 
various criteria and thereby are relegated to the status of a mere 'concept' or 'idea', an object: tax payer; 
worker; citizen; 'individual'; person', etc. 

Ants in an anthill, the psychopath is the perfect drone, the perfect soldier and the perfect Queen, more 
appropriately the later two as the drone merely clings to life as a mechanism of personal enrichment 
and gives whatever must be given so that he can keep his head above water (taxes; endless 'citizen 
duties' such as lawn mowing and home maintenance, etc.)
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MU: FREEMASONIC CONTRIVANCE...OR REALITY?

The notion that a continent, now submerged, existed in the pacific ocean which spanned much of the 
Southern hemisphere approximately twenty to thirty thousand years ago at its end and which served as 
the originary seed bed of 'humanity' and which humanity was comprised of myriad diverse kinds of 
anthropoid entities most of whom become extinct through the catastrophes brought about there and 
through war with the rival Hyperborean-Atlantean black magicians is one that illuminists and 
freemasons have trafficked in ever since at least the early period of the nineteenth century as far as the 
writer understands.

Presumably, given the consistency in occult lore throughout history it is a reasonable inference that 
such notion permeated occultism from its inception and was simply transmitted throughout time and 
cross pollination amongst kindred and even rival sects.

The question remains however-granted that the occult elite in large part subscribe to this notion  of a 
paleohistorical origin of so-called 'humanity', is this a valid conception and if so where does the exact 
origin lie? That it is a valid conception lies in the fact of all sacred texts and myths of all peoples 
throughout the world having similar myths and legends all of which related to a group of white gods 
who visited the earth and created civilization, giving to non-whites that gift and in fact, as the historical
record shows, giving non-whites the gift of their higher blood through mixture along with their cultural 
transmission of their pantheon of gods and goddesses themselves hypostases of the one God codified in
mythical tales.

Such myths and sacred texts speak of an arctic homeland with references made to their pole star and the
symbol of the pole star (the swastika) and big dripper viewed during the course of the seasons by the 
Hyperborean Aryans ('Hyper-Borea', meaning beyond the borders in greek Language as related by 
Plato and Others). Hence it is clear that at least at a certain juncture there existed an arctic homeland 
when such region was occupied by the Hyperboreans, the Aryans during, according to Blavatsky, the 
Polarian epoch.

The question regarding Mu, the lost continent sunken through earth cataclysm. Was Mu, also known as 
Lemuria or 'Pan' at any point a homeland of these same Aryan/Hyperboreans? According to such 
obvious biased sources such as Albert Churchward a thirty second degree freemason and his relation 
James Churchward and Blavatsky as well as Rudolf Steiner in their discussion of "Mu' it was a region 
populated by a negro type race (what become known by them as a 'Nilotic negro' referring to the Nile 
river in Egypt).

Speculation in occult circles however discusses many different types and races or rather species of 
anthropoid on this terrestrial globe both in its surface and internally in the hollow earth in Agartha. The 
book "The Mysterious Origins of Hybrid Man" by the jewish Columbia university professor Susan B. 
Martinez illustrates through archival photographs form the late nineteenth century that existed 
paleohistorically.

This however does not prove that Lemuria/Mu/Pan was a home to all. Given that it along with Atlantis 
and the submergence under the sheets of ice of Hyperborea, inaccessible to research and investigation 
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that would be revealed to the public, it is anyone's guess whether those who dwelt there were the Aryan
stock. That it was a civilization at all however and that all of that which bears the name 'civilization' 
throughout the world during the last five thousands year in the Kali Yuga was created by the Aryans 
(irrefutable based upon all of the relics which bear the physiognomy of the Aryan from Egyptian wall 
paintings to Sumerian bas reliefs: snub noses; round eyes; high foreheads; bow lips; etc.) it is a 
reasonable inference to draw that Mu may also have been white-at least in its origin and, like all other 
civilizations created by whites, fell through mixture with the anthropoid beastmen, leading to the 
collapse of the civilization and, as in most cases the revolt of the latter against their betters who didn't 
have the power to resist the onslaught owing to their comparatively smaller numbers.

Freemasonic distortion and jewish falsification of Truth has portrayed Lemuria/Pan/Mu as a negroidal 
civilization while being unable to reproduce any contemporary correspondent civilization that is 
administered let alone created by a negro stock. All of the former European colonies had folded up their
international pressure and left their created infrastructure, knowledge and even a remnant of whites to 
maintain it as in the case of Rhodesia and yet still failing with copious quantities of foreign aid to cling 
to the decaying remnants of what may properly be spoken of as 'civilization'.

Hence it is unreasonable to conclude that any thriving civilization was ever created by negros let alone 
destroyed by whites as the falsifiers of history claim in their propaganda mills (media and akadumbia) 
It is reasonable to assume given that the totality of the history of the world was orchestrated by those of
Aryan stock throughout the known world and former civilizations which have now fallen through 
mixture.

As can be seen viscerally today, the presence of non-whites strictly correlates on the basis of 
proportionality with civilizational collapse as any major metropolitan tumor of the formerly white host 
body underscores. The more non-white presence the more quickly the society falls apart and becomes 
what the white societies of yesteryear had themselves become, namely a decayed remnant of the former
glory of the Aryan Race.

It must also be assumed on this basis that Mu/Lemuria/Pan was also white and that it fell not through 
earth cataclysm alone then think the mixture with the beastman. It is the vengeance of God against his 
offering the children of God, the Aryans, for violating their first estate and employing the anthropoids 
as slave labor and this leading to interbreeding and/or to the mass murder and subjugation of the white 
leadership.

The inevitable presence of the jew the harbinger of evil on the earth and the agent of the dark forces in 
physical form must not be discounted either as this malignant pest, ferment of decomposition, has 
played his characteristic role throughout history in the destruction of the civilization of the Aryan and 
his culture and the Aryan himself.

This is the history of the world and repeats itself ad nauseum throughout the cycles of time. Time to 
turn back the clock and allow the leftwards path of the swastika against the Demiurge and the cycles of 
time towards a new golden age of the Eternal glory of the Aryan over the world.
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NATURAL MAN VS. ARTIFICIAL MAN

The naturalism of Nietzsche posits man as a bridge to the superman, the latter attainable (perhaps) 
through various forms and manifestations of will  to power, possibly left hand path black magic rituals 
or other gnostic luciferian alchemical transmutations, as Nietzsche was a freemason which is evidenced
by photographs of him in various freemasonic poses and having been funded by jewish capital through 
his association with jews such as Paul Ree; Lou Andreas Salome, etc. 

This 'mere bridge' of man is the natural man, perhaps just a degree removed from the beastman and is 
undergoing his spiritual development through these means. Perhaps such means however render him an
'artificial man', ie. one who utilizes techniques (eg.sex magic; mudras; mantras, and other more vital 
rituals such as vampirism, etc., invocation of lower astral entities, etc. through blood sacrifice and 
offerings in exchange for occult power,etc.) that are a deviation from nature as a mechanism of 
transcending his natural condition and thereby overcoming his ego by his ego.

Naturalism is the philosophy of Nietzsche as it is the jewish kabbalistik  black magic of utilizing a 
manipulation of the physical body and modification of physical conditions to work up the kundalini to 
higher chakras through an artificial forcing of natural physical and metaphysical processes as a usage 
of polarities to create new states of consciousness and supesede prior conditions.

Where this process errs (according to a karmic moral law, Divine or natural law ethics ,although natural
in a more holistic sense) is that it uses procedures of violence often against the autonomy of others and 
purely for self-serving egotism. Such a creed is jewish and is why such a naturalistic ideology elevated 
above the level of the mere animal is perhaps more 'evil' an corrupt than a mere low level brutality as it 
creates an evil genius (both metaphysically through demonic possession/obsession and through binding
one to the jehovistic oversoul which is the collective evil consciousness of jewdeo-masonry) 
superintended by 'jehovah' who is perhaps a real entity and not merely the by product of the collective 
consciousness itself of that sinister cabal).

Self before others is the creed of this Neitzschean naturalism, a thoroughly jewish, pitiless creed of 
might is right and the purpose of life being the 'gay science' of Nietzsche in more ways than one (given 
the sodomite rituals that the black magician engages in). Such an anti-natural gnosticism of the black 
magic self proclaimed 'lucifer', literal devil of the earth like his jewish master amassed through 
violating every principle (and reality) of Divine law.

Such an artificial praxis in contravention to natural law, is not only unnatural but is in reality anti-
natural and hence necessarily luciferian in the worst sense of the word. Perhaps 'Satanic' would be a 
better term to apply to those who subscribe to anti-nomian lifestyles. Naturalism and Bolshevism 
correspond quite nicely on a on-to-one correlative basis: man reduced to a mere mechanism, a 'machine
man' as le Metrie called it who functions according to his structures in an automatic programmable and 
self-programmable) fashion at a physical level (Bolshevism) and at a level in terms of 'occult 
physiology' (luciferianism) where the two are merely levels of dimensions quantumly entangled and 
which the occultist (here the black magician seeking selfish power and theurgical god-making) utilizes 
as a means on transitioning from Bolshevism to luciferianism through ritualism going from man at a 
more physical level of beast consciousness to more superlative level of higher consciousness.
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In itself this transitioning from naturalism to supernaturalism so to speak is simply a brute fact when 
spoken of in abstracto and not related to any particular practice as a means to effect this transition. if 
the means (themselves being ends) are good so too is the end in relation to which it is bound and an 
element thereof (necessary condition).

However it will be said: surely the specific practice of overcoming the lower self and attaining the 
higher states of consciousness (uniting the lower self with the higher self, the Thelemic True Will, is 
bound up with those specific practices of a 'black' nature? the True Will and the higher Self are 
necessarily achieved through Amore intellectualis Dei (the intellectual love of God), a conscious 
awareness of oneself as related to that which exceeds the ego yet does not (as in Samadhi, etc.) 
extinguish the ego or 'overcome it' but merely transmutes it organically through itself without any 
violent acts such as in the case of the black magician who merely amplifies personal power in the 
physical and potentially higher dimensions but becomes entangled in the skein of a karmic web of his 
own device and vice which leads to a blow back against himself and thereby leads to perhaps...self-
destruction?

Anti-nominalism in general, is a recipe not so much for transendence as for self-destruction, as can be 
seen in the cases of those who follow the satanic path of vama mag without limit or restriction and who
refuse to keep within the bounds of 'the law', natural and Divine. To 'break the law' as a policy in the 
manner of the 'Jew as criminal" is merely a recipe for self-annihilation and the receipt of much 
deserved punishment through, the "ocean of theosophy", the sum total, aether, astral light which 
registers the ripples generated by one and which coromb back against one. This however is no recipe 
for pacificism. To negate the negation is itself an obligation for failing to do so karma itself, aka. 'sin' in
christian parlance and a violation or dereliction of duty is an evil act. Thus in this ocean of Being there 
are no players sitting on the sidelines through we are but poor players on the stage of the theater of the 
real.

PHILOSOPHICAL CRITIQUE: SOCRATES

Nietzsche queried ironically whether Socrates deserved his hemlock. The answer would be yes and for 
the following reasons: 1) because his dialectical manipulation was born of his jewish/mongrel mind and
was nothing more than sophistry operating on the basis of false premises which not only corrupted the 
youth but advocated the corruption of society through the establishment of a jewish oligarchy;

He was a proto-jewdeoo-masonic pedophile who corrupted the youth as a means of converting them in 
the manner of the Catholic church and the synagogue to the luciferian creed which he embodied, 
corrupting them through pedophilic rape. 

Accordingly, he and that creed he represented was deserving of annihilation and the Athenians did what
was necessary to ensure its neutralization through neutralizing him with a just sentence, namely death 
through the consumption of the poisonous herb hemlock. 

Socrates was interested in cultivating his Daimon, his Holy Guardian Angel in the manner of Crowley 
through working up the kundalini shaktipat or serpent fire through various sex magic perversions-anal 
and pedophilic sexual activity-this he construed as a means of building occult power for himself 
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perhaps through invoking lower astral entities and thereby exchanging with them blood for power or 
rendering himself the host of demonic forces which utilized his physical body as an avatar.

As such Socrates represented a danger to the community of Athens, this mongrelized hybrid alien who 
was an alien presence and whose creed was equally alien and was quarantined appropriately by the 
authorities who were acting out their proper role as white blood cells in the host body clearing away the
virus of Socratic dialectics which claimed to posit Truth; Justice, etc. as the standard and goal but in 
reality posited the simulacrum of Truth which was mere illusion and lie and was posited or established 
through roundabout ways as what it was not but was merely the image of what it purported to be.

The inherently sophistical nature of the dialectic of Socrates is thoroughly Luciferian being based on a 
lie, on an apparent argumentative soundness but in reality only at best sound in its own intrinsic logic 
and semantic relevance but the sophistry lying in the fact of inappropriate definition of terms, securing 
the agreement of the other party in the dialogue (the respondent) to various distorted and artificial 
definitions of terms themselves inherently vague and ambiguous and attempting to create the 
appearance of relevance between premises or propositions themselves either entirely unrelated or only 
irrelevantly related through fallacious arguments from analogy which introduce irrelevant details as a 
means of derailing the subtle and cunning of the dialectic, is led to conclusions that he if he is to appear
consistent in what he preaches must adopt conclusions that are perhaps completely foreign to his 
inclinations and which are diametrically opposed to his intuitive understanding of 'the good'.

Thus Socrates deliberately muddied the waters dialectically as an underhanded and devious means of 
scoring a victory over his opponent and 'putting one over' on the goyim. This is the general technique 
of the jew, his dialectical manipulation and deliberate confusion of the goyim as means of achieving his
goals, namely to cause harm to the Other and accrue benefit to himself. The sophistical dialectic of 
Socrates embodies itself in modern times through the lying lips of the jews in all of the professions: 
education in manipulating the minds of the youth to subscribe to the anti-white agenda through 
exploiting the white youth's natural propensity towards fairness, justice and altruism to accept self-
destructive forms of behavior (out-group altruism; self-hate; dissension against their own people; 
feminism; MGTOW; ageism, etc.) under the delusion that they are necessary conditions of upholding 
principles of Justice; Truth and Order. So too in the case of the legal profession the sophistical jew uses 
the dialectic of Socrates to distort reality and plays semantic games justified through deliberate and 
covert misrepresentation and misinterpretation of statutes, case law, etc. to fulfill the objectives of 
minimizing harm (punishment) to non-whites and maximizing harm to whites; in the case of allopathic 
medicine the 'good doctor' jew utilizing the same specious dialectic to convince the ignorant goy to 
swallow his poison under the guise of health while filling his pockets with their money and various 
pharmaceutical company kickbacks. All this with the sinister motive of maximizing harm and death to 
the non-jew using the arguments from ignorance in the form of omitting essential information about 
naturopathic and natural hygienic cures of healing modalities to convince and rationally persuade the 
non-jew of the good of their advice; the jewish or freemasonic political puppet master also employs the
lie of Socrates through persuading the populace and putting it under the united nations increasing the 
power of jewry at the expense of the whites.
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The dialectic of Socrates is inherently false as operating on the basis of false premises and so is its form
also being reliant upon fallacies of relevance and a dialectical shifting from one irrelevant proposition 
to another through fallacious arguments from analogy and the employment of semantic substitution 
using different terms and words for the same thing thereby shifting away from the meaning of the thing
through creating false associations and through using the same words and terms for things whose 
content has been modified through the fallacious analogies.

Of course dialectics in and of themselves are not Socratic but all Socratic dialectics, being jewish, are 
inherently fallacious (sophistry) and have been and are utilized by the masters of the lie since the 
beginning of the fall of man and the beguiling of Eve in the Garden of Edin by the same serpent, the 
master of the lie, the jew. Socrates, if not himself jewish biologically, was a mongrel and spiritually 
jewish, embodying the corruption of the jew within and if allowed to act out his dialectic spreading the 
virus of this corruption without into the larger society.

CONTRA EVOLUTION

The theory of evolution never got out of the gates and most certainly didn't win the race against 
creationism. This because it never had any evidence that proved it to be anything but a mere theory, an 
idea whose death knell has rung, whose time has been and gone.

Evolution presupposes change of kind into different kind, an ontogenetic change 'in se' from the prior 
essence into an essence of a different kind through either the hidden forces within itself and /or through
the impulsion from without which is called "Nature' with a capital 'N', a convenient substitute for 'God' 
with a capital 'G', metamorphosizing 'deism' into naturalism and reducing theoretically as a 'divine' 
gesture of god-manhood the Spirit to matter, materializing the Spirit (satanism).

No evidence of such a transition (inherent and necessary) between states of being or kinds of beings is 
revealed in the fossil record or through any other signs recognizable through either the instruments or 
technology of science (carbon dating, etc.) or the lived memory of humans in the historical record or 
archaeological record.

The changes of kinds perceptible on earth argue for a presence and then an absence (eg. dinosaurs) or 
an amalgamation of kinds through interspecial breeding ('racial' hybridization) and deliberate crossing 
under the aegis of 'fallen man' (eg. hybrid seeds; genetic engineering, etc.). Hence 'evolution' in terms 
of physical process and changes is easily refuted, no 'missing links' having ever been dicovered or 
reported and therefore can hardly be posited as an existing reality. 

That Spirit is divinized matter and matter crystallized Spirit (spirt and matter being one) following a 
pattern or blueprint emanating from the Deity it follows that if there is no physical evolution there is 
neither soul evolution simply progress or regress towards perfection, the attainment of the standard 
created or formed in the image of God.

The theosophical (jewish kabbalist with Hindu trappings) notion that the different 'kinds' 
metamorphosize into others gradually developing from a primitive state (negro) to an elevated state 
(jewish) is simply a mind control program on the part of the jews to convince the upper class whites to 
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continue to subsidize and build up the non-whites at the expense of their own population and eo ipso to 
genocide their own race in the name of 'progress' and this in the form of the evolution of the soul 
through various cyclical processes over millenia and aeons.

That this is clearly the satanic program for mongrelization under the guise of 'evolution', of an 
auspicious 'progressivism' that is a delusion created by the minions of darkness the jews and propped 
up by their useful slaves the non-white hordes out of self-interest and a desire for a spoil and a plunder 
at the expense of teh white population.

the 'out of Africa' theory, another theoretical construct designed to undermine white society and this 
through inducing a lack of racial self-respect in the white population, has been successful. In derailing 
whites from mustering arguments in favor of their own survival and existence through the implicit 
claims of egalitarianism, namely that the non-whites being simply of a different 'color' and that 
therefore they are 'the same', are human 'just as' whites are and , according to the false premise, are 
entitled to material equality in terms of material resources and whatever else entices the desire mind 
and appeals the coarsest tastes of the coarsest kinds.

What follows from this theoretical evolution and its acknowledgement as 'reality' itself is devolution, a 
degeneration through mixture of kinds or mongrelization which leads to the jungle law of all against all
and might is right without any moral compass save the ego, the victory going to the most ruthless and 
cunning in a nasty, brutish and short existence under the law of the talon.

Such a pseudo-scientistic myth of equality is founded upon this miry clay of false premises, irrelevant 
inferences, fallacious argumentation and necessarily false conclusions. The Truth is simple and only 
those who are not bogged down with an overly intellectualized mind and who tangle themselves up in 
all manner of theoretical pomp and circumstances are able to understand its simplicity.

Thus the 'intellectual' bourgeois will condemn the white racial loyalist for being 'ignorant' whereas they
are the only ones who are facing the realities of life. They justifiably, do the more healthy minded white
population, ignore the pseudo-sophistication of intellectualis as mere mental masturbation and 
ostentatious ornamentation on the part of the privileged decadent elites who are too busy pouring 
champagne down their throats to have regard for their fellow man (necessarily and exclusively white) 
in the street.

Thus the swollen heads will find that all the fallacious and sophistical argumentation won't save them 
form having their swollen heads swelled up with even more blood as their necks are stretched from a 
rope. there will be no evolution but there will be revolution and from thence in the aftermath there will 
be perfection of the Great Work not the slapdash architectural flights of fancy of jewdeo-freakmasonic 
practical idealism, a satanic perversion never very practical and in no way an 'ideal' worthy of the 
name.
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TRANSHUMANISM: FALSE EVOLUTION

The new, yet old attempt on the part of the jew to reinvent themselves as a 'superman' in a purely 
mechanistic-material sense has its embodiment in the ideology of transhumanism which is merely a re-
presentation of the jewish project for imposing themselves upon the earth in a supremacist way as a 
superior being, the 'master race'.

They are an alien nature and find no place in the world, what they call 'worldliness' or the fact of 'being 
in the world' (in the sense of Heidegger). This is the reason why they are incapable of living in a 
harmonious state of existence-their alien nature-and why they have codified their own separateness 
from the earth in their religious teachings as a marker of their putatively 'lofty' or 'holy' superiority to 
those they deem mere 'goyim'.

This is the reason for their natural inclination towards that which is beyond the terrestrial and natural, 
their tendency to modify and destroy that which is natural (the creation of God) to suit their alien 
nature.

The doctrine of transhumanism derives form the jew and is made in their image-a chronic disatisfaction
over a failure to integrate themselves holistically into a harmonious order, "living in accordance with 
Nature" as Seneca said: the jews seek to attain immortality in the physical as they have no ability to 
attain immortality in any higher dimensions given that they are avatared by dark energy matter entities 
who possess their physical vehicle and who become quantumly entangle therewith such that they are 
operated as a mech or cyborg that is controlled by their deity yahweh/jehovah/yaldabaoth who some 
have speculated (Serrano; Rudolf Steiner) dwells in or around the planet Saturn.

Thus they are the puppet of their deity and exist to terraform the earth so that it can be made inhabitable
by whatever other entities-perhaps more of their kind- through a mongrelization of the populace which 
opens them up at a genetic/soul level to this possession by these entities who would then operate 
through/as them, as an instrument of the will of their master.

The usage of chemtrails also is almost certainly employed in this terraforming of the earth as means of 
perhaps reducing the oxygen level and enabling the entities to prolong their stay thereon, entities which
are 'dark energy matter' in the sense of a non-physical sentient being, an astral parasite which draws 
energy vampirically from their host. The transhumanist agenda is designed to enable the jew and his 
archon parasites to occupy and have dominion over the earth which is what their 'dominion mandate' in 
their Torah.

This agenda is sold to the populace as 'progress' as means of diminishing a backlash from them and 
attempting to expiate the jews' sins for their karma in destroying the world and its inhabitants, 
attempting to shift responsibility for their acts onto the whites and 'humanity' as a collective. What the 
goyim don't know of course is that they are merely being led to the slaughter as the jews, if they could 
ever achieve their purposes, would almost certainly eliminate all of those who don't fit into their plans 
which would constitute possibly the entirety of chat is now called 'humanity'. 
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The average 'goy' believes in their naive arrogance that they will be the ones kept around afterwards 
and thus has a willingness to portray themselves as the progressive 'transhuman', the 'scion of zion' of 
the future golden age when in reality they are merely the useful dupes and karmic dump goats upon 
whom the jews discharge their karma, washing the blood from their hands.

Far from a future of progress and sustainability there is indeed regress-rather than a Jetsonian techno-
crazy there would eventuate a Flintstonian savagery of a mad max chaos as was predictively 
programmed into the mass mind in the movie Terminator 2 by the crypto-jew James Cameron. 
Assuming any of these astral parasite archons could ever function on this planet given the terraforming 
of the planet (chemtrails; cyborg tech, etc.) they would undoubtedly, given the parasitical megalomania 
of the jew, undoubtedly shred the remaining humans and ultimately destroy themselves, as Maurice 
Samuels said "We are destroyers' in his book "You Gentiles".

The sought after 'singularity' or merger of man and machine into a cyborg is represented as a 
heightened state of being, something 'progressive' and by implication 'desirable'. However this progress
is merely progress towards destruction and desirable only to the jews and his Dark lord master who 
uses him as an instrument of destruction. One can't improve upon nature and organisms develop 
themselves out of themselves and are in no way improved upon through external and non-organic being
superimposed upon them from without through artificial means.

The notion the transhumanism would undoubtedly put forth is that these beings are capable of merging 
together-the organic and the inorganic- and organism of a completely divergent nature, that that which 
is essentially different (as a species) is compatible with that which is Other: that the two can be 
amalgamated in a way that creates not only a functional, stable whole but can be a improvement on the 
two prior forms or whatever number of qualitatively different forms go into their formulation.

That this is impossible can be seen in the case of miscegenation, which leads to sterility and thus even 
in closely related species disproves the thesis of the compatibility of different kinds. Add to this failed 
experiment an even further extrapolation of attempting to merge not merely different 'race's' (in reality 
'specifies' of bipedal entities) but different kingdoms of nature (mineral; vegetable; animal; 'human' and
beyond).

The impossibility of this can be judged by the results of the jew who represents the failed combination 
of higher dimensional entities and what are falsely called 'human', the genetic material of the jew being 
presumably a result of mixture with anthropoid entities perhaps thousands to tens of thousands of years 
past. The destruction of the lived environment which can be born witness to today bears testament to 
the artificial, alien mind of the jew and the danger he poses to the earth and its denizens today.

ON THE DEGENERACY OF CARTOONS

An attempt to create a reality out of a fantasy-wish fulfillment, borne of a dissatisfaction of the state 
one is in and or the nature that one has. An inauthentic construction of a fictitious identity behind which
the True self conceals itself as too unwilling to step into the light, insecure in its nature, its identity and 
unwilling to be satisfied with itself. Too pessimistic?
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Perhaps the creation ex nihilo through oneself as a godlike gesture of self assertion is a means of going 
beyond the limits of his capacity and reifying an ideal which is in reality authentic? Perhaps both.

The history of cartoons appears to be a heavily jewish dominated one an this as a means of their 
Bolshevik praxis (satanic praxis) to undermine the Order of Things and reify their own impossible 
ideals borne of the delusion of their own overwheening pride, chutzpah, which is the motor which 
drives their chaotic program for complete power (even amongst themselves they struggle for mastery 
united only in the presence of a common enemy such as the power struggle between Trotsky and 
Lenin/Stalin, etc.).

The use of subversive graphics (or media in general be it animate or static as in the historical comic 
strip) to manipulate the minds of the masses can be seen in the case spoken of in Benjamin Garland's 
'The Merchants of Sin" where the youths committed a torture murder apparently emulating a comic 
strip in one of the jewish creative destroyer's horror publications which in perverse Freudian terms 
combined sex and death.

The attempt in this particular case being to induce a copy cat crime and to (presumably) build the 
police state and/or to cause suspicion to fall on any reader's of comics that they might in the eyes of the 
public who is brainwashed by the allegedly 'moral authority' of the media and education system be a 
'criminal' given the (false?) association.

Of course to this extent the association is true given that the influence of this degenerate spectacle 
places into the minds of otherwise decent youth ideas that would never have entered into their 
consciousness. Hence the 'ideals' of the satanic jew (what they idealized and would realize in the 
theater of the real via their theatrical presentations in the media they control) are reified as can be seen 
in the creation of these sorts of scenarios.

Given that the goal of the cabal is to via bolshevism in culture, destroy the white society based upon 
Traditional family values and to eventually, through a continual assault upon its culture (an 
epiphenomenon of its racial identity/essence) supplant it with their own one of deviant promiscuity and
the perverse amalgamation of kinds, even of radically distinct kind such as quadrupeds, etc.

"Whatever the market will bear" is the jews' creed for cultural creation (creative destruction) pushing 
the envelope of degeneracy to the limit of tolerance of the white population.

ON THE POSITIVE INFLUENCE OF CARTOONS IN SELF-DEVELOPMENT

In spite of the fact that this media has been largely expropriated by the cabal in its negative praxis, 
positing degeneracy as the good and traditional values as socially stigmatized, 'corny' and therefore 
unappealing, worthy of contempt and mockery; in spite of this the media has a great influence 
especially in the minds of youth and given this it should be exploited as a means of modifying the 
consciousness of youth for the good setting them on the straight and narrow.

This through creative and positive role models, that which embody the natural virtues of excellence and
carrying out the program of the Divine Will, conquering the darkness. In place of cultural degeneration 
and decay is offered cultural creation and generation of a higher mind in the viewer, knowing by 
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contrasts good from evil in the most classical sense, not the maudlin sentimentalism of allowing the 
lame to climb on your back and to bear their burden but rather to strive towards victory over the evils 
of the world and this for the community of one's own kind and from whence he draws his life's blood.

An entirely folkish art modelled on that of Fascist Italy and National Socialist Germany but adjusted 
for time and place and bringing forward the plan into the future for the fourteen words and the manifest
destiny of the white race. This medium should reveal the occurrences of the world, its problems and 
solutions thereto and the means to achieving these.

The use of stock examples of what not to do and be and vice versa, the exemplary action of heros and 
the bridge to such a state, the 'average white' person who becomes aware of the evil and good through 
chance and deliberate encounters and who bridges the gap between man and superman over the bifrost 
bridge to Asgard.

IGNORATI: IGNORANCE AS VIRTUE/BLISS

The goyim of today may be spoken of as 'ignorati', those whose mass mind has been engineered by the 
system and its mind manipulators to consist of little more than the contents of consciousness of their 
propaganda: sounds; sights and simulacra, rendering them 'ignorant' of Reality-ignoring Reality and 
gravitating towards the artificial hyper-reality that is dragged across their vision as a mayavic veil by 
the wizards of zion, a rainbow flag of illusion that obscures their vision and bestows upon them 
pleasant feelings and emotion-that which they live for-their appetite for self-destruction, the self 
destruction of their higher Self sacrificed on the altar of their lower self with the sacrifice knife of their 
baseborne lusts.

The ignorati are the perfect 'goyim' of the jews control system and this is as the jew would have it-
dumbing down the dumb oxen as means of placing them in harness, yolking them to their slavery as 
animate tools of industry.

Blissfully the cattle huddle about in the herd with their fellow goyim and chew the cud (GMO garbage 
and their various forms of drug-nicotine; caffeine; cocaine, etc.) and stare into the screen of the theatre 
of the real with hypnotic subconsiousness, their potentially elevated consciousness being reduced to 
that of a mere cipher of data, a passive information dump into which all forms of propaganda are 
perpetually defecated as a stream of diarrhea deluging their minds.

However all is not bliss as to ignore reality simply sets oneself up for the greater destruction of the 
planned chaos to come. The cattle have been lulled to sleep and set up for the slaughter as they are not 
accustomed to hardships and external threats owing to their having become domesticated by the jewish 
tax farmer plantation owner. They will either wake up or perish of what Baltasar Gracian called "The 
fool's disease"-to live in a state of blissful and incurable ignorance while the entire structure 
surrounding one falls to ruins.

The means of engineering the dumbing down of the masses has been detailed in the work "Jewish 
White Genocide" which encompasses the techniques of jewry to effect the genocide of the white race 
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from akadumbia to the advanced technologies of cell towers and the poisons and pollutants which 
barrage the mind/body and soul on a continual basis without stop.

Ignorance may only be considered bliss as a means of blacking out one's consciousness as he is moved 
forward in the line with the rest of the cattle waiting to be culled in the slaughter house. To face reality 
is to deal with it pragmatically and those who wish to escape what would otherwise be their fate 
through ignoring the conditions of their lived experience, their environment, experiencing only 
fantasies on the backdrop of the theater of the real will meet their doom and cease to exist. Thus facing 
the hardships of life and employing the requisite discernment to peer beyond the veil and come to an 
understanding of the outline of fundamental reality leading to one's eventually pulling aside the veil 
and facing it-and then to overcome that which threatens what one loves, needs and indeed is-this is 
requisite at this moment and at all moments and is the basis of living life.

Ignorance is bliss only in the grave as this is the inevitable consequence of ignoring reality. The real 
virtue of living 'in the world while not being of the world' does not consist in 'taking no heed for the 
morrow' but rather heeding the morrow through the present, through sound causal inference and 
reasoning-through a higher intuition.

Bliss is not turning the other cheek which simply precipitates one's death through ceding a victory to 
the enemy.

TEMPORALIZING THE ETERNAL

Another strategy of the 'false right' disinfo agent is that of ageism attempting to posit divisions between
generations as insuperable and necessitating a crystallized, atomized separation amongst them as means
of defining them and having them define themselves in position to that which is 'other' to themselves, 
an older or a younger generation, again taking advantage and amplifying the natural divisions existent 
between them such that strife is introduced and unity is inhibited.

As an example of this ageism strategy of the jew and their disinfo agent (typically jewish themselves) 
is the baby boomer vs. the younger generations and vice versa, pitting them against one another and 
thus reducing the strength they would otherwise have unified. Whatever wisdom the baby doomer 
generation possesses is lost and whatever energy and drive the younger generation have is also lost 
through this division.

Given that the laws of nature are eternal and a few decades (or less) of a time interval has elapsed 
between these generations, the attempt to imply that one has or had all of the answers and the other has 
none is self-defeating and absurd when working towards the fourteen words which are jeapardized 
through this ageism.

This division, created or at least arficially accentuated along these lines. Unfortunately these divisions 
exist largely through the media mind control system which in large part created the collective 
consciousness of the masses and conditioned them (classically in Pavlovian style) to adopt an artificial 
persona or mask which eventually attaches itself to their face and become who they are.
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Thus the baby boomers were indoctrinated from birth to be extreme egotists, serving their own self 
interest in opposition to the future generations and this in large part through having a lack of 
understanding of the past, their heritage, culture and Tradition and themselves looking myopically into 
the mirror of their vanity and thus refusing to acknowledge the value of posterity or take the necessary 
precautions to ensure their survival.

The younger generations of course in large part having followed along the slippery slope of hedonistic 
revelry and winding up in a worse state (given the extremely hypnotic influence of the media and its 
mind warping effect as well as the failed education system) than those who sired but didn't properly 
raise them.

At this time the baby boomer generation should be known as the 'baby doomer' generation given that it 
abandoned posterity to its death with rare exceptions too interested in egotistical self-genuflexion to 
make the necessary sacrifices to ensure the survival of their own family line. Rather than pursuing the 
course of virtue and nobly and self-sacrificially conferring upon their progeny a proper education and 
instilling in them a knowledge set of practical advice they were more interested in severing that line 
and this through attempting to compete with and usurp the place of posterity rather than graciously 
passing the torch to them in due time.

Thus can be seen the stereotypical (and accurate) portrayal of the baby boomer: living in comparative 
affluence in their mcmansion, if remaining within the stability of the nuptials typically with their 
spouse and no one else or if not having severed their nuptial ties and serpent their lives carousing; 
typically much more well equipped in financial terms and yet conferring little to nothing upon 
posterity, robbing them of their inheritance which they the baby doomers inherited but refuse to 
transmit to posterity leaving the latter maladroit and ill-equipped to fight the struggle for existence 
given both lack of wisdom and pedogogy and lack of financial means to stay to of homelessness and 
the streets.

Thus the jewish strategy for dividing and conquering also features prominently amongst the 
generations who are pitted against one another in a war of ageism the better to waste all of the money-
power accumulated by previous generations and shut down communication of messages 
intergenerationally thereby continuing to facilitate the downward spiral into oblivion.

The solution is to prudently take into consideration on the basis of evidence and reason, on the basis of 
personal experience ones understanig of the generations and their ideosyncracies and without prejudice 
in dealing with particular generations to prepare to deal with one of their members in the appropriate 
way understanding that ageist stereotypes are largely truisms and that one must deal with the individual
as a member of the group, of that age-group of which he is a part and act accordingly in defensive or 
aggressive tactics in order to facilitate the objective of white survival, expansion and advancement.

Thus the jew temporalizes the eternal as means of dirempting it from the consciousness of the goyim, 
leading them to lose a historical consciousness and as such to live temporally in the moment, day by 
day and inevitably hand to mouth given that they are then separated form an understanding of the 
necessity of their obligation to ensure the survival of their people through self-sacrifice.
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BABY DOOMERS

They were handed a torch burning brightly with the Spirit of their ancestors and were too occupied 
with revelry and one-upmanship that they decided simply to leave the torch in a wall bracket to light 
their Dionysiac revelries casting shadows of illusion on the walls of their subterranean chthonic 
pursuits. The sputtering torch shed hot wax upon them as they imbibed libations to Dionysos but to 
them that was merely the furtherance of their exitation, a sado-masochistic indulgence. 

Of course this was merely the beginning of the end and the recordings of 'sympathy for the devil' and 
their 'purple haze' of inebriation left them ignoring the sputtering torch which grew dimmer as the years
went by as their offspring languished in front of the t.v in ignorance and stagnated in failed, arrested 
development.

When their failed offspring were released form the custody of their parents they continued to flounder 
throughout life clinging to whatever meagre resources they could scrape together to keep their head 
above water. 

The wealthiest saw their children knocked down rung on the socio-economic ladder and those beneath 
a rung lower still, those at the bottom knocked off altogether winding up in homelessness and little 
more than outcast zombies winding their way through life on the fringes of society a more and more 
foreign invaders were welcomed in by the hypocortical baby doomers especially the bourgeois class as 
this class was the greatest abomination of desolation, finding their position in the class hierarchically 
bound up with virtue-signaling against the survival of their own race, the more of a race traitor they 
were the more sense of importance over their facade of altruism undergirded and motivated by egotism.

This generation followed the lines of least resistance towards the promise land of milk and honey in the
most materialistic sense, abandoning the higher purpose of racial loyalty, preservation and expansion 
which is and always will be based thereon. Thus their disloyal nature wound them up in a state of 
relative poverty from where they started in terms of socio-economic position, their parents having 
developed a fairly high standard expended most of their parents inheritance on status objects and 
conspicuous consumption in the name of keeping up with the joneses and genuflecting before their idol
mammon while attempting to expiate their sin through casting scraps to the third world an eventually 
upsetting their whole society through replacing their own children with savages driving their own 
biological offspring into virtual serfdom propping up their evil diseases through socialized medicine, 
diseases which were themselves a product of a degenerate lifestyle of alcoholic revelry and gluttony 
and lethargy. 

Once the inevitable conflagration is brought into the world through the inner contradictions of a 
decadent and corrupt system the remaining safety nets of baby doomer comfort will be cut from their 
ties to the tree of life and lie over ripe fruit hanging from the vine the doomers will plummet into the 
muck and refuse of a burnt out world of their own creation.

Their children will attempt to rise form the ashes of this fallen world and soar above this refuse as a 
phoenix fulfilling the prophesies of a new age. In this new age there will be no plaintive cries of 
crocodile tears shed over 'victims'. It will rather be a world of justice wherein all are given their just 
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reward based upon merit not a hypocritical 'equality' which is merely an illusion used to cover the 
classism and exclusivism of the order of darkness. The sputtering torch irresponsibility left in the wall 
bracket by the baby doomers will be taken up once more and its dying spark rekindled with the flame 
of the ardor of youthful will. No longer will a plague virus such a liberalism and jewdeo-christianity 
descend upon the earth to doust the brightness of the excellence of the white race.

HONOR THY FATHER AND MOTHER

The scriptural edict to pay obeisance to one's forbears, those who raised and brought him into the 
world, is not only morally sound but also prudent as giving incentive for younger generations to 
conceive children and continue their family line, understanding that their future will be ensured through
their children's contribution to them in their old age.

Such treatment of course only exists within the context of a Traditional society where the children are 
properly raised and the parents are thereby enabled to recoup their 'reward' of a long life of rich 
experience through having their children support them on their family farms and estates which they 
have bequeathed to the future generations.

Such Rockwellian depictions of the nuclear family and its salt of the earth nature have been blown 
apart by the nuclear bomb of cultural marxist degeneration that was detonated as a virtual Pandora's 
box of pestilence in the sixties after the jews finished another one of their white wars in which they 
orchestrated through their financial and political legerdemain another episode in the ongoing genocide 
of the white race attempting to further decrease and destroy their numbers.

This cultural mind poison of 'tune in, turn on and drop out' was put forth before the goyim during the 
sixties and infected the minds of the baby boomer generation, better known as the baby doomer 
generation through their squandering of familial inheritance and refusal to bequeath to their own 
progeny-products of love fests and irresponsible fornication-what is their birth right let alone contribute
anything to it.

Of course this is simply from a materialistic standpoint-the doomers refused to bequeath any of the 
knowledge they claimed to possess and rather went the way of all flesh to the speak easy and dens of 
iniquity where they stimulated themselves to high heaven their children abandoned in front of a t.v set 
to be educated by the talmud-vision and the mixed race and non-white surrogate father figures such as 
uncle Phil from "The Fresh Prince of Belair" or Bill Cosby, etc.

The nuclear family has been subjected to the destructive radiation treatment of this generation of 
hedonists who played the 'illuminati parental abandonment' card from the illuminati card game of 
Robert Anton Wilson, another crypto-jew-mason baby doomer who lived purely to 'do what he will' 
which was the whole of his law-only "whats love got to do with it"-another principle of the doomer 
generation.

Since this time the gradualistic praxis of the jew world order has moved swiftly, taking its two-steps 
forward one step back dialectical dance moves of macht-political chicanery to further decimate the 
nuclear family through faggotry and feminutism, race-mixing and gender blending, drugism and 
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warping and distorting the consciousness of the white population through its media monopoly and 
control of the indoctrination/akadumbik system.

"Honor thy mother and father' was the maxim; when it was merited, and when the Norman Rockwell 
paintings corresponded to the reality of pre-sixties Americana, where the wholesome life of suburbia 
and small town folkishness was a reality-before the bomb dropped burying the nuclear family leaving 
nothing but confusion, pain and suffering for younger generations to endure receiving nothing in life 
but insult and abuse and marginalization from the mainstream society of multi-kultist perversity, if not 
immersion by baptism, in this seething pool of satanic inversion of reality.

Under such conditions the quality of honor was not possessed by the parental units and thus they didn't 
deserve to receive any bestowal of honor on the part of posterity. The author himself referred to his 
own parents by their given names not by any way of formal address, which thus implies a lack of 
respect or to accord honor (rightly or wrongly) to those he perceived to lack it or not to deserve it to an 
adequate degree to demand it through their works- "judge them by their fruits" and when their fruits are
fermented grapes and grain that are the source of their inebriation it is difficult to honor such a guest in 
one's life.

Thus Rockwell's paintings exist as mere historical relics and have no counterpart in reality but are 
rather the utopian pipe dream of those who harken for times in which the world was still white, where 
the presence of a non-white at least in the capacity of an 'equal' was an anomaly and the jew was still 
looked upon as an alien presence, an 'other' who was merely a threat or a curiosity at best.

The shift towards the 'great society' of Marxist freemasonry ushering in the time of 'freedom' to be a 
slave to the passions, to indulge oneself in orgies and live a life of irresponsibility within the 
comforting context of a white society. The fish in the fishbowl couldn't see the outer for the inner and 
were too blinded by their narrow prison to understand that defecating in their own territory would lead 
to a poisoning of the waters in which they lived. So too the cultural waters were poisoned as well as the
minds of the citizens of this time-if not by drugs than by holy war or a satanized religious philosophy 
of Thelemic license.

Not able to understand the consequences of their actions, heedless and reckless as to the fate of 
posterity, the Rockwellian painting which had been arduously realized through the artistry of ancestors 
has been defaced and torn into a freakish caricature of yesteryear. The wholesome father figure has 
been replaced by a floating signifier a [fag; non-white, etc.] who usurps the role of the heterosexual 
white male, who is reduced to the level of a beaten dog, castrated and cast into the dog house wailing in
the rain for a piece of poontang pie and receiving nothing but a dish of processed offal mixed with 
genetically modified corn, etc.

The child or children of yesteryear have been replaced by fashionable lapdogs and or adopted 'chillins' 
from whatever trendy war-torn country or 'victim' nation they are sources by their jewish slave traders 
who traffic in the like so many widgets made in their factories by third world slave labor. 

The bourgeois white of today, if female, plays the role of a power tripping egotist and ball-cutter who 
lives to genuflect before the mirror of her vanity and derive maximal profit from whatever 'male' she 
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manages to vampirize though at a subconscious level she sense the empty nature of her walk in life and
if she had the capacity to see beyond the brightness of her vanity mirror would perceive in the dim 
beyond that painting of Rockwell and the happiness that would have been her due if and only if she had
performed her role honorably.

The male counterpart of today (at least amongst the bourgeois class of decadent marxist materialists) is 
a spineless and castrated cuckold who deliberately moves aside with a smile if ever there crosses his 
path a non-white and willingly submits to being shunted aside in the street by a hyper-aggressive 
feminut with whom he in yesteryear, would perhaps have cordially made room for and/or have become 
the pipe smoking husband who sat in the easy chair by the fireplace while his wife served him hot 
cocao and his children played at his feet.

Such is not to be for the mangina of today who would rather smoke a dope pipe in the dead of night 
with his multiracial compatriots, the only children existing being the non-white 'chilluns' in the 
Bohemian district who scream and shout in irrational chaos bearing witness to their barbarous minds. 
Thus the nuclear family has been sundered and the jews are attempting to introduce notions of 
collectivized, of kibbutzim, as in the soviet regime of the turn of the last century and in Israel today.

Collectivization and standardization-all bricks in the wall of Solomon's temple fixed by the classical 
conditioning of the mind control propaganda, the repetitive drum beat of 'Equality'; "democracy;' love'; 
'peace'; 'unity', the jew's broadcast from their media. When will the pieces of this fragmented organic 
collective called the nuclear family gravitate through magnetism towards one another again?

Must it wait until the resurrection or perhaps within the context of this earthly plane-perhaps not so far 
distant on the horizon, the beacon of hope for the renewal of the foundation of the white race, the 
nuclear family, in which it can again be said that one should 'honor thy father and mother'.

SINS OF THE FATHER

The younger generations of the baby doomers have imposed upon posterity the burden of their sins for 
which they must pay for the entirely of their lives having been robbed of their inheritance both 
materialistically in terms of their grand parents' wealth and property all of which having been greedily 
consumed by decadent hedonistic baby doomer parents and spiritually having been subject to the 
destruction and distortion of their heritage and culture through the traitorous baby doomers' having 
enabled in the name of 'equality' and 'humanitarianism the replacement of their children with so-called 
non-white 'victims' which enables the baby doomers to genuflect before their egos in 'serving the 
servants' according to their self-hating sin expiation complex for their 'white guilt' which is in reality 
guilt over their spoiled lives of materialism and has nothing to do with race.

To attempt to transfer one's own sins onto their biological-genetic quality is a vain attempt to ignore 
their own agency as a causal factor in bringing about those sings in the first place. For the decadent 
bourgeois class especially their astronomical guilt for having lived a life of self-service or hypocritical 
service to others through, eg. working in a high paid government job 'helping' people or doling out a 
pittance to some third world hordes enabling them to progenate at the expense of the indigenous white 
population so as to accumulate more social capital thereby recouping their investment many fold 
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(ostentatious charity and foundations are another example, typically administered by jews and jewdeo-
christians-all hypocrites).

Thus these decadent reality-denying baby doomers live their comparatively affluent lives (with rare 
exception undeserving of a relatively impoverished fate, most who had fallen into this state having 
fallen through their own excesses and squandering of their parental estates) on the dime of posterity 
claiming that they 'paid into' the system and are thereby entitled to extort from posterity their due.

The only thought in the minds of the baby doomers is 'economy', ie. materialistic greed and 
accumulation and ostentatious consumerism from classic cars to perpetual vacations while their own 
children live in the street or in tiny apartments glorified with the name 'condo' living a breast of savage 
hordes from Africa and Asia abandoned to a life of poverty forced to live with their parents childless 
and outcast from society marginalized from their rightful place and cut off from their birthright of the 
inheritance of all the land and exclusively of what their parent's parents and more distant ancestors had 
sweat blood to cultivate and which was ruined and decimated in a matter of a couple decades by 
decadent parents whose thoughts never went beyond their own bank account and holdings and whether 
it maximized their pleasures and minimized their pains.

BABY BOOMER WOMEN: AN INDICTMENT

Of all of the thorns in the side and homewreckers and saboteurs' of society at this time it is the baby 
doomer woman who receives first prize. A simple and yet accurate profile of this figure can be easily 
sketched to illustrate the general behavior of this figure, this turncoat saboteur of the white race, a 
veritable benedict arnold of white society.

Of course this is not to make a universal statement not admitting of exceptions; perhaps the millenial 
generation and others admit of even greater faults in certain respects. However it is this member of the 
baby doomer generation who most significantly represents the stumbling block along the path of white 
racial survival which had been fashioned through the repetitive jackhammering of propaganda the 
become shaped into a cumbersome and misshapen block thrown by the jew into the path.

The features of the baby doomer woman are as follows: a pushy; aggressive; petulant; busybody 
control freak who lives to virtue signal against the survival of her own people gazing into the mirror of 
her vanity and envisioning herself as a champion of 'human rights' and her fundamental purpose and 
mission in life being to castrate the white male, her own husband, children and posterity and to 
facilitate their replacement by non-white beasts which she will go out of her way to exalt as the anti-
hero 'victim' deserving of an endless cornucopia of gifts in the form of benefits over and above and to 
the detriment of her own people.

Thus the baby doomer woman is a homewrecker not only of her own home but of society on a larger 
scale in the office and political arena. She, in the name of abstract ideals instilled in her mind such as 
'woman's rights' and 'human rights' seeks to sabotage through troublemaking, her own comfortable 
position in life and in reality in the name of her own ego. She would go to whatever extreme possible to
implicitly coerce men to carry her own biological offspring who she coddles, and castrates through her 
coddling, thereby wrecking the nuclear family which she has been programmed to look upon as  a 
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prison structure and which she seeks to break through as a demonstration of her femdom, her female 
empowerment usurping that of the pater familias.

Entering into the non-traditional roles in breaking 'free' from her traditional role she subverts her own 
natural state and perverts it to suit a more inappropriate capacity. In adopting this role as an actor 
putting on the uniform of masculinity they merely expand the scope of their influence and envelope the
capacity to do greater harm to the larger society playing the role of a homewrecker on a large scale.

They further their gambit for power through donning their heroine's outfit of 'human rights champion' 
and seeking to dispense the fruits of the productive labor of the white male to any and every non-white 
beast who they can invite over the border for 'tea and crumpets' or welfare and employment, depriving 
the white population of their ability to function and thus wrecking the homeland that they garnered 
their privileged lives from.

'Pushy'; 'control freak'-the woman must have her way. Perhaps that is nature's way of tending the 
hearth, but to invite violent criminals to the hearth is a suicidal venture. The woman is perhaps a 
control freak by nature and thus her nature must be restricted to the home else the consequence is that 
the entire society is transformed into a micromanaged despotism basing itself on the micromanagement
control freakism of the house wife in her worst guise given that she is backed up by the police state and
is on a hair trigger, reactive to all rebellion against her rules, ready to invoke the police state as her 
rolling pin against whatever white males (those she envisions as the primary threat to her power and 
knowing their doting nature, the easiest to control as means of inflating her ego).

The baby boomer woman's programming has continued without flagging since its inception on the 
advent of cultural bolshevism and has left in its wake many a broken home and since their admission to
political office in the eighties, many loose screws in the machinery of Leviathan which by this time is 
spitting sparks and clanking and shambling on the verge of an explosion.

The rebel without a cause childishness of the doomer generation was targeted in different ways with the
sexes but more strenuously at the women given their conformistic susceptibly to adherence to the 
collective consciousness. Making themselves and their obviously simple negro pets into the victim the 
jew's propaganda was effective in turning the baby boomer woman against her natural protector and 
provider and thus not only undermined the developed and genuine progress of society (science and 
technology) in the name of moral and humanitarian progress a mere illusion as the cover of the Kalergi 
plan of the jew for which the woman was a mere tool, a cat's paw to fish for the jew chestnut's form the
fire so that the white male wouldn't prevent the jew from carrying out his plans from behind the scenes.

At this time, given the fact that the programming had been indelibly seared into the consciousness of 
the woman, she walks with blissful ignorance past the droves of white males in the streets and scowls 
at them or looks upon them with contemptuousness or at best condescension and if a non-white 
criminal happens to pass she will act out her programming and smile a cheery smile of condescension, 
eager to acquire the social capital that enables her to derive her ego boost for a 'job well done' helping 
the non-white 'victim', while her own people are cast into poverty.
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A true homewrecker she glories in self-righteousness having been the cause of castrating her own men 
and eagerly playing the mother role with the non-white abandoning her own children who themselves 
wil be childless to the streets. This is 'virtue' in the mind of the baby doomer woman, homewrecker of 
white civilization.

AGEISM: GENERATIONAL WARFARE

The jews have created another divide and conquer strategy aimed at separating the younger and in 
many respects less educated generation from the older and in many respects less wise 
antecedents/forbears. The baby boomers were set up by the jews with a counterculture that was 
designed to create social upheaval and split apart the nuclear family.

They had the bait of a degenerate counter culture placed before them and took it up and, poisoning their
minds and consequently acting in a manner purely self serving and contrary to the survival, expansion 
and advancement of the white race and the white race alone. 

hence they violated the laws of nature and the laws of God. This was intentional on the part of the jews 
who created this obviously largely degenerate counter culture as a means of eliciting a reaction from 
their christard slaves who then become bound to a greater extent to the church. The jews recognized 
that their lie of christ-insanity was becoming threadbare and in order to strengthen the hold it had on 
the minds of the goyim they created a culture of degeneration as a means of coopting and subverting 
the Truth which had been coming out ever since Nietzsche's time.

This is why they created the first and second world wars-as means of destroying the renaissance of 
Aryanity which had been occurring during the fin de sielce period. From thence they created trauma via
a war as well as the devastation of the lives of the better stock and after the trauma they had created 
during the fifties, etc. they set up the counter culture their energies into self destructive behaviors as a 
means of 'cursing themselves'' their prior tradition etc. that would then be subverted to an ever greater 
extent and facilitate the destruction of white power in not only colonies that whites had created but in 
the only places on earth whites had to live and thus continued the destruction at an accelerated pace.

This as a reaction to the so-called 'racism' of national socialism which was, via propaganda vilified and 
set up as a strawman to be burned through the degeneracy of the subsequent generation. The trauma 
influenced that generation to import non-whites or at least to refuse to rebel against them and this 
enabled the ever increasing displacement of the white population.

Thus far the boomer generation have served the jews well as their tools of white genocide and as 
thanks, the ever malicious jews are now serving the boomer generation up as a sacrifice, just as they 
had served the children of the boomers before, turning the younger generations against them as means 
of driving them into the churches via altright propaganda or into the communist internationalist camp 
and in either case against the interests of the white race as a collective . Both boomers and millenials as
well as the younger zoomer generation are set up for the kill and are pitted against one another -the 
former being set up as a scapegoat for all of the problems with the slander term 'liberal' in the case of 
the altright demographic and the latter being placed into this group used to destroy their own freedoms 
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and liberties as a means of opposing the 'left wing' when in reality they are merely forging their own 
chains.

The younger generation is also divided into the hackneyed and artificial dichotomy of 'left' vs' 'right' 
with the communist youth thinking they are opposing the tyranny of white supremacy and christianity 
(which have become falsely associated under the jews' propaganda influence) when they are merely 
supporting what christ-insanity began under the jewish supremacist tyranny , namely race-mixing and 
global dictorship by jews and for jews.

This generational warfare is a deliberate attempt on the part of jews to exploit the less intelligent, more 
emotionally reactive and more immature zoomer degeneration and to use the to oppose their own 
people by dividing them into camps, ie. the 'left' or 'right'. The right (altright) have been brainwashed to
falsely associate that which is itself destructive with their own identity, namely christ-insanity and thus 
interiorizing this false association they subscribe to their own destruction.

This is almost certainly the pan of the jew; to create the false association between one group and one 
ideology that is harmful for that group so that group, operating on the inherent directives of this 
ideology will act in a manner suicidal and not within their own interests be they commies of christards 
each living their lives to turn the other cheek (if it comes to not opposing that which is destructive for 
themselves) to give unto others the shirt from their backs (or the backs of their own less fortunate kind)
to the 'Other' (the non-white and jew) and to oppose the survival, expansion and advancement of their 
own people, in other words to work against their own self-interest and for their own destruction which 
is the purpose of the jew, thus facilitating his plans.

The younger generation are being set up as the destroyers of their own race through being conditioned 
via christard and altright programming on the right wing and via libtard commie programming on the 
left wing thus being worked up, developed to bring about their own destruction through directing their 
justified animosity against each other rather than against their mutual and to them unknown enemy the 
jew and his mind control programs of 'left' and 'right'.

The generations have organic differences which are presumably based upon the aeonic changes that 
have been undergone since the fin de siecle but those differences have been artificially inflamed by jew
rubbing ideological salt in the wounds they have created based upon trauma based mind control of anti-
white programming in the media they control.

This divide and conquer strategy operates on the basis of changing the narrative ever, five years as a 
backlash to a prior narrative, dialectically playing both ends against the middle and moving them both 
further towards the grave making each subsequent generation more disempowered and weak (less 
educated; less healthy; less capable financially and politically of maintaining its position in society and 
so gradually sliding downhill, into the grave).

The animosity towards younger generations on the part of baby doomers especially merely serves to 
being about a justified backlash against them for their traitorous and self serving behavior. That 
justified anger will (and is) being used by the jew to drive yet further wedges between the generations 
and escalate their agenda given that the traitorous boomers will leave nothing for posterity and, having 
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sabotaged posterity throughout the latter's life from birth (not educating them and condemning them to 
a life of poverty, etc.) will be in turn abandoned and their parents inheritance and estate wasted on 
cheap thrills and self indulgence a complete destruction of everything their ancestors had worked to 
archive-all in the name of selfishness. The individualism of the liberal doomer is pitted against the 
pathological altruistic collectivism of the commie and christard and the only alternative for youth is a 
false association with the suicidal mind program of their executioners the jews namely to have 
communal life and identity in the churches and slave before the jew with their savage hordes and 
embrace their own destruction.

DOG WHISTLING WHITE SUPREMACY...OR WHITE GENOCIDE?

 Recently there was a snide and smug comment from a typical liberal anti-white who in his very 
comment was dog-whistling white genocide. It concerned the distribution of flyers proclaiming "its 
O.K to be white", which express the simply fact, self-explanatory of the permissibility and acceptability
of being white, of being a white person and not having your existence eroded by the anti-whites led by 
their jewish supremacist masters.

Perhaps these flyers were a legitimate response or reaction to the white genocide agenda and were 
signaling the fact of this agenda by exposing the anti-white rhetoric and policies which enabled this 
agenda to manifest itself however imperceptibly. Thus the liberal was attempting to virtue signal 
against white supremacy though this statement was merely dog whistling white genocide, though 
perhaps he, in his egotistical left brain psychopath mind, had no capacity to understand the agenda 
behind the agenda, ie. the white genocide agenda behind the egalitarian secular humanist agenda.

Wittingly or no he was dog whistling against his own implicit claim to secular humanist egalitarianism 
and the 'rainbow' nation as he had no intention of including whites as an element of the that rainbow 
flag and thus contradicted himself in his denunciation of supremacy through giving non-verbal 
utterance to genocide by attempting to cancel out that ethnic group.

The slogan "Its O.K to be white" is effective as a means of facilitating the survival of the white race 
through being a purely passive and non confrontational message which immediately calls attention to 
the Other who denounces it, as a violent would be destroyer of the ethnic group of whites or an 
advocate thereof, an advocate of genocide which runs counter to the touted values of liberal social-
democratic multiracial societies and therefore exposes the double standard and contradictory stance of 
those advocating its unacceptability, ie. "that it is not O.K to be white" which in turn turns the tables on 
them and makes them look as they are, revealing their true intention and purpose, ie. white genocide by
default through non-white immigration and empowerment at the expense of the white population which
of course are subject to their own replacement and states of psychological trauma, demoralization, 
homelessness and suicide.

Thus to oppose a people's defense of its own survival which entails and presupposes a distinct and 
exclusive territory is an act of genocide, and to oppose the acceptability of their survival of their 
identity is also an act of genocide. Thus a mere passive protest and non-violent resistance to one's own 
replacement is construed as an act of supremacy which construal is an act of genocide as an attempt to 
either deny or denounce the existence of an identifiable group. In the minds of such psychically sick 
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individuals as bourgeois liberals to merely give acknowledgment to the existence of white people is a 
hate crime , for the jew the very existence of white people ie. 'hate'-because they hate it.

ITS' O.K TO BE WHITE MARCH

Further satyagraha-ist praxis ('Satyagraha' of course meaning 'non-violent' resistance): The "Its O.K to 
be white" march which provokes and elicits a hysterically violent reaction from non-whites and anti-
whites generally including the white anti-whites. the merely passive display of signs proclaiming "Its 
O.K To Be White" and marching without weapons or defensive capabilities with duct tape on the 
mouth preventing all speech is adequate to elicit the most violent outbursts from the anti-white enemy 
as the very positing of the existence and the acceptability of the existence of whites is, in their minds a 
moral transgression either because in the case of the jews, they constitute opposition to their power and 
outshine them in their beauty and spiritual creative capacity or in the case of the non-whites they have 
the same reaction which is justified in the non-white mind, their hostility, on the tenebrous grounds of a
fabricated and falsified history fabricated by the jews.

Thus the tactics of a ghandi, touted by leftists and anti-whites as the height of heights, are verified and 
yet impossible to defeat given their passive nature. To simply present the issue through the propaganda 
of the deed, demonstrating that whites are not given but have had taken from them a voice is clearly 
evidenced with the duct tape over the mouth and the refusal to speak. The simple message itself 
connoting a purely passive assertion of existential right corresponding with and in agreement with the 
conventional mores of society. Thus for that value system to be consistent is necessitated the 
permissibility of the display of this message from the society and being censored from speech reveals 
the system's hypocrisy.

Accordingly such marches are in all cases a victory as either they are attacked in which case a purely 
passive and defenseless group are victimized or they are not attacked and the message is received 
regardless. Nothing can stop the message for even an attempt to stop the message is a positing of this 
message and a demonstration of its Truth, namely the victimization of whites and their persecution.

Of course without reference to jews as the cause in some other way independent and unrelated to the 
march (not being able to be connected to it) it is merely a bare positivity, an assertion of white identity 
and being but not sufficiently strong in its implication of the jew. Thus in order for the white genocide 
agenda to be fully understood the jewish role must be paramount and 'if you don't name the jew, you're 
through' as the ultimate cause is not exposed. Once exposed people can decide what they would do to 
detach themselves from the J.O.G through similar satyagraha methods of passive resistance (parallel 
societies; tax; voter; worker strike; propaganda spread' boycotts; refusal to participate in system 
propaganda and to expose it for what it is namely anti-white advocacy and white genocide).

A 'NATION' OF INDIVIDUALS?

Richard Coudenhove von Kalergi in his "Practical Idealism" conceived of the plan for the creation of a 
'eurasian negro', a mongrelized product of mixture between whites, negros and mongols as part of the 
genocide of whites by the jewish and illuminist elite of which he, a crypto-jew-freemason, was a 
member.
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This hybrid jew's father was a Hungarian 'noble' (ignoble nobility) who derived his origins from jews in
cypress, the criminal den adjacent to Greece and was married to a Japanese (possibly crypto-jew 
Yakuza member) who spawned their serpent seed Kalergi.

In his work Kalergi discussed that his idealized product of mongrelization would eventuate in the 
replacement of a nation of peoples [ie. races] with a nation of individuals" and all would miraculously 
be 'one', melted down in the kosher crucible of multi/mono culturalism and this presumably through the
orchestration of race war, their objective.

That such an 'outcome' could never be is testified to in such places as South America which was an 
earlier version of the 'melting pot' that eventuated in nothing but crime and violence, a war everlasting 
and still the preservation of a caste system with those of lightest hue (those who preserve vestiges of 
the Divine spark or god particle, who posses the blood of the Polarian Divyas who were teh ancestors 
of the Aryan race) being the de facto rulership over all, living in a state of segregation away from the 
darker castes who are reduced to slave labor or simply primitive subsistence, their 'traditional' form of 
living (mud and thatch huts, etc.).

Hence the plans of Kalergi and the jews more generally will necessarily fail and be unrealizable as they
are incapable of mixing that which cannot be mixed and having the mixture be possible as a 'preserve' 
that will not through its rancidity simply expire in: whatever 'sweetness' might have been the 'promise' 
of this utopian recipe for a world order of zion.

Since no society of 'individuals' can ever be sustained, as society by definition implies a group with a 
collective identity such a 'society' is inherently absurd. the collective identity Kalergi and his ilk 
rejoin[?]  is not one based upon 'mere'; biological reality but is founded upon a mystical, nebulous 
'spirituality' (((spiritual israel))).

However, such a 'spirituality' is simply a flimsy tissue of demonology holding together organic life 
forms of a radically distinct mind/body/spirit complex which are incapable of synthesis with that of 
incompatible kinds, who are incompatible even and perhaps especially in individual forms such as 
Kalergi, the mongrel product of radically distinct groups of incompatible being (organisms; 'species' or 
'races') who, when combined via viviparous mixture ('race mixing'; mongrelization) create volk chaos, 
ethnic chaos such as in South America and the persistence of a caste system regardless of all attempts 
to the contrary.

The wholesale slaughter of ethnically conscious, healthy minded groups of beings would be the first 
slaughtered and this through vaccinations or some other covert form of assassination (the orchestration 
of mass starvation via famine, the implantation of RFID chips in the body of such people and their 
activation via satellite to cause harm to them and or to assassinate them; microwave weapons; poisons; 
drone strikes, etc.).

From thence the mass would have a similar technology implanted in them, assuming it is not already 
drone and they would then be robotized, automatized in the most literal sense as cyborgs to be 
subjected to the jews' whim and wish and their protocols of white genocide. nevertheless should the 
jews get this far in their plans they would nonetheless see the fall of their clay and iron 'civilization' or 
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'zion' as such a world would be unsustainable leading simply to a 'civilization' of total devastation such 
as was seen in the nations of Egypt through its Aryan origins to its decline and fall via intermixture 
with the negros.

Kalergi's plan for the world is that of the jew and will certainly fall with the jews through their own 
inner chaos and incapacity to create a sustainable order. No 'Nation of individuals' can ever exist as 
there is no organic basis for such a nation, and whatever mixture might possess some similarities the 
similarities are outweighed by the incompatible and insuperable differences based upon the organic 
being of the being.

The intention of the jew in their transhumanist agenda is to employ their technology to force the 
organism of race and radical members ('individuals' organically bound up with their people) to submit 
(even without their knowledge and/or consent) to the technological (transhumanism) which they expect
would create a world of slaves who are cyborgs with only adequate intelligence to serve masters, 
namely themselves.

They sell the 'concept' of wonderful utopia of 'each and all' mingled together as little lambs of their 
personal god jehovah which entity is their fictional construct and mere thought form that empowers 
them as energy vampires draining the energy of the goyim.

Such technology would simply fall apart like Terminator 2 and would never achieve its purpose as 
without the creativity of the Aryan race it is in no way possible to perpetuate a system of any kind save 
that of primitive subsistence such as that of the savages of the amazon which may only subsist under 
conditions of pristine salubrity which now no longer exist.

Thus should the Kalergi plan for the 'eurasian negro' ever bear fruit it will only be the rotten poison 
fruit from the kabbalistic poison tree of jewry which will be completely unsustainable owing to its very
poisonous nature. The Kalergi plan; a plan to fail. Inevitably it will be a conflagration and this for the 
following reasons:

1) the fanatical incorrigibility of jewry, driven as they are by the entities which possess/obsess them;

2) their shabbos goy enablers especially whites, freemasons and zionist christians most especially who 
have no willingness owing to 

ii) self-interest and

iii) similar possession and obsession to relent or slacken in their fever pitch praxis of globalism;

3) the irrational hatred towards whites by non-whites borne of their jealousy for the superior white man
who they harbor nothing but hatred towards and wish to destroy as a means of eliminating a 'brighter' 
star which outshines them;

4) The overall comfort and domesticated mentality of the 'goyim'. Their attachment to material life, to 
the pleasures and comforts of their domesticated animal mentality which they have become accustomed
to associating with 'normality'.
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These are the obstacles to the preservation of white life and the creation of a harmonious world. The 
Kalergi plan may be a plan to fail but it may nonetheless wreck great violence and harm to whites 
possibly resulting in their genocide should it be allowed to perish like a mad dog it must be put down 
before its rabid bite infects the mixed multitude of 'goyim' the solution is white revolution and 
willingness to tear off the shackles that have been placed on the white population even should it draw 
blood.

SUPREMACIST CREEDS

The fact that there exists no white supremacy can be inferred from the complete lack of any 
crystallization of white supremacy in the form of ideology or religion which is the natural result of the 
egregore of 'supremacy' created by a race that thinks certain thoughts; possesses certain emotions and 
on that basis formulates a creed based upon that collective consciousness.

Failing this there may be a member of a race who formulates such a creed and possesses the power to 
manifest it in such a creed or at the least in the culture that defines and regulates the collective 
consciousness without any explicit formation thereof.

However it can easily be seen that the collective consciousness of all societies created by whites has 
been distorted and perverted not only because of foreign invasion and the distortion of the collective 
consciousness on this basis but because of the complete supplantation of the historical culture of whites
by the jewish tyranny and the contamination of the collective consciousness by the thought forms of 
jewry predominantly owing to their  semitic supremacist creed of christianity and its universalist race-
blind egalitarianism which has made a moral obligation of denying racial distinctions (the race idea) 
and a moral transgression out of acknowledging them.

Thus it can fairly be stated that no such thing as 'white supremacy' exists in any mainstream form to 
such a degree that is can be said to restructure the consciousness of the white population rather the 
converse, that an anti-white creed pervades the collective consciousness and ingratiates itself or rather 
imposes itself in the same manner as christianity as a terroristic creed of psychological warfare that 
demoralizes and leads to a self-abasement in the manner of a cancer cell in its operations on the 
collective consciousness.

This in tandem with liberalism (both jew invented creeds) works to demoralize the white mind and to 
reduce the power of the white population through their having a willingness to make concessions of 
power that undermines its own survival. Clearly this can't be construed as 'white supremacy' but rather 
as 'white genocide' embodied in a creed invented by jews and imposed upon the white population.

The creeds of supremacy which actually exist and can be proven to exist are those of the jew based 
upon the Talmud and old testament; the creed of islam of the arabs and the creed of taoism and 
confucianism of the chinese; the hindu creed of the indians from India as well as Sikhism and 
Shintoism of the Japanese though these latter creeds are represented by their largely ethnically distinct 
and exclusive adherents they are nonetheless not universally applicable but particularistic, exclusive to 
that group and excuding those not of their kind save in a position vastly subordinate thereto such as eg. 
the negro muslims who serve the arabs as slaves and the white cuck converts to such as Hinduism and 
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Taoism-they come under the thumb of the non-white ethnic group becoming assimilated to them as a 
genetico-spiritual resource that can serve to impose their poison and to further expand and advance 
their kind.

These supremacist creeds are the only such that exist in any real sense on the earth as of the time of this
writing. Whites would be advised to adopt a supremacist creed of their own as means of creating a 
greater cohesion amongst their own race and thereby increasing the probability of survival rather than 
the much greater probability of destruction under the semitic creed of jewish supremacism or the empty
egalitarianism of its modern variants (liberalism and new age ideology).

Of course such a creed need not entail a hatred or a hostility of others just a recognition of difference 
and the value of one's own kind the likelihood of this coming to fruition before the conflagration to 
come however is minimal and thus it will only be through the test of fire of the Rahowa that rekindles 
the Divine spark of racial consciousness that will lead the white race to a state elevated above even its 
former glory.

KOSHER CONSERVATIVES

Also referred to by the more crude appellation 'kosher cuntservatives' these would-be tough and 
powerful paper tiger are merely cucked slaves of the jew world order who typically play the role of 
greedy money grubs in the system and constitute some of its finest representatives of self-serving 
hypocrites.

Redeemable? Unlikely, as they have developed a personality which is wedded to the J.O.G and have 
thereby transposed the J.O.G into their godhead obsequiously bowing before its idols of "the law" and 
'the economy",etc. which they envision to be a divinely created system themselves merely being those 
who will carry out the Lord's work-lord Baal of course and themselves being metamorphosed into the 
Baal's of society who posit themselves as "l'etat' echoing Louis the fourteenth in his pronouncement: 
L'etat c'est moi", bestowing upon themselves godlike power and apotheosizing themselves thereby to 
godhood, on the fallacious assumption that they had the power to make such a conference. Of course 
"delegates cannot delegate" and as merely fallible mortals they overstep their bounds and make a 
mockery of their implicit claims to grandeur.

That which is conventionally associated with power and machismo is what they gravitate towards as a 
means of inflating their testicles: money and physical force and power being the pillars of their self-
deification in the temple of the ego-driven Self worship. 

'The economy' of course requires to be put into scar quotes as it is only abstraction that has no intrinsic 
reality being based upon the abstraction of stockmarket quotations and arbitrarily established prices for 
the cost of goods and dollar or currency values decided upon in the freemason temples and jewish 
synagogues by the hidden hand that it is the true manipulator of economic life but by no means the 
legitimate or real driving force (which is of course the productive capacity and activity of a distinct 
racial group of people and which is wholly concrete, organic an biological not a mere abstract 'idea' or 
'system').
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The fallacious [mis]representation of the production, mobilization and distribution of goods and 
services as an infinitely complex system is the false coin of the realm of babylon which perpetuates the 
enslavement of the masses through interest and usury which is the lubrication that continues to force 
the gears of production to spin to the point of overheating through the friction produced.

Thus the kosher conservative subordinates himself and his race to the jewish overlords for his slice of 
the kosher pie through upholding the system which itself is not a solution to the problem but the 
problem itself. Thus the CONservative is merely conning himself that his exertions are contributory is 
merely a forgiving of another link in the chain of thralldom not merely the money grubbing business 
person but the investor especially-when their investment is not in local business and redounds to the 
benefit of the local population-as well as the 'law abiding' slave who know tows before "the law" as a 
substitute for Divine and Natural law and which is confused in his mind with 'morality' or 'justice' 
equating the arbitrary dictates of communist despots with the Divine decrees embodied in the historic 
law of the nation, eg. the common law precedent based upon stare decesis, the doctrine of precedent 
and just ratio decidendi not the sophistical semantic twisting of scribes and pharisees who have come to
occupy the court system from small claims to the supreme court.

Thus the kosher conservative merely works as a useful zombie or tool of the jew world order in 
whatever capacity he might occupy and works against justice even while convincing himself that he 
serves the greater good is merely subserving evil as a J.O.Gbot.

"The economy", they declare do these kosher conservatives attempting thereby to inflate their testicles 
and portray themselves as a 'big man' imbued with power and strength. "The Law!" such declarations 
are laughable in light of the obvious inherent defects and immorality of that which masquerades as law 
and economic prosperity.

Does the rape of the earth constitute 'economic prosperity'? Does the replacement of one's own 
population with presumed 'equals' constitute an 'economic benefit' and uphold the vacuous principles of
'humanity; equality; fraternity', the clarion call of the jacobins and Bolshevik hordes who orchestrates 
the butchery of millions of their betters in the name of 'equality' and who throw down the higher culture
replacing it with the barbarous culture of democracy, aka. lowest common denominator 
accomplishment, the bongo beating of savages and voodoo ritualism from consumer ritualism to the 
consumption of blood in black magic ritual.

"The economy" serves the parasites who use their parasitical system to impose servitude upon the 
population and insider trading, taking the cream of productive labor and leaving just enough that the 
broad masses can partake of enough to perpetuate their bondage. Such is the 'economy' that the kosher 
cunt-servative upholds. "Get what you can get" is the callus creed of the social Darwinist money grub 
of the right wing. "Its their choice"-if they the white poor are cast into the street and replaced by violent
savages from the third world? Such is the choice imposed upon the broad masses through the stroke of 
the pen of legislative fiat in the Babylonian system.

Such therefore is not a choice but merely an imposition from the top down masquerading as 
humanitarianism and the stock phrases of "love; peace; equality; humanity, etc." the hidden hand of 
economic manipulation , of the Talmudic puppet master who hides behind the curtain as the wizard of 
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zion of oz-translated from the hebrew meaning 'strength of god', but actually of the false god of the 
jews-whose hands are forever creeping like a pick pocket from the productive worker and businessman 
into his own coffers by way of taxes and fines, levies, etc.

Hence the facade of economics is merely a shell game played by a scam artist rigged from the 
beginning and without possibility of long them success as whatever is invested in it (in terms of 
physical and mental labor) is taken over time and nothing but-at most-the abstraction of the all mighty 
mammon as consideration. Consideration for? The degradation of the higher culture of the world, the 
destruction of the environment and the genocide of the bearers of that higher culture the white race.

Such is the ponzi scheme the 'kosher conservatives' partakes of like a gambling addict, gambling away 
his children and grandchildrens' future for another roll of the dice which invariably turns up 'snake 
eyes'. With respect to what the kosher CONservative refers to as "the law" it follows the same 
gradualistic process of the pharasaical leaven-gradually forging stronger and heavier chains of adamant 
to manacle the white population, those alone who follow the law, whilst the copious myriads of violent 
non-white criminals are dumped into tall white created countries through an open borders legal policy 
that facilitates the genocide of the white population through violence (rape and murder and drugs and 
prostitution), unjust thieving redistribution of their resources (government grants for free businesses; 
employment equity act) and through exorbitant taxation to fund the welfare state for non-whites leading
to the inability for white people to have children, in effect heavily mandating a genocide of the white 
population.

Those who obtusely uphold 'the law' when it contravenes the very existence of their people and 
mentally decrepit or psychopathic traitors who live purely to serve their own ego and to gain a sense of 
power and importance at the expense of the defense of True justice which is the antithesis of 
contemporary statue law and has been for a long time and have been worsening and deviating from the 
True standard of justice as time marches forth.

The kosher CONservative serves the babylonian system and derives his sustenance through affiliation 
therewith. His personality is structured through this affiliation and outside of which no possible world 
exists. He is a 'system man' and proud of it while entering into a state of cognitive dissonance as soon 
as any criticism of his capacity is brought forth to justify himself: "Its good for the economy" and "its 
the law". 

Such obtuse and willfully blind kosher slaves have nothing to offer but another stumbling block in the 
path of the fulfillment of the Divine plan, of the good, the True and the beautiful and are aiders and 
abettors of the corruption of this world.

"Working within the system to create positive changes". Are such exertions desirable let alone 
possible? Perhaps, but the kosher CONservative needs either to retire or to radicalize as they are merely
serving as an ineffectual break on the 'progressivism' of the left, of the hordes of marxist-freemasonic-
jewish criminals and their beast hordes in genociding the white race, the children of the light and the 
light of the world.
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Radicalization here means aggressive and direct opposition to the evil of this world. The day of kosher 
Conservatism must need and its rhetoric of "Big Business" (ie. international vampire capitalism) and 
"Safety and Security" (ie. police statism) must be replaced with the question: "Is it good for the white 
race"? If not it is useless at best , harmful at worst. The fourteen word and the twenty three words 
should be inscribed in the minds of all whites from thence forth, else they are merely thorns in the side.

WONDERLAND

The goyim of today's world (the zogbot robots of the zionist occupation government) have been 
subjected to what might be ala Alice in Wonderland, the 'the looking glass' treatment-they have entered 
into a virtual reality hyperreal simulacral fake world artificially engineered and invented by the jew. 
The jews are the emissaries of evil on this earth and malignant pests who engineer chaos as a means of 
creating stress, pain and harm to people and this as a means of the absorption of their the people's 
energy and propitiation of the entities who control the jews-the goyim have been reduced to a 
zombified state of existence through having made available to them technologies which harm them and
which hypnotize their mind, capturing it and making it available for further manipulation-rendering 
unconscious the 'goyim' and displacing the contents of their consciousness with that programming of 
jewry which is uploaded into the mind of their captured souls.

The souls are then placed into the matricized world and trapped within the artificial reality having no 
means to extricate themselves beyond a certain point over intensity and duration sufficient to totally 
blind them to the entities with whom the jews are bound as a thieves pact.

The wonderland in which the goyim have been placed ensnares them and disconnects them from their 
roots which have been all but severed through this process of displacement of consciousness, 
transferring their former mind into a sphere of non-being, a black hole out of non-existence and this 
through the vacuum created by inserting needles into the goyim consciousness and injecting them with 
the contents of jewish manufacture-all self-destructive and designed to cause harm as a poison that is 
injected into another.

This is the drug of choice of jew and gentile alike and indeed the 'gentile goyim' ('gentile'-men) have no
choice as, in order to continue to live in this world of matricized reality they must become not only true
believers in the lies of jewry but more they must have a willingness to be injected with the serum of 
jewish mind pollution. This speeds them on the journey to wonderland, to the false reality in which 
they become ensnared and which diminishes their consciousness so that jewry and their dark forces 
may vampirize the energy for themselves.

The means employed for the capturing of the consciousness of the goyim and its being worked up for 
the slaughter, conditioned for the vampirization process, is through the mind control mechanisms of 
jewry especially the insidious mind poison of christianity, that which has served to capture the mind of 
the goyim and to enslave them.

The technologies of mind control work synergistically with the mind programs of the elders of zion and
serve to destroy the autonomy of consciousness and to reinforce the programming of the elders of zion 
in their media mind control system-they ideologies they have invented having built-in scripts or 
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narratives that entail a messianism and a correlative set of behavioral obligations (programming) that 
condition the goyim to "bow their head and bend their knee" to the elders of zion.

The technologies with their hypnotizing influence, their influence of modifying the consciousness of 
the 'goyim'-the electromagnetic fields manipulating their brain states and disengaging their thought 
patterns leading them to foreign forms of thinking-cell phones; cell towers-a complete array or matrix 
of electromagnetic mind control which is deployed by the dark forces 24/7/365 such that the aether is 
charged to vibrate at certain frequencies-to induce thoughts, sensational feelings that serve the cabal 
and work in conjunction with the programming of the ideological narratives: "eat the rich"; 'workers of 
the world unite" the meek shall inherit the earth"; "turn the other cheek";' judge thee not"; "render unto 
ceasar the things that are ceasar's", etc. All of these programs are tied in with false historical narratives 
and timelines which program the mind with certain expectations of some form of future 'wunderland' 
and leave one trapped in the 'wunderland' matrix of zion, which is the jews' intention. 

The wonderland of jewry is the nightmare of zion-a world of 'peace'  in the form of 'resting in peace' 
(R.I.P)-the sign of the inverted life rune and the grave. This is the protocol of zion for global 
government-the total enslavement and slow kill of all and sundry through the rapacious greed of jewry 
and the entire with whom they are bound-the vampires who absorb the soul energy of the goyim on a 
perpetual basis-to the extent they live, this is their natural tendency and and they have no choice in the 
matter, are indeed driven through their own will to power and vital expansion to absorb all sentient life 
into themselves as means of empowering themselves and leaving nothing but devastation behind them.

PRIMITIVISM VS. PRIMORDIALISM

What should be the trajectory to head in and what is the trajectory[itself are diametrically opposed as 
we head ever downward in the Kali Yuga towards the end of the old era. In order to 'surf the Kali Yuga, 
the evil tide of the Demiurge, one must orient himself away from the trajectory which is prescribed by 
the cabal, that being a naturalistic primitivism within the context of the equality cult of 'oneness' that of 
the androgyne of the mother goddess and her consort, the one who has empowered himself through vile
rites of demonic possession.

Primitivism is the trajectory that is prescribed, it is the ultimate end goal of the controllers who wish to 
create a bifurcated society with themselves having absolute power absolutely and possessing all 
advanced technology with all others being crushed into poverty and reduced to a near animal state 
worshipping the mother goddess, the mundane chthonic 'One', while the ruling elite, so-called 
'enlightened' lucifers rule over all as vehicles of dark forces, the lower astral entities with whom jews 
are bound up and who avatar them as their material instruments on the earth, perpetuating the 
enslavement and vampirization of the slave caste.

The movie 'Zardoz' by the presumed jew John Boorman starring Shawn Connery from the seventies 
best illustrates this two-tiered plantation society model with the elite lucifers segregated in their 
impenetrable bubble from the poor who conduct scientific experiments and conceal themselves from 
those they enslave employing the 'brutals' of security forces to beat and kill the slaves should they 'get 
out of line'.
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This already can be seen to be largely the structure of the current dystopia of the jew world order. 
Within the movie the slave caste worshipped a giant flying head, representative of the gnostic 
Demiurge or 'yahweh'/jehovah who is sent from the privileged area to collect tithes which the poor 
place inside and which are vampirically absorbed by the ruling elite. This is the same situation as today 
with the same religious mind control operating on the mass mind of the 'goyim' through jewish 
manipulators.

This is the intended two-tiered society and the jewish architects of destruction are hell bent on 
achieving their purposes and this through a deliberate sabotage of the economy as means of destroying 
all of those dependent on their power who have an ability to use their power to offset that of the corrupt
cabal. 

The ideology that is employed to pacify the broad masses is that of the Demiurgic abrahamic flying 
head as in the case of Zardoz (the sky master 'jehovah') which creates a slavish subordinate mind, one 
which refuses to question and merely to default to a state of will-less inertia and passive fatalism in 
accordance with the biblical programming of the scribes and pharisees.

To counter balance this and confuse the masses the cabal has established the other form of primitivism 
that being 'leftism', an atheist naturalism which leads to the same result only operates more chaotically 
and denies all spiritual life creating a false opposition which has the effect of binding the serfs of the 
abrahamic zealots the more tightly to their 'jew man' deity jehovah and his alleged offspring 'jewsus 
christ'.

Thus a dialectic is created which plays both ends against the middle and leads the confused masses to 
the state desired by the cabal that of abject serfdom and the default state of mind for both is a dark age 
primitivism. This is the trajectory along which the jew wishes to lead the 'goyim' so that they may be 
put into invisible chains and reduced to animate tools, or energy batteries which can be drained of their 
life force by the cabal and the entities with whom they are bound.

The trajectory anyone wishing to live must follow is that of the opposite course-that of opposition to 
the cabal and this as a matter of life and death-failure to oppose being a recipe for extermination by that
same either now or in the short distance of time and space. This is the direction of an upward and 
forward path leading up the mountain top-the direction which paradoxically leads backwards to 
Hyperborea and the golden age through the cycles of time. This direction is that antagonistic to that of 
the cabal and can be seen to be in sharp contrast in a black and white appearance the more aware one 
becomes of the causal relationship between its modus operandi and the inevitable outcome should 
opposition not be put forth.

The primitivism of the cabal can be countered with a sophistication rooted in the consciousness of the 
Race and indeed in that of the Absolute (cosmic consciousness); it does not direct itself downwards 
towards a crude materialism such as in the case of the atheistic, naturalism prevalent today and its new 
age variants which dally with entities on the lower astral and create an ego-driven soulish type of being 
at best (or worst?)-the 'lucifer' or he who is 'enlightened' with the false light of demonic possession and 
alternatively a literal animalized or bestialized collective of 'subhumanity' who are merely living for the
flesh and for a vain hour, for 'pleasure maximization and pain minimization'. The alternative is the 
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cultivation of a more superlatively developed consciousness attuned to God and detached from the 
earthly fetters which clutch at one's being, binding him to the 'earth mother' as a black widow spider 
consumes her mate post coitus. To be in the world not of the world and to 'act without acting' (wei wu 
wei) as the taoist maxim has it.

In place of a partaking of the poisoned apples of the jew world order culture distorters rather than to 
shun and condemn them, to attempt to oppose and minimize and indeed to nihilate their influence and 
to partake of the golden apples of Iduna, the cultural fruits of the Hyperborean Tradition that can be 
discovered and inferred form the culture which has been relegated to the dusty libraries of the academy 
and random areas of the earth in obscure places predominantly in those areas that display signs of 
preserving the Tradition of Hyperborea.

Should one not have the fortune to discover such places the internet in its current form still remains a 
repository of information that must be as widely circulated as possible and in as physical a form as 
possible in addition to being archived on usb sticks and stored in proper temperature conditions, etc. 
The symbols; statue; rites and celebrations of Hyperborea in its subsequent instantiations must be re-
presented and understood in their essence such that they may be used as tools in the reawakening of the
Aryan Race and will lead them towards the victory over the enemy which has parasitized them through 
the millenia and which will not ease its parasitical influence unless it is subjugated once and for all.

It is thus either a choice of primitivism or of a spiritual path in the True sense; one not rooted in the 
soulish animalism or a crude Dionysian revelry with the beasts in a mongrelized world of gratuitous 
and irresponsible devotion to the lower drives and ultimately a devotion to their masters the evil cabal 
though this unwittingly. Thus one can transcend in immanence the material conditions of this world and
the undertow of the Demiurge through an elevation of the conscious mind and through an awakening 
via the remnants of the Hyperborean Tradition or one may descend to the level of a brute levelling in 
bestiality through gorging oneself on the rotten and fermented fruit of the jew world order.

To harness the forces which ring him round and empower oneself, to cancel out those which seek to 
pull him down and drown oneself in the mire of the swamp of bolshevik subhumanity is the direction to
head in. Self-control nd self-regulation-only that which empowers and which strengthens and equips 
one for combat must be pursued.

The jew world order and its darkness (the demonic possessed liars and psychopaths who cling at the 
caftan of jewry for personal advantage: either occult power or the slave of god-or the heat of carnality) 
seek to pull down and destroy that which they can never partake of namely the higher dimensions of 
spirit which they in the subhuman and infrahuman state of consciousness necessarily fail to attain.

MORE WAVES OF THE EVIL TIDE

The evil tide of the jewish cabal is comprised in the main of those who are its leaders (entities often 
called djinn or asuras) and those controlling and directing towards the perpetual orchestration of chaos 
the jews and under them the shabbos goyim white race traitors and their underlings, the security forces 
and bureaucratic hierarchy and uninitiated 'profane' there are yet more hangers on and followers such as
the trades people and laborers; and average everyday 'goyim'; amongst whom more and more are 
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assimilated by the evil tide as time goes forth: with each passing day yet more are corrupted by the evil 
tide and enter into its ranks for whatever pretext (money; power; thrills and amusements).

These waves of the evil tide come in other forms not previously specified in the previous discourse on 
this subject, that sub-division of non-whites into their respective splinter factions: oriental; negro; arab 
and mestizo mongrels (mexican; South American; asiatic hordes, et.al.).

These have a particular nature that must be considered as isolated phenomena and not simply be 
viewed as a unified collective as it admits of greater division: 

The chinese and higher quality mongols are divided against themselves with some showing greater and 
others lesser favor to whites; Japanese and possibly Mongolians showing slightly greater regard as 
possessed of a higher quantity of Aryan genetics and such as Chinese and southeast asians having 
greater antipathy towards whites-the most clever such as the chinese being the most effective and the 
least such as the Phillipinos being the least effective in their hostilities.

The  arab, who, like the jews have a religion to unify them are the second greatest threat of non-jewish 
non-whites as their expansionistic protocols lead them to engage in violent hostilities with whites 
through both guile and more overt brute force.

Amongst these most non-muslim (typically christian or occultists of a non-abrahamic variety) and 
those most white (such as some Syrians; Iranians; Turks, etc.) are least threatening and conversely 
those least white and muslim being the greatest.

Subordinate to the evil cabal as their orc hordes of shock troops (their cannon fodder who feed on the 
carrion fowl cast them by their masters: welfare payments and drug money; the bodies of white females
via rapine and the deluge of free advantages and get out of jail free cards): negros and mestizos.

These last are, in the mind of the cabal mere cannon fodder or munitions that can be thrown at whites 
as means of destroying their culture and identity. The evil horde operates as chaotic coterie of thereof 
who are involved with one another in a thieves pact each seeking to serve their own self-interest and all
seeking to destroy the white man save those few who are enlightened and humble enough to 
acknowledge that he is the safeguard of freedom and society in the world though obviously corrupted 
by the jew and by his own waywardness.

Without him, those few non-whites understand, they will have no future and will simply of the way of 
all flesh. The waves of the evil tide of the Demiurge will simply roll over the white man as waves 
against the rocks and he alone will endure the chaos to come.

CABLE GOY

The movie "The Cable Guy" starring the jewish degenerate Jim Carrey is yet more of the predictive 
programming of the system in its manipulation of the mass mind. The movie portrays the hapless 
victim of this programming in its influence, the product of the transformative process of the 
mediatization of the goyim consciousness. This is done as a middle finger gesture to the goyim on the 
part of the jewish controllers of the system (both institutional and cultural), a characteristic act of 
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'cursing' of their gentile hosts and eo ipso positing themselves over and above the goyim as a master 
over a slave having demonstrated that they could get the better of the goyim through having the latter 
adopt the behavior that they the jews wanted in the first place-behavior which harms the goyim and 
which helps or benefits the jews.

The 'Cable Goy' is the mind controlled victim of a lifetime of bombardment of the consciousness by the
mind programming that constitutes what purports to be entertainment and yet which is merely a trap 
which beguiles them then ensnares the consciousness of the experience of that media be it visual or 
acoustic or tactile-the stimuli are designed to maneuvre the consciousness into whatever state the 
jewish media moguls had engineered ab initio.

The cable goy is he who is his programming and nothing more-whose entire consciousness is the sum 
total of his programming as it reverberates against itself-a fish tank limited by one-way mirrored walls 
of the matrix where those without (the jews and the cabal in general who engineer the system) can see 
within and those within-the cabal 'goys'-cannot see without and can't see anything but an endless series 
of reflections in a hall of mirrors effect, their perception of their illusory reality being distorted like 
looking through a kaleidoscope.

This kaleidoscopic vision is the media imagery and visual-acoustic-vibrational stimuli which have 
merged together into an ensemble of sense data and which are acted upon by the consciousness in a 
feedback loop that sorts and arranges its sense data as some kind of meaningful amalgam which 
constitutes a program that takes on the form of whatever the social engineers have designed in their 
media system.

The 'Cable Goy' is a puppet on electromagnetic strings and is jerked about in whatever direction he can 
be manipulated into going according to his controllers' will. The controller designs his programs 
according to game theoretic scenarios probabilizing outcomes and testing the reactions of his slaves in 
isolated cases and in theaters of war or third world countries where the watchful vision of those still 
possessed of vestiges of decency cannot penetrate the veil of secrecy he has draped over his activities 
in these regions.

The cable goy is a will-less object who is, in the sense of Foucault, a 'docile body' whose lack of self 
determination and will power are a direct result of having these inherent vital strivings atrophied 
through a failure of cultivation in the life span of the 'goy' whose bombarded senses are burnt out and 
overloaded with sensa and thus have no capacity after a certain time of this influence to resist the 
disintegration of the soul which becomes supplanted in its autonomy being bound up with 'externals' 
(thought forms-probably entities who hijack the conscious mind and taken over its once possibly 
redeemable capacity to resist the influence of the system and its handlers).

The hijacking of the mind is a precursor to the vampirization of the soul. When one's conscious 
awareness is directed towards the illusions generated by the architects of deception one directs his 
thought energy towards these same and his thoughts are transmitted to and become bound up with these
thought forms which thereby become endowed with greater vitality the perceiver through such a 
centripetal orientation of consciousness losing strength and force as he transmits outwardly his 
consciousness.
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This and the flood of degeneracy which bests his mind on all sides leads to a fragmentation of his 
consciousness which in turn opens it up (opens him up) to possession and obsession by entities who 
attach to himself an vampirize his life force as means of augmenting their own, those vampire entities 
who have been referred to as djinn and asuras in the literature of the near east and ancient vedic India.

The jewish cabal created these sorts of mind programs for the ultimate goal of sacrifice-leading the 
'goyim' to the slaughter and enabling the entities with whom they are bound to feed off the energy. The 
'Cable Goy' is the ritual sacrificed goat who is prepared through the ritualism of mediatization for 
sacrifice. Jim Carrey's and result in the movie 'The Cable Guy" is to be taken away to a mental 
institution and this reveals what the end result of the cabal is that being the creation of a collective 
madness in the mass mind of the goyim with their constant exposure to the program of the virtual 
reality theater of the real operated by jewry.

The jews lead the 'goyim' scapegoats to the slaughter and modify the program to suit the needs of the 
moment all trending towards the same end state that of the sacrifice of the white male: kill the king to 
become the king.

The cable goy is hung from his cable tow in masonic sacrifice on the altar of zion by the cabal through 
slow motion throughout the course of his life. The mind of the goy is conditioned to subordinate itself 
to the system's programming and interiorizing it to become it. The creation of archetypes in the media 
is a means of attempting to reify the ideals of jewry-to create a simulacral fake 'reality' and 
superimpose itself on Reality obscuring it and having the goyim act on the basis as if that hyperreal 
construct (in the words of Baudrillard) were Reality itself.

The goyim are mediatized puppets who have had attached to them from birth electromagnetic strings 
which they become over time and intensity of creating their bond to the 'goy' the goy himself who 
becomes a reversal of the Pinocchio figure a fake dead goy instead of a real live boy-a marionette who 
believes he truly lives but in reality in merely a zombified robot who has forsaken the autonomy of the 
will and has become a captive pawn in the game of zion; being sacrificed for the goals of jewry.

The only thing those who have had their mind programmed in such a way can now do is to detach 
oneself from his programming, pull the plug on the machine which drains his mind of its own contents 
and substitutes illusion for Reality and simulated truth (falsehood) or Truth. 

No other solutions are available at this time other than to 'tune off, turn off and escape the matrix. This 
and to tear fissures in its tissular walls opening it up to the entities which would tear one asunder-rather
having them tear the enemy asunder and add fuel to the flames

'FRINGE' VS.CENTER

What was once considered 'fringe' is now considered normal and what was once considered normal is 
now considered 'fringe'. Thus an inversion in society has taken place and the normal of yesteryear is 
now abnormal-at least from the standpoint of Tradition.

Of course this may simply be a nigredo phase in the alchemical praxis of the practical idealism of jewry
and which would, they presumably intend, result with them being the de facto rulers of a new world 
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order of zion with themselves controlling all others they permit to live and setting up those they have 
led to the slaughter as a witless scapegoat: the 'leftist' or 'satan'. Clearly this is the agenda and whether 
or not it turns out as they intend is simply a matter of relative strengths and weaknesses and the most 
determined and able gaining the victory.

Those 'traditionalists' (adherents to Aryan Tradition) is such they may be called are unfortunately 
tainted with the pseudo-tradition of protestantism which, paradoxical as it may seem, was the radical 
movement against catholicism during its inception and was undoubtedly brought into being by jewry as
a witch's brew served up to the goyim so that they may be the more effectively poisoned, coopted and 
taken down from their height.

The installation of protestantism by way of the jew's agents Martin Luther led to the thirty years war 
and the decimation of one third of all German people on earth. However it did not succeed in 
completely destroying the Teutons. Catholicism was yet another 'radical' movement in its inception-
again yet another draught of semitic mind poison brewed in the cloaca gentium of late Rome amidst the
yeast of decomposition the jews and their near eastern affiliates who had gotten a foothold into Rome 
by way of aid and trade. As Oswald Spengler said: "Christianity is the grandmother of Bolshevism" and
arrived there by way of its daughters protestantism and liberalism.

Now at this time it is Bolshevism in its perhaps more cryptic guise of democracy (perhaps? assuming it 
is not identical thereto) that is 'center' or the 'mainstream' of what passes as social acceptability to a 
greater or lesser extent such that the ideological spectrum has been pushed still further to the extreme 
of what is called 'leftism' and anyone no longer willing to capitulate to the tenets of this creed is 
considered 'fringe', ie.  deviant. A deviant who deviates from deviance, one who orientates himself 
toward an order of Being (God; Cosmos call it what you will) and away from the disorder that is 
continual being engineered and imposed by the hidden hand of the cabal. 

To be fringe is to be a traditionalist as tradition has been pushed towards the periphery of society and 
marginalized as 'anathema maranatha' as the deviant, as the outcast, pariah, the monstrous. The 
monsters of inhumanity who control the system have made it in their own image and it has now torn 
from its face the mask of holiness it had previously concealed itself behind under the regime of 
protestantism and catholicism.

The periphery is comprised now of all that is healthy and conducive to a life of vitality and harmony: 
the nuclear family; environmentalism in a real sense; so-called 'social' (ie. special) homogeneity; a 
society of caste and disciple, duty and order which enriches and improves the race that it overarches 
constituting the crystallization of the racial oversoul codified in law and custom.

The culture of society reflects the rulership whose mind can be read in the aesthetic and sonic form of 
the state or in modern terms what calls itself 'society' in euphemistic terms. That of modernity is the 
state society of 'entartete kunst und musik' in the words of national socialism: degenerate art and music.

All cultural fare is designed with malice aforethought as 'the revenge of the wandering jew' as 
resentment culture-a form of the defilement of the order and beauty of the Aryan who had managed to 
preserve itself in as close approximation to its Racial soul under the yolk of christianity, art especially 
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being a vehicle of its manifestation most notably that which preceded the "Centuries of Revolution" 
(Bill White) which occurred during the period of jewish emancipation, in the form of the period when 
jews' had not completely penetrated the Aryan nations and the nobility were still able to exercise 
adequate temporal power to enable the spiritual upliftment of the Aryan race in the form of sound 
(harpsichord music) and symbol (Duhrer; De Vinci,etc.). These were themselves nevertheless as Julius 
Evola speaks of in his magnum opus "Revolt Against the Modern World" mere crepuscular remnants of
Aryanity manifesting themselves in whatever form was proper to the then degraded stock. 

Of course it has been a downward spiral process mirroring the Kali Yuga and the Demiurgic time flow 
into the last age of lead of greatest density and materiality-where Spirit has been all but shut up in a 
lead coffin with the jews hammering the nails into the coffin or rather the rivets, attempting to seal the 
fate of its bearers the Aryan race.

The downward spiral has exerted its centripetal force and cast out of the center all elements of Order 
and Tradition supplanting them with the forces of entropy in its explosive movement. However the 
implosive Aryan has a chance yet and that lies in his redemption (self redemption, not redemption by 
some external non-existent savior figure).

He still has the option of liberating himself from the clutches of the entities which consume the soul 
and their jewish robots-he may avoid the fate of all of those now lying or rather tossed about in the 
corrosive waters of the center undergoing a slow degradation of their being.

He may center himself in his Tradition in Spirit and thereby preserve himself from the undertow of the 
current center of Chaos generated by the Demiurge and his minions the jews. The sounds of Bach and 
Mozart-the music of the immortals as spoken of by Hesse in his novel "Steppenwolf"-bring him away 
from the fray and towards a state of presence to Self situated in himself unaffected by the surrounding 
chaos which threatens to tear him apart and introduce the cacophony of the brute into his mind.

Rather than beast consciousness he will have God consciousness, recognizing it with Meister Eckhart 
as "a light shining in silent stillness". The false light of the circus of modernity beguiles those who have
not eyes to see the True Light that exists beyond appearances. Though he would save them as well it is 
not his destiny to pursue martyrdom and he can at best shine light on the True path towards the stars 
away from the lake of fire.

U.S.A: RED, WHITE AND BLUE MASS MURDER MACHINE

David Lane, in his anthology, "Deceived, Damned and Defiant" wrote an article entitled "America: Rd, 
White and Blue, Mass Murder Machine". This is an appellation that corresponds nicely to what has 
been called the United States of America corporation, 'America',etc.

It is indeed the golem of the jew that has served its master well as the cats' paw in "The Protocols of 
The Elders of Zion', being used to destroy other nations and so-called peoples throughout its history 
under the guise of the magian morality of the jews, the semitic 'pathos' of saving victims from evil 
tyrants and rendering aid to the meek and weak.
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This of course is the perfect encapsulation of the hypocrisy of the jew, the pretense of 'Other-regard' 
concealing their own self-interest for when they say-the J.O.G (jewish occupation government) are 
fighting for freedom they are in reality liberating people from their ancestral culture, destroying the 
healthy and strong nationalistic elements of that group who are unwilling (and indeed it might be said 
unable) to accept the slave religion of the nazarene and subordinate themselves humbly before the jews 
and their dark lord jehovah, to the dark forces which are the true powers and principalities which 
enslave the earth in the zion matrix.

This United States corporation, an incorporated company which was designed from the beginning as 
such to serve as an instrument of the jews justifying its existence as the catalyst of the will of its 
shareholders. Its motivation has always been profit-based and the ultimate end goal is monopoly-on 
power and material wealth and secretly on the souls of the 'goyim' who in happy oblivion live to 
expend their vital forces in serfdom, living the 'American Dream" of mammon worship counter-
balanced only by the worship of the jewish gods jehovah and his chosen's the elders of zion.

Indeed the principle of the Red, White and Blue mass murder machine is money which in occult terms 
means blood, the blood of the goyim, the non-jews. The jews being vampires require as do their angelic
hosts with whom they are bound the life force, biospiritual energy derived from without, from external 
sources, as they do not have the life force within their being so-called cybernetic 'robots of the 
Demiurge' according to Miguel Serrano in his book "Manu: For the Man to Come".

This bioenergy is abstractly represented in the form of money, the currency or medium of exchange-of 
the exchange of energies and that which constitutes a receptacle or concretion of energy, a chattel 
(tangible moveable property); real estate; services and negotiable instruments-all subordinate to 
abstract quantitative value, the unit or fraction of the unit of currency.

It is therefore correct to speak of 'blood money' as the two so-to-speak sides of the same coin, the coin 
of the realm of zion. Hence it becomes, does the United States golem, murder machine instrument of 
the elders of zion, a corporation, an organization carried on for profit, profiting in blood, the life force 
of the goyim who refuse (assuming they are given a choice by the jews and their puppets) to submit to 
slavery and the vampirization of their life force, the release of their energies through work and through 
submission to the jews' and their vampire god in the church. Thus one way or the other the jew always 
gets his money-paid in full, paid in blood.

The jewish tax man cries out in pain as he fills the money bags with the monies of the goyim: 
"Persecuted! Persecuted!" I have no means of making a living other than as a humble tax gatherer; that 
I must do this is my lot in life and have no ability to till the fields or hew the wood". The jew now is the
tax gathering but no longer to the king, the jews to the king are the hidden hand oligarchs who establish
simulacral kings on thrones of gold and manipulate their every stroke of the pen by way of golden 
wires attached to the bejewelled fingers of the shabbos goy figureheads of state who are merely a 
figure-disfigurement-of the populace.

It is this illusion, this puppet show which keeps the corporation of the united states in business and 
perpetuates the business cycles of the sickle of saturn, harvesting souls for Jehovah. The blind masses 
have learned to exalt their servitude as a signifier of merit-the more 'honest work' they endure 
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(expressed in terms of form-physical labor-and quantity-man hours) the more value, social capital they 
accrue to themselves within the realm of illusion they have come to identify as 'reality' the more 
valuable they look upon themselves.

And yet, as Julius Evola commented: no one but slaves worked in the ancient world. The mark of true 
value, that of being a 'freeman' was the possession of property, of independent wealth, inalienable 
property rights, the ability to carry a defensive weapon openly and without guile and most importantly 
the leisure necessary to provide one with the ability to create and to serve the collective in a higher way
than mere gainful work, ie. wage slavery, the expenditure of one's life force in exchange for the 
medium of exchange which enables the perpetuation of one's life as a 'worker', the perpetuation of 
serfdom and the generation of the soulfood for the jews and jewhovah.

United States-land of opportunity-the opportunity to cut the throat of one's neighbor as means of 
enriching oneself with their life's blood in cut throat competition the war of all against all, of jewish 
vampire capitalism properly so-called. The murder machine murders it own goy slaves when they 
become a liability through not being a useful, exploitable asset and does so in war cycles and peace 
cycles as well as depressions, recessions, medical murder and low scale crime and drug culture. A 
profitable enterprise that represents the gift that keeps on taking-taking the life of the goyim after 
bleeding them white: of their life savings, their property value, the value of all of their assets and 
culture-the true operation of a vampire, jewish ritual murder on a grand scale using proxies and 
unlimited excuses and justifications as means of quelling any resistance to the malevolence of the meat 
grinder which consumes the flesh and blood of the goyim and produces red ticker tape as its outcome, 
the excreta being bricks of gold sequestered away in subterranean vaults by the morlocks of mammon-
the jew. The blood and fat of the goyim grease the gears of iron and expedite their revolution. 

Perhaps a spanner or two in the gears is in order? And yet even that the jew is prepared well in advance 
for. His algorithms are precisely designed to model the behavior of the non-jew and to provide him 
with stochastic analysis of probable scenarios based upon game theoretic conceptual modelling. He errs
as he must inevitably in his reckoning,  failing to understand as he does in his rationalist calculations 
that there are higher forces at work that he, with his finite consciousness rooted in the matrix of the 
Demiurge as it is, cannot perceive-that a conceptual model is not reality but merely a poor imitation, a 
knock off and a rigidly entropic crystallization of his own collective consciousness in the chess game of
life and death he and his god impose upon the earth mother.

The Aryan understand that the jew is able only to perceive a matricized reality, a lower state of being 
rooted in spatio-temporality, in the Demiurge his god-pure matter and material existence and possibly 
lower states even than that as an extrapolation of the Demiurge. The jew must thus use the degraded 
amortizing assets (wasting assets; degenerating animate tools, goyim) that he has available to power 
himself and his murder machine in order to continue to harvest the soul energy of the goyim.

However as wasting assets, degrading genetico-spiritually through miscegenation and through a failed 
integration of the soul through the jews' concealment of Aryan spirituality in the iron maiden of 
christianity, his time is short as he cannot maintain the functionality of the system for long given its 
inherent amortization, his conceptual models and schemes embodied in formalistic abstract quality 
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being inadequate to salvage the worn down machinery of his protocols-the cogs in the machine are both
too weak and imperfectly adjusted one with another, unable to be adjusted as they are structurally 
incompatible (the multicult) and thus the machine will implode soon enough.

It is merely a question of expediting its collapse through exacerbating the points of weakness, those 
components of most critical import to its continued function: economy; media; organized religion-
ultimately the supply chain that continues to keep the cogs greased as fatted hogs for slaughter-to cut 
the supply chain and engineer the chaos. However, as per the algorithms of the jew he anticipates this 
move and seeks to smash to bits his own machine as means of maintaining his power and continual 
vampirization-to create the problems and impose the solution knowing the machine can't hold itself 
together, thus serving his own golem, Frankenstein's monster up as a sacrifice on the altar of zion.

However he fails to understand one thing-that the masses can see-even if only in potentia to at least 
some extent and enough of their more redeemable elements can pull aside the veil of maya he the jew 
conceals himself behind an know that his false solutions are yet more blinds to conceal himself behind 
from his just punishment. His life, that of a parasite vampire, necessitates the consent of the mass and 
this consent is obtained only through deception. His golem, has become too unwieldy and thus, 
regardless of his continued newly constructed robots, he can't keep his minions enslaved forever. Once 
the light of the Aryan shines upon the tenebrous illusions of the jew he will have lost his grip on the 
wheel of his united nations machine of 'peace' qua death, the peace of the death drive due to the 
Demiurge jehovah which is the engineer of entropy of what is called 'peace' the cessation of all life 
force, dynamic action, vitality. The light of the Aryan will redeem the world and all of those of pure 
blooded who will exist in this world and the next with the sabotage of the  machine of jewhovah and 
his jewish minions.

JEWMANITY: JUDAIZED GENTILES

Those non-jews ( those not genetically jewish by halackhic law) who have for a sufficiently long time 
and with a sufficient degree of intensity subjected themselves to the mind control of abrahamism 
eventually interiorize the mind program through such an extent that it constitutes the contents of their 
consciousness and they become merely human wetware who are operating a software program that 
becomes what could be called 'their mind', becomes who they are.

Thus after a certain period the individual eventually subscribes to the identity associated with and 
comprised of his creed, namely a 'christian' or a 'muslim' such that they are inseparable therefrom and 
relate to the world and every 'Other' sentient entity in that capacity, that narrow corner of reality which 
is the sum total of their experience.

Those abrahamists (christards and mudscum) who have interiorized this program, becoming 
indoctrinated therewith, are de facto judaized gentiles who have become bound to the jew and the 
latter's god yah/jehovah and thus have sold their soul to this entity, becoming a 'jewman' or controlled 
puppet of this being.

The christards and mudscum are nonetheless 'goyim' the voluntary serfs of the jews who serve the latter
according to their mind programs the jews and their masters have contrived for the goyim to act out and
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serve as the latter's slaves in their physical lives and eventually to be vampirized as energetic food post 
mortem.

The judaized gentile as can be seen or borne witness to in daily encounters has a robotized quality 
about it such that it behaves in a manner suggestive of having no independent will being remote 
controlled or influenced by that entity they have become energetically/spiritually bound to as well as its
'angels' which are merely astral parasites who possess, obsess and influence those they inhabit or 
involve themselves in relations with.

This entity jehovah has been presented in the jews' bible as a benevolent deity but in reality given the 
nature of the bible and its contents and the way those contents influence the behavior of its adherents 
and manifest in physical life demonstrate that far from being, a good being is in reality a malevolent 
and despotic entity and this inferrable on the basis not only of the circumstance but those who abide by 
his teachings and who claim lineal dissent therefrom, namely the jews who are indeed made in the 
image of this entity.

Those who become 'jewmen' or 'goyim' are the golem of the jew and their deity, 'golem' denoting a 
construct that is programmed according to kabbalistic black magic spells to act in a way serviceable to 
the 'nation' of so-called 'israel', ie. the jews (ish-ra-rel meaning 'ruling with god' or 'man with god', 'ish' 
being man in hebrew and 'el' referring to Saturn or the beings who dwell therein).

These golem are robotized slaves of this Demiurgic being and create nothing but destruction on the 
earth, from the devastation of the natural environment to the enslavement of so-called humanity to that 
of being 'jewmanity' or 'goyim', the former status being ceded to the jew, the latter to the jew's 'goyim', 
the christards and mudscum.

Made in the image of this 'blind god' as he is referred to in the gnostic texts, the jews are of a similar 
nature, as Maurice Samuels said "we are destroyers", just as Cain slew Able, it is their nature to destroy
that which is 'Other' to themselves if they can't assimilate it into themselves as a vampire hive mind 
cabal transmitting their sacrifices' thought energy to the jew via energetic ties.

The so-called 'teachings' of the bible consist of a record of theft, torture; usury; murder; prostitution; 
infanticide; slavish devotion to an external authority without thought or question; slavery and 
colonialism and more, all in the name of peace, love and unity but in reality only peace through death; 
love in the sense of a mindless obsequiousness before that external deity and unity in death, and life as 
a collective mass of 'goyim' or 'jewmen' who  are subservient slaves of this deity. In the case of the 
goyim have enslaved themselves to the jews, the jews themselves enslaved to their deity who possesses
an autocratic power over life and death and indeed, by virtue of controlling the matrix absorbs the 
thought energy of the goyim and golem on the earth and controls their thoughts, emotions and actions 
via his electromagnetic influence.

Thus all are slaves inside of the "moon-Saturn matrix' as the disinfo agent M15 operative David Icke 
has demonstrated in his presentations which are corroborated by Norman Bergrun's book "The 
Ringmakers of Saturn".
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Thus in today's Kali Yuga now entering the Satya yuga the archons and their minions are attempting to 
hold power through this matrix and attempting to expedite their genocidal plans to bring about their 
prophecies channeled by the golem of jehovah and the so-called prophets through artfully engineering 
them by their technotronic system (electromagnetic fields; chemtrails; GMOs; geopolitical theater of 
the real and macht politik, etc.). Whether the jews and their master will be able to pull off their pipe 
dream protocols or no has yet to be seen and one can only hope that this won't be a possibility.

The jewmen and their goyim who have bound themselves to the jews' through their programming are 
largely a lost cause, their souls being bound to jehovah and have become a zombified slave class in a 
death cult that merely operates to release soul energy through the physical extermination of all beings 
on earth. Towards a revaluation of all values and a destruction of the death cult of Abrahamism as 
means of liberating humanity from the matrix of the Demiurge.

IGNORATI AND AGNOSTICS

Either communism, christ-insanity; jew-ageism or libertardianism-there are no other altenatives in 
terms of beliefs. All must adhere to one of these facets of the dark crystal of the equality cult and 
subordinate themselves to the jewish oligarchy.

The broad masses who are adherents of one or more of these creeds should be labelled the 'ignorati', 
those who ignore reality and are reduced thereby to a state of complete 'agnosia' or 'lack of knowledge'.

This presupposes they have had a choice in the matter of course and those who have not, who have 
been born in this state of 'agnosia'-knowing nothing are better spoken of as agnostics, those who know 
nothing.

At least they can be exempt from blame as they have never seen nor did they know the means to see the
light of Truth, whereas in the case of the ignorati, of those who have the means by virtue of the fact that
they willfully and deliberately shift their gaze therefrom (ignoring reality) and are thus culpable for 
putting themselves into that condition of mind in the first place.

Thus the ignorati bear the mark of cain, the stigma of he who had the possibility of doing good, of 
knowing the Truth and acting in a just manner in relation thereto yet deliberately shirked his duty and 
failed to act justly. Thus the ignorati are blameworthy, the ignorant man living a voluntary life of 
blindness, shifting his gaze from Truth.

It is a sad thing that most of the adherents of the equality cult are 'agnostic' rather than ignorati but 
those who are confronted with Truth that deviates from their preconceived bias, those biases 
indoctrinated into them from birth or upon their initiation into the equality cult, ie. the ignorati, refuse 
to face the Truth or to investigate or subject their dogma to scrutiny and thus come to an understanding 
of Truth, refuse to face it and retaliate if necessary to reinforce their programming against the 
messenger who bears the light.

Thus a distinction based upon moral culpability, of guilt versus innocence can be drawn between the 
agnostics (those who don't know and don't even know that they don't know, who haven't any inkling of 
Truth) and those, the ignorati, who have sensed the glimmer of Truth in the darkness of their biased 
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minds penetrating the falselight of their dogma and who deliberately turn away from the light-the 
former are innocent and not to be aspersed or upbraided while the latter are to be perpetually hounded 
until forced to see the light or else cast aside and viewed as an enemy when they are adherents to the 
perverse creed of mongrelization and self destruction (white genocide via egalitarian 'race' mixing).

Those who ignore reality and continue their support of their own destruction are the greatest thorn in 
the side of white survival and must be viewed as the hostile enemy they are. Once they mind control of 
egalitarian dogma in whatever form (left; right, etc.) and are classically conditioned to shift their 
attention from the Truth of inequality and continue to pigheadedly continue with their fanatical praxis 
of egalitarian genocide via forced integration, they are too far gone along the path to be redeemable and
have confirmed through their actions their hostility to the survival, expansion and advancement of their 
kind.

Such ignorati, having a seared conscience based upon an incorrigibly false conscience are the number 
one enemy of the white 'race' and indeed all other kinds of bipedal biospiritual entities whose own 
identity is threatened by these fanatical priests of the equality cult.

UNIVERSALIZATION OF THE PARTICULAR

The function of the consciousness of the lower egoic entity is to put themselves on a pedestal and to 
attempt to imply their entitlement to being the center, the focal point of all. They take themselves as the
principle and have no principles beyond themselves

Anyone who calls into question their limited state of mind, who attempts to question their egoic 
'standard', themselves and what they represent as Absolute and unquestionable authority, is vilified and 
condemned as an ignoramus, he who has no entitlement to speak or dares to question the self-
proclaimed 'standard'.

Forms of their gesture of universalization come in the form of at least four categories of 
person/individual, they who are governed by lower egoic consciousness: jews; females (especially 
feminists); non-whites (especially those of the darker variety); liberals and christians. All of these 
categories may be termed 'hegemen' of egotism who posit themselves on a pedestal as the standard of 
existence and attempt to extrapolate upon reality as their own personal world in miniature.

The jews of course would have a world made in their own image, based upon their mythos of 'chosen-
ness' being selected as primus inter pares by an Absolute supreme Being who just happens to be bound 
up in some form of nebulous 'Spirituality' with the jews specifically, and who, per impossibile, has 
promised them 'the world for their inheritance' and to allow them to 'suck the milk of the gentiles' and 
to destroy all who do not worship them as slaves ("I will bless them who blesseth there and curse them 
that curseth thee").

This is a clear projection of egotism onto Being/God and can be properly spoken of as megalomania, 
the narrative or mythos surrounding this chosen-ness being a transcription of their lower egoic 
consciousness that serves to perpetuate their egotism not only as individuals but as a collective group 
creating more individuals of this type, reinforcing their particular form of the universalization of the 
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particular, attempting to place themselves on a pedestal as "God's Children" as the material vehicles of 
the Divine Will possessed of the Divine Spark according to their mythos.

All others not jews are 'gentiles' and are 'Qlippoth' which is to say 'incomplete souls' or soul shells, they
who have a defective soul and not a 'perfected soul' according to their megalomaniacal worldview and 
accordingly deserving to be treated as mere 'goyim' or cattle to be enslaved or destroyed so that they 
the so-called 'self-proclaimed'; 'chosen ones' can rule the world for themselves.

The second group who would elevate themselves to the status of gods are females, specifically 
feminuts and those of the most extreme variety. The means through which they ensure their survival 
potential thinking of themselves in a way unconsciously at an instinctive level of awareness as a 
vehicle of posterity who ensures the survival of their biological offspring through putting themselves 
on a pedestal as the greatest of the great.

This is the Divine plan for the continuance of the species and its elevation is further supported through 
the 'evolutionary drive' if such it may be called of females in their quest to be more important that their 
peers as a means of competing for genetico-spiritual excellence, the best mating with the best to 
achieve their mutual destiny as a race.

Within a traditional society this is 'good', 'desirable', beneficial for the survival, expansion an 
advancement of that particular group. Within a modern society as now, the drive to compete through 
the vehicle of woman takes a deviation towards harmful forms of competition: conspicuous 
consumption; pursuit of status based upon political power and money, etc.

The modern ideology of freemasonic humanitarianism is a self-destructive ideology which as its 
ultimate conclusion is genocidal for all so-called races (or species) of bipedal entities falsely called 
'human' today ('human' being itself a freemasonic/illuminist concept connoting 
'enlightenment',etc.).This ideology is the 'coin of the realm' of modernity and is the social capital which
determines in large part one's social status.

Therefore this ideology itself of a female nature catering to the utopian pipe dream of impossible 
equality and babying victims, is a bait that females gravitate towards naturally and thus are all the more
inclined to pursue especially as it not only feathers their most with dollar bills but places the tiara of 
status on their head as-Queen bee in the beehive of postmodernity.

To adopt these values overtly, to trumpet this rhetoric is only a natural expression of female 
consciousness as mother bird calling to her little ones in the nest. Society under this matriarchal 
despotism becomes transformed into a politicization of feminine consciousness and, owing to its inner 
weakness or the exaltation of the defective and weak collapses in on itself. The strong being perpetually
pecked at legislatively by the mother birds and driven out of society enables a society of extreme 
weakness lacking all defense and leaves itself open to predators from without and thus who invade and 
take over through having greater force than females.

It is in the nature of a female for her consciousness to attempt to usurp all of that outside of itself owing
to her own neurotic weakness or 'world fear'; to attempt to exert a hegemonic influence over all and to 
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assimilate (invaginate) all into herself. Such is the female form of the particularization of the universal-
or rather vice versa.

Yet another form of this universalization of the particular, the positing of one's own lower ego as the 
sum total of Being/God is that of the non-white, the beastman, who, in primitive vainglory would 
crown himself kang through boastfully broadcasting himself in all manner of ways: displays of 
dominance and power of the (in the case of the darks especially) crudest variety, and the subtle variety 
(indeed the height of subtlety) in the case of such as the Chinese and other far easterners and to some 
extent southeast asians, eg. Indians; Thai, etc.

The boastful claims of the nigger, eg. "I am the greatest" (muhammad ali) typify the tendency to project
upon the world his ego and to exalt himself over all. From African warlords such as Idi Amin and 
Robert Mugabe to the rapstars and basketball stars of the Jew-S.A all underscore this principle of the 
attempt (vain and futile as it is of the dark to universalize his own particular consciousness in its lower 
egoic finitude). 

The case of the nation of islam and the falasha jews (who claim to be israelites) is yet another in 
illustrating the point, the adherents attempting to take a page out of the book of the jews and place 
themselves on a pedestal above all, adopting the pathos and victim-hood rhetoric of the jew in their 
egocentric chandalism, licking their illusory wounds over their alleged 'persecution' and poor treatment 
at the hands of their betters, the hated white man.

This behavior is replicated in the case of the non-whites. The arabs have their mythos of being humble 
servants of the arab moon god allah; the chinese of being the 'men of heaven' in the daoist religion and 
its secular counterpart confucianism, being 'gentlemen' over and against the 'petty man'; the Indians 
from India also exalt themselves through their degraded spiritual practices they inherited from the 
ancient Aryans.

Indeed, all so-called non-white 'races' have their own self-deification mythos which elevates them to 
the highest height above the level of 'the Other', who is at least in contemporary times, always the 
'white devil' who plays the part in their narrative of the 'evil one', the enemy, though in times past he 
factored as one of the white gods Quetzacoatl/Huitzilopoctli.

The enemy has turned all against the white man and the white man against himself such that he is now 
in the crosshairs for extermination by the hordes of beastfolk controlled by the jew. The white liberals 
and christians are yet more 'dupes of judah' who have swallowed the jew-aid of ideological mind 
pollution (90% lies, 10% truth-the lies being the jewish tincture added to the mix of original Aryan 
spirituality).

Liberals are evangelists just as the christian and are fanatically obsessed with imposing upon a world of
hierarchy and difference a destruction of hierarchy and the equalization of the unequal which simply 
would lead to the destruction of civilization through a degradation of the stock which achieves and 
sustains it. The liberals attempt to universalize at least as an idealized utopian pipe dream their world of
impossible equality waiting to convert every non-white into a suburbanite liberal through what they 
deem to be their pedagogical blueprint for 'success', for a world of humanitarian love, peace and unity.
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This of course will lead to the collapse of civilization and the degradation (if only temporarily) of all 
whites saved the privileged elite who will sabotage their race's status and threaten its continuance 
through this same evangelism, the perpetual redistribution of other's wealth and devastation of the 
environment blaming white as usual for their own generation of chaos. Christian and their similar 
evangelisms[ists/] also (both instigated and created initially be jews for the covert purpose of genocide 
and devastation of white society) would sooner destroy the world than relinquish their lunatic 
worldview and indeed, according to the end times prophecies eagerly await the total destruction of all 
civilization. With such mental patients as these attempting to reify their insane utopian dreams the 
future is largely seated with the kosher seal of jewish curses.

The devastation of the world derives from the fall of man, the mixture of whites with non-white 
anthropoid-paleo-historically and the Demiurgic flood tide of destruction that initiated the cycles of 
time and is speeding all towards the abyss. The lower egoic positing of the self over God and nation is 
merely a function of this 'fall of man' this degeneration and leads to the bottom of the pit, a free fall  of 
all into perdition. Only they who have developed 'angel's wings' may flee this fate and escape the fiery 
hell to come. Only the white man has this latent capacity and only he (and whatever women-white 
females-attach themselves to him) will make it through the flames.

DEMIURGIC DEVOLUTION

The devolutionary current of the Demiurge has swept away most of Tradition and replaced it with an 
ever-increasingly materialist culture. This culture is a complete denial of all spiritual life and affirms 
that any such claims to the existence of spirituality are merely 'psychological' or figments of the 
imagination as the consciousness of the population has been brought low to the level at which nothing 
greater than brain processes and the sensory has any reality.

Within this age of the kali Yuga all have been brought low over the past five millenia and have 'lost 
their first estate', having their consciousness diminished through the evil tide of the Demiurge, have 
mixed with the anthropoids as means of liberating themselves but have simultaneously jeopardized 
their own status as one of the immortals, of the pure who have the blood memory (minne-sanger) of the
gods, the Divine spark within which only they have still in their possession, they the ancestors of the 
gods of the white race.

To escape the cycles of time is the end goal of the white gods and to spiritualize the material world 
through defeating they who would hold it down, suppressing all spiritual life and dragging down all 
into the pit, into the mire of materiality through all manner of distractions-sensationalistic experiences 
and this as casting out hooks to catch their prey who reach out to the shining barbs and are lacerated by 
them, pulled into the maw of the vampire jehovah to be absorbed as energetic food, feeding the demons
who control their jewish minions on the earth.

Those who do not have the consciousness to elevate themselves beyond the level of the brute, who 
have allowed their higher faculties to atrophy and who have allowed the temptations of this world to 
cultivate beast consciousness, rendering them like Lampwick in the story of Pinnochio a donkey, a 
'goy', who is harnessed by the jews as a beast of burden and sacrificial brute whose life's blood they 
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drain into their body giving supplication to jehovah their vampire deity with the life force of their 
captives.

The world of the Demiurgic prison, the matrix of zion, is that of an involuted world of materiality, of 
matter, lead, in the age of the Kali Yuga, 'end times' as spoken of in the buy-bull. It is a world of pure 
lead, lowest density, a freezing of the soul in carbonite as Hans Solo was frozen in that same material. 
It requires a Luke Skywalker, a light bearer, who has rekindled the Divine Spark to melt away the 
encrustation of the Demiurge from his consciousness, from his soul, so that he may attain an immortal 
body of Divine Essence, spiritualizing the coarser aspects of his being, transcending the downward pull
to the hells below of the Demiurgic imposition upon Eternity.

One can either perfect oneself and discard the dross of the inessential of the earthbound inessential 
elements of one's being or one can chain oneself with a chain of lead to the brimstone of matter as it 
plunges into the pit of hellfire and suffer the second death, loss of any higher principle of his being, 
living for the moment, not a moment of Eternity in the Eternal now but a moment that slips into the 
future amidst the chaos of becoming, the transience of the instant which is yet never an instant as pure 
change without any Higher Principle that transcends change? One can only escape the matrix through a
spiritualization of the material and not in any passive contemplative sense but in the form of an Aryan 
warrior bringing forth the Divine Spark of the flaming sword against the enemy.

INFANTILISM

The programs of the jew world order ensure that the programming of their goyim is designed to keep 
them in a perpetual state of infantilism, of low level mentation, in an emotional feel-good default 
setting and this through a dialectic of trauma-based mind control- of fear mongering and of 
emotionalization.

One of the means of conditioning their slave caste is through a re-presentation of their childhood 
culture during the time of their late twenties and early thirties (ie. every twenty and twenty-five years) 
such that what was novel for them and was integrated into their consciousness in youth becoming a part
of them is reactivated during the time when they are typically on the verge of an optimal age of 
conception of children. 

Perhaps this was designed to encourage them to bring forth the next generation of consumer-producer 
machines (animate tools of the zion matrix) but its fundamental purpose is regression, a dragging down
of the consciousness of the 'goyim' to the level of a child and having thoughts of children and 
childhood simply amplify this regressive tendency. 

Hence the retro culture is brought back to serve as a regressive mechanism, to 'turn back the clock'; of 
maturation to the nursery and to a state of relative naieve and lack of personal development. This 
process may be called 'retardation' of the conscious mind which at the origin of the formation 'under the
influence' so-to-speak of jewish pop culture was a package of sounds, images and sensations implanted 
into the conscious mind to infantilize it and this reintroduction is simply a representation of this 
infantilization/retardation process which has the ultimate purpose for the controllers of reducing the 
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level of mentation of their 'goyim' slaves to that o beast consciousness, witless puppets manipulated by 
electromagnetic strivings in the mind control media.

Other forms of infantilism are perhaps too numerous to name and pervade the post modern space: the 
feral low rhythm savagery of 'monkey music' the drum beats of electronic drum machines beating their 
repetitive cadence into the consciousness of the listener (the passive listener who is rendered passive in 
their consciousness becomes dulled to the point of ennervation); the flicker rate of electronic screens 
blasting their bright hypnotic glow into the mind via the organs of visual perception; the bombardment 
of the consciousness with electromagnetic fields at all times and in nearly all places-saturating the 
entire person in a sea of 'deadly orgone' or 'dor' in the terms of Wilhelm Reich the marxist jew.

All of these influences impinge upon the person from all sides and condition his mind to be a dumbed 
down transceiver of programming: lies in, lies out such that no Truth exists in the mind of the initiate of
the 'counter initiation' (in the sense of Rene Guenon) and no Truth is possible to arrive at save (((the 
Truth))), the distortion of the mind manipulator falsifiers of Reality, that black magicians of the cabal.

The broad masses are conditioned to, as so many baby birds, open up their beaks for whatever worms 
are stuffed inside their mouths by their 'big bird' of the nanny state and have no capacity to discriminate
between poisoned formula fed by the jewish nanny, their mind intoxicated with the sweetened 
substance and are kept in a state of arrested development through this means to the point of invalidic 
condition-'babies having babies', as the ghetto sheboons say. Thus all are infants trapped within the 
matricized crib of zion and are subject to the electromagnetic influence that hems them in and 
rendering them an bioenergetic battery drained into the oversoul of the cabal.

WHO ONE IS-OR WHAT ONE IS?

Today's modern world is an imposition upon all organic life of a purely materialistic tendency, one 
towards densification and the desecration of Spirit. Within this world the 'person' (he who was formerly
a person whose identity was based on organic relations to God and world and other) is now a mere 
'individual', another robot whose existence as a functional tool within the system of this world order is 
identical to his essence.

His spiritual potentially is subverted and inverted and he has become another 'robot man', a mere 
instrument of the diabolism of the world order. Who he is has becomes what he is and there is no other 
dimension of his being save this identification or equivalence between his industrial use value and his 
essence.

The person has ben supplanted by the 'individual' and the individual exists merely as an animate tool of
industry, a commodity which can be exchanged on the stock market and which loses its value once it 
can no longer be bought and sold, having no demand value, not having any buyers or sellers willing to 
buy or sell it.

Thus the value of a 'person' (now no longer a 'person') is defined by the market, the 'society', the mass, 
and the mass mind is a construct of programming by the controllers of the system, they who create the 
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programs and issue them ex cathedra from their political pulpits dictating what constitutes right  and 
wrong, virtue and vice, and imposing it upon the 'goyim', broad mass of individuals. 

Thus the system determines what one is based upon its conceptual models, its algorithms and its 
stochastic analyses and criteria of analysis (purely analytical and based upon abstract conceptual 
constructs of a wholly artificial nature without any reference to organic Being).  The individual is what 
it says he will be without any relationship to organic life or identity and thus has an artificial identity 
simply imposed upon him in most cases, violating and subverting his destiny and his 'proper nature', 
undermining the concept of 'Tradition', 'gnothe seuton' ('know thyself', ie. play one's role within the 
state according to ones proper nature, his essence, who he is ontologically).

The system thus has a determinative and formative influence on the organic 'person' and molds him 
according to its demands and does not accommodate his organic essence, indeed denies its existence or 
relegates it to a merely insignificant autobiographical footnote inverting the values of Tradition to serve
itself as a Demiurgic demon that robs one of his life force and channels it towards the empowerment of 
the oligarchs who pull the wires of the 'goyim' puppets.

One's 'what-ness' or essence is thus a poorly fitting suit of clothes that he is forced to wear as a school 
boy or a worker is forced to wear his worker's clothes as a symbol of slavery. What he might have been,
according to his proper nature is subverted and what he is forced to be, according to his false nature he 
must conform to so that his proper destiny is extinguished and the inner light of his being is clothed in 
darkness, the darkness of industrial slavery.

Indeed he grows to love his slavery not being aware that any other form of life is possible or optional 
and that all that exists is his mind is mere programming which is the sum total of the contents of his 
consciousness save what slight inklings he may have (should he have any more developed mind at all 
that has not completely atrophied or rotted away through drinking holy water in the church or fire water
in the bar) of Being, of God. This last is the dying embers in his consciousness of Truth that he and all 
of his ilk would sooner see extinguished as it constitutes a source of unpleasant sensation that they 
would sooner banish than face.

Those who are not these 'last men' or robots of the Demiurge will observe this Divine spark dully 
gleaming in the ashes and seek to take up the bellows and blow life into it to illuminate their darkling 
minds. Such people, those who are truly redeemable ('men of race') in a real sense, who have an 
understanding at some deep level of their consciousness that 'smothering ain't right' with the world and 
thus, should they be redeemable, will have the courage to face that reality and to move forward in 
investigating the problem and its causes should they ever be able to identify it buried as it is in the 
rubble of the Demiurge and concealed behind the blinds and mirages of jewry.

Penetrating the veil of appearances with the will and skill of the Aryan they seek to rectify the 
problems, to negate the negations that have been imposed upon them and which they have been 
indoctrinated to observe 'Reality' itself. Those with the blood memory of Hyperborean origins can 
penetrate this veil and go beyond the appearances of this world of illusion and can transcend their 
fallen state of identity as a mere 'J.O.G cog" and became who they are.
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Those who are unable to have their courage to attain this state go the way of all flesh as they are too 
weak to resist the current of the evil tide of the Demiurge and precipitate their own downgoing: "those 
who are too weak to fight do not deserve to live" Hitler). Such is the law of the Cosmos and the 
stronger force overcomes the lesser with Spirit triumphing over matter even as matter closes in on itself
and eventually destroys itself through its forms being transmuted  into other forms, and this through 
their having reached the limitation of their being, having attained their death through having forsaken 
their first estate or the condition of their vitality.

To identify oneself as a mere 'laborer' and to allow oneself to limit oneself to such a state of being is to 
give oneself a death sentence of any higher principles of his being. The higher is allowed to disengage 
itself from the lower and thus one 'goes the way of all flesh' becoming an earthbound soul and living 
for no purpose other than the moment: nine to five slavery and the bottle, be it holy water or fire water, 
smoking his opium pipe of religious or ideological opium to placate his tired nerves with comforting 
lies and half truths available to 'the many too many'.

Modernity is the Demiurgic defilement of Tradition and is defecated upon it as so much diarrhea 
transforming a pristine world of spiritual forms into a materialized world of finitude and death. This is 
the 'concensus gentium' developed by the social planners who insist upon imposing their will upon 
others to bend all towards their will and force upon them what is not appropriate for them, what 
violates their proper nature and subverts their proper destiny, that being (if they are white) global 
mastery and the spiritualization of the earth and discarding of all of that which creates cacophony as 
against the Divine Will. At such time who one is will become what one is , his role in the world 
corresponding to his proper nature, enabling the realization of his proper destiny. Such will be the True 
kingdom of heaven upon earth.

PRESERVATIONISM VS. INTEGRATIONISM

Those who uphold the idea of race (the 'racial idea' as Evola called it) are vilified today as criminals; 
immoral; terrorists; deviants-all of that which was previously called (and justly so) as the fundament of 
any healthy nation and civilization is now portrayed as the above, the moral codes of the world of 
Tradition becoming inverted and supplanted with those of the world of anti-tradition, 'modernity', an 
ever increasing degeneration of all solid and orderly structures or pillars upon which Tradition is based 
that enabled the survival and advancement of the race.

Those who advocate the preservation of identity, of race, who are the only ones who could be called 
'multiculturalists' in a real sense are treated as the greatest threat to the new morality of raceless anti-
race anti-Tradition. The organic forms of life which are now called (though it is politically incorrect to 
call them such) 'race's and the Tradition they developed through themselves organically are portrayed 
as mere 'relics of the past', mere shells that need to be crushed and remolded, melted down and given a 
standardized form.

Modernity and all of its so-called 'culture' is simply a mechanism of destruction of these forms and an 
attempt to recreate artificial forms from out of the chaos so that the hidden rulers the jews, can attain 
supremacy over all. Hence the J.O.G opposes preservationism under the fascade of opposing 
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'supremacism'-this only in relation to groups who pose a threat to itself and to exalt the identity of those
not a threat that can be used as cannon fodder to undermine the threat posed by the white race.

Thus all preservation (at least within the current nigredo phase of modernity) of identity regarding 
whites is oppose with violent opposition and all affirmation of the virtue of the identity of non-whites is
exalted as an overall result through the face of opposition is put forth in a controlled manner as a steam 
valve to bleed off any of the pent up aggression which would inevitably ensue should white people not 
be allowed to have their ideological safe space (this previously occurred in the allowance of protests in 
some countries when the population was largely apathetic, and in bars as a typical case-the 
protestations picked up by the jewish barman being relayed to the kehilla and any protesting against the
jews were subject to targeting, harassment and exclusion campaigns). Identity thus is taboo where 
white people are concerned and leads over time in proportion to non-white demographic increase to 
vilification and impending genocide by vaccination or other modality (race war; economic crash; mass 
starvations, etc.).

Integrationism is the anti-race creed of genocide that destroys identity by denying identity and 
deliberately seeking its destruction through public policy mad official and that which is unofficial-the 
invasion of non-whites into white society through the controllers looking the other way and enabling it 
to occur...and then enabling the genocide should they achieve their goals.

BETTER DEAD THAN RED

The materialists of the temporal plane of the Demiurgic downward spiral cling to life and to their daily 
bread as the be all and end all of existence. The means are their ends and their end is the means; they 
would rather cast aside any higher form of life as means of perpetuating their life of groveling 
sycophancy before their jewish commissar masters.

Globally there is now developing a socialist system of world slavery masquerading as 
'humanitarianism' altruism and various other pleomorphic forms of the same mongrelized kosher 
product: democracy; communitarianism, et.al. This has often borne the name 'communist' and is a name
as good as any.

However christianity is merely an earlier form of the same primitive communism that transformed 
itself into the technocracy of slavery that became soviet Russia and was run by the same oligarch cabal 
of jewry. The 'blue' denoting spirituality and christianity and the 'red' of communism denoting 
materiality and passion/emotion, one 'god' the other 'devil', purport to be different and yet are largely 
one-simply two sides of the same kosher coin of jewish despotism, a coin which, when flipped, reveals 
both of its sides being merely a different coat of paint of the same base metal of the token bearing the 
images of jewish dictators: jewhovah; jesus; Lenin and Marx, et.al.

Both paths are failures and could never bear any positive fruit or any success should one wish to 
traverse them as they both lead to the grave: in the case of christianity towards the atrophy of the soul 
by adherence to the jews' thought forms and failed cultivation of the soul  through failure to practice 
the appropriate spiritual practices, and in the case of communism to a similar fate becoming an 
earthbound soul for whom only matter 'matters' all else being a mere fantasy or imagined pseudo-
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reality having neither rhyme nor reason. In either case the soul becomes atrophied and the individual 
ceases to exist, their stealing from them whatever energy they may and amplifying their own energy in 
the process.

However there is a loop hole for those able to understand how to escape the prison of false 'reality', the 
false disjunctive choice between 'satan' and 'christ', communism and christianity (the political 
formations of these alleged real figures, these archetypes). That choice is godhood from oneself and for
one's race through the appropriate spiritual exercises. Only through this means may the tomb be averted
and thus one can avoid the 'dichotomy' (false as it is) of 'better dead than red'.

There are, in the case of the 'reds' (communists) those who would rather be red than dead. These are the
materialists who forsake any higher spiritual path and, devoted to matter and the delights of the senses 
forsake any upward path becoming earthbound souls, captives of the zion matrix.

These 'reds' would rather drink the crimson elixir of their own race as means of punishing themselves 
with yet another morsel, to 'live another day' in the world of illusion. They cast their own race into the 
pit as means of defiling themselves for yet another vain hour foolishly unaware that to cast your own 
people into the grave is to precipitate your own destruction. Thus the 'red' and internationalist by 
definition (secular humanist) becomes red through cutting his own throat with the sacrifice knife he 
uses to carve his fatted goose and beefsteak, spilling onto his silver plate his own sanguine elixir, and in
the most literal sense eating himself.

PROZAK SMILES

Falsehood abounds in zion and all partake of its poisonous nectar with gleeful smiles, eager to in their 
deluded minds empower themselves through partaking of their Babylonian wine, drunk on egotism and
on the blood of their sacrifices. 

This behavior is the hallmark of 'zion'-a theater actor in the theater of the real skillfully playing a role 
as a manipulator of the slave class which they con and deceive to derive their personal advantage and to
live a leisure life at the expense of.

This is not only a hallmark of the homo sovieticus but necessary condition of survival in the 'modern' 
world. Those who are not actors, who are incapable of 'playing the part' assigned them by the elders of 
zion will not have any part to play save as a sacrifice on the altar of 'g-d', the one and only one 'god' of 
the totalitarian system (G.A.O.T.U).

One must be an adept theater actor in order to derive whatever benefit the system holds out: he must 
really 'feel it', he must replicate the created reality (itself illusion) woven by the hidden hands a a 
tangled skein of fantasy, a rainbow colored spider's web in which all of the 'flies of the market place' 
are caught to be vampirized and absorbed into the maws of the spiders in advance and acted out 
according to script is requisite as a conditio sine qua non of their continued survival.

Perhaps it would be best to say that they do not survive at all as an organic being but are themselves 
merely a construct of system programming, the sum total of all stimuli and responses which constitutes 
their programming from kindergarten to graduate school and the work force (slave force).
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They are perhaps not 'They' but a simulacrum themselves, an identical copy for which no original ever 
existed, a pure invention derived form a blue print, a mass produced mass man (homo sovieticus) who 
has no qualities of any organic self developed nature, qualities which are simply repetitions or 
instantiations of the mold stamped into yet another product, human (infrahuman) battery which can be 
drained of its life force, a mere receptacle or container of bioenergy drunk by the vampires of zion to 
enhance their own life force. One must gleefully dance on the stage of life even though he is dressed in 
rags in order to pick up the scraps cast at his feet to perpetuate his life of object humiliation and 
debased infra-humanity.

'Smile! you're on Camera!'. Everywhere one goes in the panopticon of zion he is spied on and tracked, 
monitored through a control freakish micromanagement by his fellow slaves who all must harass and 
badger one another to enforce the default setting of the system which is a closed system of maniacal 
productivity without any higher purpose save itself: 'fiat productio pereat homo!' One lives for the 
means to live and yet never lives; exists an absurd life without any quality of life that could be called 
'his own' (as he does not exist-but is merely a construct, an economic unit).

The means are production the end is production-means equal ends and this without end, a rat rolling in 
a rat wheel exhausting its life force in the cage of zion, drinking intoxicating liquid from the rat bottle 
in the corner of the cage and self-administering cocaine at the press of a lever to coerce himself forward
to continue his maniacal exertions in the name of 'production' as an in-itself and ultimately itself a mere
simulacral blind of illusion, a veil of maya which masks the real meaning of his production that being 
the expenditure of his life force so that it may be absorbed by the vampire astral parasites who control 
this world and who are bound up with the jews, their earthly emissaries who assist in the construction 
of the system, engineering chaos and creating the illusion that it is 'normality' as means of further 
destroying the lives of others through draining away their life force in chaotic exertion: work; 
revolution; poverty and the fear of death; war; the false promise of a heaven world, through the 
mortgaging of one's soul to the system and its controllers.

In order to breath 'God's fresh air' one must sell out to 'Satan', the adversary of god, the jews and their 
demonic masters who control them. He must do so willingly, he must 'feel it', he must welcome the 
slave chains else he will be subjected to the regularization process of the system via its minions who 
are mobilized by the spider's who twitch the rainbow fibers of the web and initiate the machinations of 
their slaves to force into lock step the exception to the rule-that rule which would be 'law' should the 
controllers have their way. Be an actor and play your role or you will receive more than the ostaka (the 
'oysters shells' used in ancient Greece to tally votes for banishment of those undesirable carried out 
yearly) you will receive a death sentence. Should you not be able to be 'remediated' by the system you 
will be ruthlessly exterminated. 

Thus one must wear a heart of gold on his sleeve-shining with the false light of the fool's gold of zion, 
mammon. One must look like the rest-an instance of a category, of a caste and not look the slightest bit 
different from that category. This or he will be rendered a pariah and if he rendered a pariah he is then 
reduced to the lowest level and treated with perpetual contempt, ritualistic harassment leading to his 
destruction, an inculcation with the 'sickness unto death' of pariah-itis, of 'other' stigmata, of the cain 
marks of the outcast of the 'enemy' of the system. 
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"Smile! You're on Camera!" the camera vision of the panopticon captures the image of the slave and 
monitors all of his motions and actions-he may not act according to his template and the longer he does
so the less independent his mind the more immersed he becomes in the 'one'-the system of God and 
himself as an instantiation of 'God' qua system. He identifies with system and the contents of his 
conciousness become that of the system as it impinges upon himself, he as a mere microchip in the 
mainframe computer interfacing with the system as a transceiver of 'information': garbage in, garbage 
out and this to the point of burn out of his circuitry.

'He' is no longer 'he' but a J.O.G cog, a cog in the machine of the jewish occupation government 
(J.O.G). He is his program and he plays it as a solid state device stores and gives access to information. 
His brain sand in his pineal gland has been melted down to construct silicon chips which are he 
himself, molded into square shape so that he may be efficiently packed together with the myriad of his 
other slaves who comprise a battery pile of bioenergy that can be siphoned off by the vampire 
controllers of the system.

The phrase 'better dead than red' here applies to 'homo sovieticus', the mass man who seeks to 'merge 
with the one', to 'go to god', to subordinate himself to the multi-racial, multipersonal collective which 
simply recycles all of the components of his being into a mass of dissipated elements absorbed into the 
'sum total' like a sadist throwing a puppy into a pool of acid so that it could 'join god' or become one 
with the 'all'.

Better to die in the physical and attain to whatever degree of probability-immortality -through 
separation, segregating oneself from the mass and seeking to preserve the principles of his Being even 
should he be forced to go down fighting 'against the world'; and all of its infrahuman and "human all to 
human " faces. Towards the superman then, even should it mean one's death.

EXCEPTIONAL

Within the hive mid of J.O.G there are no exceptions permitted. This is the nature of pantheistic 
naturalism, the worldview of the jew-all is 'One' and all emanates from the 'One' and returns to the 
'One'. All else is sacrilege and demonic and should be 'cast aside' as so much heresy against 'God' (the 
jewish version of the Absolute which is yet not God but merely a simulacrum of God-'g-d').

Anyone who has no willingness to be mixed out of existence by jews and to worship their 'g-d' and 
themselves the jews by proxy will be targeted for extermination. Any thought, word or deed which 
deviates from the egalitarian pacifist ideology of 'Oneness' is considered 'violent' as a violator of 'the 
One' ('Being and the One', the Parmenidean abstraction which derives from the Hither Asiatic near 
eastern 'Oneness' of such as Zeno of Elea and yet earlier variants on the theme deriving presumably 
from some form of mediterranean Pelasgian/Akkadian perhaps Phoenician origins -assuming such a 
conception ever had an origin of course-the jew would say it originated with 'g-d').

Those who are 'exceptional' in relation to this ideology of totalitarianism (the only True totalitarian 
ideology) are marked for death within the totalitarian system or 'society' and each and all who do not 
wish to suffer the same fate have imposed upon them an obligation to persecute, shun, exclude and 
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work towards the destruction of all of those not cogs in the J.O.G, gears in the machine of totalitarian 
pacifism.

The the (((system))) enforces itself upon the exception and determines the exception qua exception, 
determines all in relation to itself: for (egalitarian pacifist) or against (non-egalitarian pacifist, i.e 
exception to the rule what purports to be law).

The exception is thus set out as a targeted entity who must be ruthlessly persecuted unto death as means
of enforcing/maintaining the system in its totalitarian operations. They who are the exception to the 
system are they who seek to carve out for themselves or affirm any identity that does not have the 
property of the amorphous and undifferentiated chaos of the (((system))).

Anything differentiated, anything precise and singular, indeed anything properly spoken of as 
'exceptional' is in the crosshairs and not tolerated. That which possesses qualities that do not support 
uniformity, organic basis in actual real life (the creation of God, differentiated Order) is persecuted, that
which supports inorganic uniformity (corporate identity in mega corps; communist identity in the state-
without making allowance for organic biologically based differentiation) is tolerated and only that.

This is why the kaleidoscopic variation of liberalism is permitted if only as a nigredo phase to work 
towards the kingdom of zion via the dialectical destruction of all previous existent organic forms (ie. 
the creations of the Creator; organic; biological life).

This makes the pantheistic naturalist egalitarian pacifist creed of liberalism and the abrahamist 
religions also a death cult that permits no organic life as 1) in the first case of liberalism it is merely a 
destructive instrument for 2) the zion world government both of which serve as ideological solvents of 
differentiated order into a mass of goyim goulash which is mixed together into the bricks in the walls of
Solomon's temple. 

To be exceptional in today's society is to affirm the exception and to denounce the rule, to support and 
seek to rectify the differentiated order of the Divine Will. Those who are on the side of God are 
exceptional, those who claim to be on the side of God and are supporters of undifferentiated chaos, are 
the rule who violate the law of the Divine Will expressing itself in all organic life. The former are life 
affirmers the latter adherents of a death cult of gradual self destruction, passing into chaos without a 
whimper, whereas the exceptions go out with bang regardless of the outcome on this mundane 'veil of 
tears'.

The moribund adherents of the death cult of liberalism ; abrahamism, new age-ism; libertarianism, etc. 
are all racing off a cliff to oblivion mixing and mingling with abandon as they prostrate themselves 
before their icon the peace sign-symbol of the inversion of the life rune, just as the christards worship 
the inverted cross of the chakras-matter over Spirit, the earthly grave over heaven and the muslims the 
sickle of Saturn and the lunar principle of mutability of becoming, pantheistic naturalism and the 
extinction of the soul.

One thus, assuming he has the ontological constitution suited to it (he has the Divine Spark inherent 
within), must be exceptional should he wish for eternal life, else he will simply expire through his own 
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inner weakness becoming an earthbound soul rolling around in the rat wheel of becoming, expending 
his life force and expiring by slow degrees becoming for the Demiurge-a lost soul for the eater of 
millions.

The exception cultivates the soul and preserves difference in opposition to chaos. One will either 
oppose the chaos or be pulled down into it as in a strong undertoe into the corrosive waters. Yoga and 
doaist practices and meditation, an active spiritual virility, is requisite as condition of the survival of 
one's self as a child of God, a differentiated organism, Divine Spark of the supreme Being.

INFRAHUMANS

It is high time that the enemy was called out by name and adequately described so that they can be 
understood and identified in their nature. The writer will refer to the enemy as 'the infrahumans'-they 
who are not able to obtain the level of 'humanity' as they are not sufficiently developed in their 
consciousness to merit this designation; they who do not have this state of being, who have not attained
this state of consciousness.

Who is this? Why is this? The answer is that they have attached themselves to matter, to the realm of 
'samsara', the phenomenal world and accordingly have not cultivated the principles of their being (of 
their soul) in a way that enables them to create an integrated soul whose aspects are harmoniously well 
adjusted and jar against one another, create an inner discord and manifest outwardly in behavior as 
outer discord creating chaos in the 'society' and harming others.

The infrahuman is that being who is thus an undeveloped soul attached to the mundane realm, an 
'earthbound soul' who cannot transcend this fallen state of being and whose entire motivation orients 
around self interest maximization, the interests of the lower self that which is immersed in the waters of
samsara in the mundane plane.

The unconscious and semi-conscious drones are easily captured by the jew in their matrix prison of 
samsaric illusion which they engineer through creating a society that is focused solely on materialism 
and sensationalism, wherein the sole purpose of life is to intoxicate one's soul with the delights of the 
sense and chain oneself to the earth without developing any inner transcendent principles of his being, 
allowing whatever latent spiritual qualities he might have had to atrophy and this allow his soul to be 
absorbed into the jewish oversoul within the matrix prison (and this through the means spoken of 
below).

In order to be 'human' one must attain the appropriate level of consciousness to qualify as 'human', 
failing that one simply atrophies, his soul being absorbed and his failing to attain the immortalization of
the material body, his soul becomes nothing but energetic food that is fed upon by the astral parasites 
the jews are controlled by and the jews themselves, powering them as the vampires of the earth with 
this essence.

Such is the fate of the 'infrahuman'. To escape such a fate requires involving oneself in the appropriate 
spiritual practices (evolving oneself world be a better term) as means of strengthening the soul and 
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ascending beyond the mundane plane of third density transcending in immanence the matrix and 
severing the shackle which binds him to the earth.

The programming of the infrahuman consists of empty emotional rhetoric and stimuli that activates the 
emotional mind and keeps one trapped within this plane of existence beneath the level of the human 
which is above the purely a emotional level of consciousness that is shared with the animal kingdom 
and which is attained through the spiritual exercise rooted in the Tradition for the cultivation of the 
higher mind (Buddhi manas) supra-rational intuition/intellection-that which is above reason which 
latter is above emotion in the hierarchy of consciousness.

The mind programs of christianity and secular humanism are used to great effect in conditioning the 
slaves to remain trapped in the emotional states of consciousness and serve as a formula for slavery, 
rendering the 'infrahuman' charges dupes of the black magician cabal. The incantations of christian 
witchcraft are the bible passages that conjure up emotive states of consciousness and the empty 
rhetoricizing of the secular equivalent theorists regarding 'humanity'; 'peace'; 'equality', etc.

These programs are played by the cabal as a broken record to entrain the biocomputer brain/mind to 
bow before the cabal who represent themselves as priestly caste intermediaries who intermediate 
between the fictional egregores they have invented (yahweh and christ) and the 'populace' of devoted 
'faithful' who serve as the infrahuman batteries form whom they harvest energy on this through 
coercing them to work and release their bioenergy and through stealing their wealth through taxation as
well as through the absorption of their bioenergy via the formulae and incantations that the jews have 
scribed in their scriptures as black magic formulae to enable their vampirism.

This broken record rhetoric continues to reinforce the programming of the infrahumans, keeping them 
in a state of infrahuman consciousness through emotionalization, the disengagement of the rational 
brain and the shutting off of any high mentation of any higher mode of consciousness, snuffing out the 
Divine spark of attempting at least (since that which is immortal can never be destroyed) to obscure its 
light with the false light of emotional insanity-fireworks in the mind set up by the diabolical rulership 
that titillates the senses and trap the goyim in samsara.

Who are the infrahumans of this veil of tears trapped within the matrix of zion? The christians are first 
and foremost on the list of mind controlled infrahumans who are more rigorously programmed by the 
jews' black magic incantations-the more christian one is the more programmed, the more infrahuman 
he becomes-the more bound to the astral parasites the jews work with on their quid pro quo contractual 
basis-blood/energy for energy-sacrificing the 'goyim' to these 'angelic' entities for personal power and 
expediting the atrophy of the soul of the christian by bleeding off their energy, draining the infrahuman 
batteries into themselves by slower or faster degrees depending on the intensity and duration of the 
activation of the christian programming.

Liberals or those who adhere to the secular humanist programming are also subject to this 
programming and processing of their soul energy which reduces their inner light and life in a similar 
manner though it could be argued that the process is of a more ineffective kind from a spiritual 
perspective it is mainly the acculturation of the secular humanist with sensationalist practices that leads
to the acceleration of their vampirization through binding themselves to matter, to the corrosive waters 
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of samsara from which they attempt to slake their insatiable thirst for hedonistic indulgence unto 
burnout and the complete atrophy of their soul.

In both cases the result is the same which is why both psyops or mind programs are allowed to continue
as they receive kosher approval and perpetuate the slavery of the goyim trapping them in a state of pure
emotionalism and severing any ties of consciousness to any higher forms of existence that lead as it 
were across a rainbow bridge from midgard to asgard. It is the rainbow bridge of True illumination that 
the jew wishes to conceal behind his black cube of 'peace' (jeru-salem-city of peace, city of jehovah the
jewish demon), the black box of demonic entities who he wishes the goyim to prise open out of idol 
curiosity and to enable their possession, a chaining of the goyim to matter so that he the jew and they 
his archontic masters may continue to feed off the soul farm of zion upon this earth.
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